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Summary
This thesis deals with two types of mathematical objects: alternating sign matrices and 
poly topes.
Alternating sign matrices were first defined in 1982 by Mills, Robbins and Rumsey. Since 
then, alternating sign matrices have led to some very captivating research (with multiple 
open problems still standing), an outline of which is presented in the opening chapter of this 
thesis.
Convex polytopes are extremely relevant when considering enumerations of certain classes 
of integer valued matrices. An overview of the relevant properties of convex polytopes is 
presented, before a connection is made between poly topes and alternating sign matrices: the 
alternating sign matrix polytope.
The vertex set of this new polytope is given, as well as a generalization of standard alternating 
sign matrices to give higher spin alternating sign matrices. From a result of Ehrhart a result 
concerning the enumeration of these matrices is obtained, namely, that for fixed size and 
variable line sum the enumeration is given by a particular polynomial.
In Chapter 4, we give results concerning the symmetry classes of the alternating sign matrix 
polytope and in Chapter 3 we study symmetry classes of the Birkhoff polytope. For this 
classical polytope we give some new results.
In the penultimate chapter, another polvtope is defined that is a valid solution set of the 
transportation problem and for which a particular set of parameters gives the alternating sign 
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1.1 A lternating sign matrices
1.1.1 D efin itions
Enumerative combinatorics studies the counting of structures obeying certain properties. 
Any undergraduate text on combinatorics is sure to contain some work on permutations, 
one class of such structures. Another class of structures of more recent interest is that of 
alternating sign matrices.
D efin ition  1.1.1. The set of alternating sign matrices of size n, denoted ASM(n), is the 
set o f n x n  matrices with the following properties:
• The entries are from the set {-1,0,1}.
•  The sum of the entries in each column and in each row is 1.
• Disregarding the 0 entries, the l ’s and - l ’s alternate along each row and column.
Figure 1.1 shows the alternating sign matrices of size 3. Note that any permutation matrix 
is an alternating sign matrix.
How these matrices appeared and the earlier years of research that evolved around them will 
be the subject of our next section. Some of this material has appeared in the review papers 
[24, 93, 113] and the book [25].
Throughout this thesis, P denotes the set of positive integers, N denotes the set of nonnegative 
integers, [m, n] denotes the set {m, r a + 1 , . . . ,  n} for any ra, n £ Z, with [m, n] = 0 for n < m,
12








0 1 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0
Figure 1.1: ASM(3)
and [n] denotes the set [l,n] for any n  € Z. The notation (m, n)R and [m, n]® will be used 
for the open and closed intervals of real numbers between m  and n. For a finite set T, \T\ 
denotes the cardinality of T. The symbol /„  denotes the identity matrix of size n x n.
1.1.2 H istorical overview
Alternating sign matrices have been appealing combinatorial objects for more than 20 years. 
Before explaining how they appeared we recall another mathematical object. The determi­
nant of an n  x n  matrix a can be defined as:
M =  ] C  sign(cr) J J a itr(i)
<r£Sn *=1
The determinant is a sum over the symmetric group Sn. Mills, Robbins and Rumsey worked 
on Dodgson condensation, an algorithm for iteratively calculating the determinant of an n  x n 
matrix in terms of 2 x 2 determinants:
Oil fll9 
«21 022 ~~ ailGt22 “  a12a21
Changing this slightly to give:
021 022 =  a n fl22 +  Aai2a2i 
Robbins and Rumsey [95] were led to define the A determinant of an n x n matrix a, as:
|“ Ia =  n  'p (<7' a ) n
o-GASM(n) i,j=1
where P  is a certain function of A and a. A  simple question arose: for given n  how many 
terms are there in this sum? The first few enumerations offered were 1,2,7,42,429,7436,__
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Not having the many references available today they asked the combinatorialist Richard 
Stanley if he knew of this sequence. He responded that this sequence (A005130 of [99]) 
also enumerates so-called descending plane partitions as shown by Andrews in [3]. A plane 
partition of a number n  is defined as an array of positive integers with non-increasing rows and 
columns, such that the sum of its entries is n. Turning their interest towards these objects, 
Mills, Robbins and Rumsey started working on the Macdonald conjecture [77]. Macdonald’s 
conjecture concerned a particular type of these objects: cyclically symmetric plane partitions. 
Macdonald conjectured a form for the generating function of these elements and Stanley 
claimed proving this formula was “the most interesting open problem in all of enumerative 
combinatorics” [102]. Andrews [3] proved a particular case of this conjecture and conjectured 
another result. These conjectures were proved in [80] by Mills, Robbins and Rumsey. In 
[80] they defined alternating sign matrices and gave two conjectures concerning these new 
mathematical objects tha t they developed further in [81]. Returning to their initial query, if 
we let An be the number of alternating sign matrices of size n, they conjectured the following 
formula
A  =  T-r (3J +  ! ) ! (1 jx
J i  ( « + ; ) ' ’
It is easy to note tha t there can be only a single 1 in the first row of any alternating sign
matrix. If we let An# be the number of alternating sign matrices with single 1 in the first
row and column k , we have the refined alternating sign matrix conjecture:
fn  +  k -  2\  (2n -  k -  1)! j-r (3j  +  1)!
A ^ = {  k - 1  )  (» -* )■  (L2)
Equations (1.1)-(1.2) are the previously mentioned conjectures given in [80] by Mills, Robbins 
and Rumsey. In [93], Robbins offered the following opinion on a range of conjectures related 
to alternating sign matrices: “ These conjectures are o f such compelling simplicity that it is 
hard to understand how any mathematician can bear the pain o f living without understanding 
why they are true”. Some of these conjectures are still open but a review of the proof of (1.1) 
will follow in Section 1.1.4.
1.1.3 T he m any faces o f alternating sign  m atrices
The title of this section is actually the title of an extremely relevant article by Propp: [89]. 
In [22, 89] different bijections are given between alternating sign matrices and other combi­
natorial objects. The 1995 paper [22] offers a nice snapshot of history since the authors were 
hoping that one of their bijections would offer an insight into proving the alternating sign 
matrix conjectures (1.1) and (1.2). However the proof of (1.1) appeared in [111] at practically 
the same time as did [22] without using the particular bijection mentioned.
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E dge m a tr ix  p a irs
D efin ition  1.1.2. Define the set of edge m atrix pairs EM(n) as: 
EM(n) := I (h,v) =
/ fhio . . hln\ h o i  . • V0n \  \
: I
G {0, l}nx<n+1) x (0, l } ^ 1)*"
V \hnO • • hnn) \Vnl • Vnn /  J
• hio = voj = 0 for all i , j  G [n]
•  hin = vnj  =  1 for all i, j  G [n]
•  ■hij-i +  Vij =  ij  +  hij for all i , j  G [n]
(1.3)
We shall refer to h as a horizontal edge matrix and v as a vertical edge matrix. It can be 
checked that there is a bijection between the set ASM(n) and EM(n) in which the edge 
matrix pair (h, v) which corresponds to the alternating sign matrix a is given by:
and inversely:
h%j =  Yjj>=iai,j' for 811 * € N> J G [0, n] 
vij =  £ ! '= i a*'j for all i G [0,n], j  G [n\
aij — h^ hiyj—i — Vij Vi— for all j  G [nj
(1.4)
(1.5)
Therefore h is the column sum matrix and v is the row sum matrix of a. The correspondence 
between alternating sign matrices and edge matrix pairs was first identified in [95]. Using 
equation (2.4) we get for the matrices from Figure 1.1 the edge matrix pairs as shown in 
Figure 1.2 (the ordering of these matrices corresponds to the ordering of Figure 1.1).
C o rn e r sum  m atrices
D efin ition  1.1.3. Define the set of corner sum matrices CSM(ri) as: 
CSM(n) :=
 ^Q),o • Q),n^ •  Q)fc =  Cfco =  0 for all k G [0, n]
G [0, n]n+lxn+1 •  Ckn = Cnk = k for all k G [0, n]•  Cij — Q j_ i  G {0,1} for all i , j  G [n]
\Cn,0 Cn,n/ • Cij -  Ci—i j  G {0,1} for all i , j  G [n] ^
It can be checked that there is a bijection between ASM(n) and CSM(n) in which the corner 
sum matrix c which corresponds to the alternating sign matrix a is given by:
i j
Cij = £ £ - , .  for all z, j  G [0,n]
i'=i j>=i
(1.7)
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0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1
0 0 1
0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1
(0 0 0\ \
1 0 0
1 1 0
V 1 1 / /




(0 0 0\ \0 1 0
1 1 0
V 1 V/
(° 0 1 1
0
1 0 1
Vo 0 1 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1
0 0 0
0 1 1 1
0 0 1 1
1 ° 0 1 10 0 0 1
V o 1 1 1
( 0 0 0 \ \
0 1 0
1 0 1
V 1 1 1  / /
(0  0 0 \ \  
1 0 0 
1 0 1
V1 1 v  /
/o  0 0\ \  
0 0 1 
1 0 1
VI 1 W
/0  0 0\ \  
0 1 0 
0 1 1
V I  1  1 )  I
Figure 1.2: EM(3)
and inversely,
dij =  -  Cij-1 -  Ci-ij +  Ci~\,j-i, for all i, j  G [n] (1.8)
Combining the bijections (1.4) and (1.5) between EM (n) and ASM(rc), and (1.7) and (1.8) 
between ASM(n) and CSM(n), the corner sum matrix c which corresponds to the edge matrix 
pair (h, v)  is given by:
* ■?
<kj =  Y 2  hi' j = Y 2  for a11 i e  [°> ni (i-9)
i’=l j'=1
and inversely,
h j  = Cij -  q _ ij ,  for all i 6 |n ] ,j G [0,n] n  lf)x
v j  = Cij -  Cij-1, for all i e  [0,n ] ,j  G [n]
Corner sum matrices were introduced in [95]. Figure 1.3 gives CSM(3).
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(0 0 0 0 \ (0 0 0 ° \ (0 0 0 ° \
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 0 1 2
\0 1 2 V 1 2 V 1 2 3 /
/0 0 0 0\ (0 0 0 0\ (0 0 0 ° \
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 2 0 1 2 2 0 0 1 2
V> 1 2 3 / V> 1 2 3 / \0 1 2 3 /
/o 0 0 0\
0 0 1 1
0 1 1 2
\o 1 2 3/
Figure 1.3: CSM(3)
M onotone triangles
Definition 1.1.4. Define the set monotone triangles M T(n) to be the set of all triangular 
arrays t of the form:
ti,i
h ,i h,2
tn, 1 • • • ^n,n
such that:
• Each entry o f t  is in [n].
• Uj < U,j+1 for all i e  [n], j  € [i — 1].
• U+ij < Uj < t i+ij+i for all i e  [n -  1], j  e  [i].
It follows that the last row of any monotone triangle in MT(n) consists of each integer of [n]. 
It can be checked that there is a bijection between ASM(n) and MT(n) in which the mono­
tone triangle t which corresponds to the alternating sign matrix a is obtained by first using
(1.4) to find the vertical edge matrix v tha t corresponds to a, and then row i of t corresponds 
to the positions of the l ’s of row i of u, with these integers being placed in increasing order 
along each row. Using this bijection we get Figure 1.4 for MT(3).
The set MT(n) of monotone triangles was introduced in [81].
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1 1 3
2 3 1 3 2 3
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
3 2 2
1 3 2 3 1 2





The next form we consider is arguably one of the most important. The bijection given here 
made a connection between combinatorics and physics.
Configurations of the six-vertex model w ith domain-wall boundary conditions
Definition 1.1.5. We define the m  by n lattice Cm,n to be the graph with vertex set:
[0, m +  1] x [0, n  +  1] \  {(0,0), (0, n  +  1), (m +  1,0), (m +  1, n  +  1)}
where two points ( i , j ) , ( i ' , j f) from this set form  an edge i f  and only if (i , j ) — ( i ' , f )  G 
{(0, ± 1) , ( ± 1, 0)}.
The vertices will be depicted in a grid in which vertex (i , j )  appears in row i from the 
top and column j  from the left as shown in Figure 1.5. If (i , j )  — ( i ' , f )  =  (0, ±1) or 
(i , j )  — = (±1,0) then the edge {i' , j ' )} is horizontal or vertical respectively.
Definition 1.1.6. A configuration of the six-vertex model with domain-wall boundary con­
ditions is an assignment of left or right arrows to each horizontal edge of Cn,n and an up or 
down arrow to each vertical edge of £ n?n such that:
•  A t each internal vertex the number of arrows directed in is the same as the number of 
arrows directed out.
•  All arrows on the left/right/top/bottom boundary are oriented left/right/down/up.
It can be shown that there is a bijection between configurations of the six-vertex model with 
domain-wall boundary conditions on Cn>n and ASM(n). To map such a configuration to a 
matrix a G ASM(n) the following rule is used at each vertex (i, j )  to give






(m, n + 1)
l(m ,0)
(nH- 1,«)
Figure 1.5: £ m,n
For the inverse mapping, given an alternating sign matrix, once the arrows for the vertices 
corresponding to the l ’s and - l ’s have been assigned there is a unique way in which the 
other arrows can be inserted into £ n,n- Figure 1.6 gives the configurations corresponding to 
Figure 1.1. The correspondence between alternating sign matrices and configurations of the 
six-vertex model with domain-wall boundary conditions was first identified in [53].
Figure 1.6: Six-vertex model configurations with domain-wall boundary conditions on £ 3,3
A configuration of the six-vertex model with domain wall boundary conditions can alterna­
tively be regarded as an assignment of 0’s and l ’s to the edges of £ n>n such that:
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• The values assigned to the four edges surrounding an internal vertex satisfy the rule 
given in Figure 1.8.
• All of the edges on the left and upper boundaries are assigned 0’s and all of the edges 
on the right and lower boundaries are assigned l ’s.
Thus the relationship between the two forms of configurations is simply that left and down 
arrows correspond to 0’s and right and up arrows correspond to l ’s as shown in Figure 1.7. 
The configurations of the six-vertex model with domain wall boundary conditions on £ 3,3 
using 0’s and l ’s are shown in Figure 1.9. Also the mapping between edge matrix pairs and 
configurations of the six-vertex model with domain wall boundary conditions using 0’s and 
1’s is simply that for any (/z, v) G EM(n), hij is assigned to the horizontal edge between (z, j)  
and (z, j  +  1) and is assigned to the vertical edge between (i, j)  and (z + 1, j) . This is 
shown in Figure 1.10.
- , t <-,1
1 0
Figure 1.7: Orientation Convention 
s
<2____ 2 a + 0 = ~, + 6
0
Figure 1.8: Relation between the edge matrix entries surrounding a vertex
L attice  pa ths
D efinition 1.1.7. The set LP(n) of lattice paths is the set of all sets P  of n directed lattice 
paths on £ n,n such that:
• For each i G [n\, P  contains a path which begins at [n +  1, z) and ends at (z, n +  1).
• Each step of each path of P  is either (—1,0) or (0,1).
• Different paths of P  do not cross or share any edge of the lattice (but may share a vertex 
of the lattice).
It can be checked that there is a bijection between EM(n) (and hence ASM(n)) and LP(rz) 
in which the edge matrix pair (/i, v) which corresponds to the path set P  is given by:

































Figure 1.9: Configurations of the six-vert ex model with domain wall boundary conditions on 
Cz,3 using 0’s and l ’s
VQl V02 









, / l l r
Vln
t /l2 r
Figure 1.10: Assignment of edge matrix entries to lattice edges
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• hij = 1 if and only if there is a path of P  that passes from ( iff)  to (i, j  +  1).
• = 1 if and only if there is a path of P  that passes from (i +  1, j )  to (i, j).
The set LP(n) is studied in [14, 22, 23, 51, 106]. Figure 1.11 gives the lattice paths corre­
sponding to Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.11: LP(3)
Fully packed loops
D efinition 1.1.8. The set FPL(n) of fully packed loop configurations is the set of all sets 
P of nondirected open and closed paths on Cn,n such that:
• Any two edges occupied successively by a path of P  are different.
• Exactly one path of P  passes through each internal vertex of £ n,n.
• Each path of P  does not cross itself or any other path of P.
• At each external vertex (0,2k-l) and (n+l,n-2k+2) for k € [Tfl], and (2k, 0) and 
(n — 2k +  l ,n  +  1) for k € [LfJ] > there is an endpoint of a path of P, these being the 
only lattice points which are path endpoints.
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It can be checked that there is a bijection between EM(n) and FPL(n) in which the element 
of FPL(n) which corresponds to (/i, v) G EM(n) is obtained by first forming:
t  _  ( hij for z +  j  odd 
b ~  \  1 — for z +  ? even
( 1 . 11)
_ _  f 1 — Vij for i +  j  odd 
Vij ~  \  for i -f j  even
and then assigning a path segment to each horizontal edge of Cn,n between (z, j)  and (z, j  + 1) 
which has hij = 1 and to each vertical edge between (z, j )  and (z +  1 , j )  which has Vij = 1. 
Figure 1.12 gives the fully packed loop configurations on £ 3,3.
Figure 1.12: FPL(3)
Fully packed loops are interesting combinatorial objects in their own right as shown for 
example in [37, 38, 48, 49, 107, 109, 118].
These are most of the forms of alternating sign matrices considered by Propp in [89]. In the 
next section we give an overview of one of the proofs of (1.1) that uses one of these particular 
forms.
1.1 .4  P rov in g  th e  a ltern a tin g  s ig n  m a tr ix  con jectu re
The original proof of the alternating sign matrix conjecture (1.1) appeared in an article by 
Zeilberger [111]. He originally submitted this article as a 20 page paper in 1992. In [113] 
Zeilberger explains how the referee (Dave Robbins) constantly found “gaps” in his arguments. 
After resubmitting quite a few times, Zeilberger decided to make his paper “pre-refereed” . 
He shared out all the lemmas in his argument to different mathematicians who checked each 
one individually. This led to his final 80 page paper being accepted and recognized as the
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original proof of the long standing conjecture. To quote Zeilberger in [113]: “this innovative 
format, and the pioneering idea of communal checking, are even more important than the 
content of my article” . The proof itself involved showing that alternating sign matrices 
are equinumerous with totally symmetric, self-complementary plane partitions, which had 
already been enumerated by Andrews [4].
The second proof of conjecture (1.1) that appeared was by Kuperberg [72]. We will go over 
the key points in Kuperberg’s proof, in very much the same way that Bressoud does in his 
book [25].
Kuperberg’s proof relies on configurations of the six-vertex model with domain wall boundary 
conditions as dven bv Definition 1.6. Consider an internal vertex of this model usine 0’s and
l ’s: “a
0
•. A Boltzmann weight W
/ \/  a
— — , 0
V * J
, 2, a E C is defined, where a and 2 are complex
variables, often called the crossing parameter and spectral parameter respectively. Defining
1,2,0 ] = W
= W
5 , 2 , 0  =  W
, 2,0 =  1
5,2, a I =  5(20, o)
-^ ,2 ,0^ =  s(J,a)
( 1 .12)
/ Z \ \  . . . 2 i „ \
In general we consider I : : I E Cnxn, with zq being used for vertex (i,j).  For
\2ni . . . ZnnJ
given (h, v) E EM(n) and its corresponding six-vertex model configuration with domain wall 
boundary conditions using O’s and l ’s we calculate the weight of this configuration by taking 
the product of the weights of all the vertices:
W(h,v)  =  Y l  w  
i,j=1
/ v i ~  1 J  \
h i j - 1 h i j  \
•, Z { j , (1 I
V Vij J
In the case needed here we associate row i with x { and column j  with yj and set 2^  =  for 
some complex numbers X\ t . . . ,  xn and 2/1, . . . ,  yn. A particular tool of statistical mechanics 
is the partition function Zn(x \ , . . .  xn, j/i,. . .  yn, a), which is the sum of the weights of all the 
possible states of a system:
Zn( x i , . . . x n, y i , . . . y n,a) := W





This partition function had already been well studied [18, 64, 65, 70] giving the determinant
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formula:
v I W ( $ * ) • (  ¥ - )  
Z n (x1, . . . x n , y i , . . . y n , a ) - — /  \  , y , / \ / \
s \*jf®’ / s ’ /  iJ=1
 __________ nr,j=i (a2g?-i^) )_________
(a4- i ) n(» -i)(n?.I *<w)B" 1ni<i<j <„(*?-»j)(»j-»?) (a2x?-y]j(x?-a2y?) i,j=1 
(1.13)
where ITj=i denotes the determinant of an n x n matrix a with entries a^.
The proof of (1.13) relies on showing that the right hand side of (1.13), denoted by
Fn(x i , . . .  xn, y i , . . .  yn, a) and Zn(xi , . . .  xn, y i , . . .  yn, a) both satisfy the following properties:
• They equal 1 for n = 1
• They are symmetric in aq, and symmetric in y i , . . . ,  yn (separately).
• (niL i Z i& r-1 Fn(x i , . . .  x n, yu . . .  yn, a) and (f[”=i *^2/*)^  1 . . .  xn, yu . . .  y„, a) are 
polynomials of degree n — 1 in each x f  and y^.
• Fn(x i , . . .  xn, y i , . . .  yn, a) and Z„(a:i,. . .  xn, y i , . . .  yn, a) obey the same recursion relation 
for certain values of x, and yj.
The proof of symmetry is done using the Yang-Baxter equation [8]. The Yang-Baxter equa­
tion states that for a certain triangle of vertices, with each edge assigned a fixed value, if we 
move the left vertex across to the right, maintaining the values for the external edges but 
switching the top and bottom spectral parameter values, then the sum of the weights over 








= y :  weight









, a and the orientated
22
, a I (with Ti, r2 being summed over).
Symmetry in x i , . . . x n follows since it is possible to introduce a new vertex on the left 
boundary of the lattice (thus creating a triangle) and push it across the lattice, switching 
the top and bottom labels at each step and keeping the same overall weight, and similarly 
for yi,. . . ,y„.
If we can choose a particular set of parameters such that IV ~
( <5 \
I 0 7 a  n )
I
*
0 v F a )
a, /?,7, d then Zn(x\ , .. . xn, y i , . . .  yn, a) =  An. This is indeed what Kuperberg realized
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and used in [72]. Setting Xi =  q*£%,yj  =  = e1^  (to avoid confusion with label­
ing of rows we use I  to denote the imaginary constant: I 2 = —1) and letting q = 1 gives 
6 \
W = i-yj
/ 1 , ;  \
H i j  ^  f l l
' V  J
Note that £ ( M ) € E M ( n )  U lj=i W
hand side of (1.13) is not. Indeed q = 1 implies that X{ =  Xj and yi = yj for all i , j  and 
s(l ,a)  =  0 so that the determinant and the denominator of the prefactor are both 0. We 
thus have An =  limg_ i Zn(x i , . . .  x„, j/i,. . .  yn, a). Kuperberg now had a valid method for the 
enumeration of ASM(n) however to prove conjecture (1.1) there was still a fair bit of work to 
do. Kuperberg, using results of Cauchy, proved what is known as Kuperberg’s determinant 
formula [25, 72]:
n(n  l)(2n 1)




(ax} — yf) (xf — a2yf) =q2 2je*f ( l  +  qt+j 1 -1- q2(t+i
_  2-2,7 I f  1 - q W + i - V
(x ? -  xf> (v] -  y i)= -Q 1+i~j(! -  9J_i)2
n ( n - l )
Using this we have:
(a4 -  1 )"(" 1>= ( v /3eI%L)
r ( n 2 - n )
o— -  „ n (n -
An = lim 
q-
(1.15)
1 (v'Se'5®') ( 1 (—g)n<"2 " n ,< i<3<„ (1 -  9i_1)2)
1 -  qi+j~x
1  _  q 3 ( i + j - l ) *J=1 
(1.16)
This reduces to:
- n ( n - l )
An =  (—3) 2 lim
T-rn
9 2 r ijj= i 92 - 2j
9_>1 ril<t <j<n? l + i - j
lim
which gives:
■j—jn  i — q 3 ( t + j - l )
An = (-3 ) ^  lim UiJ=1
nn  1 —g 3 ( « + J - Ui , j = 1 l - q i + j - l
n ^ s . a - f l ' - 1)2
1 -  g'+j-1
1 _  gi+J-l
" 11 — gf3(i+j—1)
>j=J
1 _ gW+j-i) (1.17)
since the term in the first limit is simply a product of q's whose limit is therefore 1. Using 
(1.14) with s =  q and t =  q3 we have:
(1.18)
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which gives (using the identity 1 — x m = (1 -f x  +  x + • • • +  x m ) (1 — x))
A n =  ( - 3 ) ^  f [  l i m |  +  9 +  <?'  +  ' "  +  TT l im ( l  +  ^ - i +  920 - i>)2
* i , ^  1 + 9 + 92 + • • • +  9,+2' 2 V
Taking the limits we have:
n(n0~i j 3U -  i) +  1
*,j=i
Considering the numerator of n " J=i we have
n  0 0  -  o + 1) = n
*j=i
which is the product (—l ) n(n2 1} n2=i(3& +  l ) n fc(3& — l ) n k 
Also we have the denominator as
1 4 3ra — 2
-2 1 4 '6n — 5
-5 -2 1 3n — 8
4 — 3n 7 — 3n 10 -  '6n i
II (*+i-1) = n
1 2 3 n
2 3 4 n +  1
3 4 5 n  +  2
n n + 1 n +  2 2n — 1
which is the product nn 172=1 kk{n +  ^)n k• Thus we have:
A _  3l^ TT f (3 k - 1)n~k(3k + 1)n~k)  _  1 TT ( ((3fc ~  l)(Sk)(3k +  l ))n~fc 
n nn I kk(n +  k)n~k J nn I kn(n +  k)n~kk=1 ' fc=l \
A bit more observation gives:
(2 x 3 x 4)"-1(5 x 6 x 7)n~2 . . . ((3n — 4)(3n — 3)(3n — 2))1 p r ( 3 i  +  l)!
» -  l n2n3n .. .  (n -  l)»nn(n +  +  2)n“2 . . .  (2n -  3)3(2n -  2)2(2n -  1) ~  i j  (n +  i)!
as required.
Once Kuperberg’s proof was published, Zeilberger used this same connection between alter­
nating sign matrices and statistical mechanics to prove the refined alternating sign matrix 
conjecture (1.2) [112]. A good review of this proof is available in [25]. Another proof of (1.13) 
is given in [18]. In [40] a determinant formula is applied at the outset, however they offer a 
different method that gives formula (1.2) in a more natural way.
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Before our next section let us consider a different set of weights to those of (1.12):
W / / o -U  y )  = 1  w
w r I 1
w / J 0
■i, x, y ) =  y W ' I °








,z,2/ = x  +  2/
^ ,2 / 1  = 1 (1.19)
which give the following partition function:















X j  , IJj
*,(M) I N.
( ^ i  +  2 /i)
i 0
0
, ( M )
where iV; [~ (/i, u) I denotes the number of vertices of the form"a 7
,0
in column i of
the six vertex model configuration with domain wall boundary conditions using 0’s and l ’s of 
(h, v). It has been shown bijectively in [39] that Zn(x i, . . . x n,y ! , . . .  yn) = +  2/*)-
Setting Xi = yi = 1 for all i € [n] we get Zn(xu . . . x n,y i , . . .  yn) = ]li<i<j<n 2 =  2 ^ ^  and:
Ni
E (fc ,t7 )€ E M (n ) IIi=l X i
o 0
1




• » ( M  Ni
(xi +
Ni











However, Yn=i Ni I *1 0*
0








* of the six
vertex model configuration with domain wall boundary conditions using 0’s and l ’s of (h, v). 
Recalling (1.5) we see that this corresponds to the number of — l ’s in a € ASM(n) where a 
corresponds to (h,v) £ EM(n). This gives a weighted enumeration of the alternating sign 




\ - l ’s in a J n£n-l^  2 2 (1.20)
This weighted enumeration is relatively simple to prove compared to the original conjectures 
(1.1) and (1.2). Proving these original conjectures was not however the end of research into
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alternating sign matrices. Indeed Kuperberg had made a connection that spurred multiple 
new questions that needed explanation. For example in [97] a variation of the six-vertex 
model is considered, namely the 8 vertex model which includes the six vertices of Definition
1.1.6 as well as the two extra vertices: and
Using methods similar to those of Kuperberg, Rosengren shows that the partition function 
of this system contains two terms: A n (as expected) and Cn = n?=i ^n+i-i)!3^  (secluence 
A006366 of [99]). In fact Cn enumerates cyclically symmetric plane partitions (as discussed 
in Section 1.1.2). Surprisingly A nCn enumerates the number of 2n x 2n half turn symmetric 
alternating sign matrices (sequence A059475 of [99]). In 2007 yet another proof of (1.2) was 
offered by Fischer in [56]. This proof uses the bijection with monotone triangles together with 
a particular operator formula [55] for the number of certain generalized monotone triangles 
with specific bottom row. A lot of other work has been undertaken and this will be the 
subject of the next section.
1.1.5 Further work on alternating sign m atrices
Alternating sign matrices invariant under symmetries of the square
Let us consider the dihedral group of symmetries of the square:
D4 := (q, h | q4 =  h2 = 1, hq =  q~lh) (1-21)
We consider q to be the operation of rotating the square 90° anti-clockwise about the centre, 
h to be the operation of reflecting the square through a horizontal line through the centre. 
It then follows that d = qh is the operation of reflecting the square through a diagonal line 
through the centre, v = q2h is the operation of reflecting the square through a vertical line 
through the centre and a =  q3h is the operation of reflecting the square through an anti 
diagonal line through the centre. These operations are shown in Figure 1.13.
Figure 1.13: Group elements of D 4 as operations on the square 
Figure 1.14 gives the operation table for D4.
The group D4 contains 10 subgroups. Ordering these by inclusion gives the Hasse diagram 
of Figure 1.15.
In general for any set S  and group G such that an action of G on S  is defined (i.e., gs € S  
for each g G G and s G S  and #i(#2s) = (#i#2)s for each #1,(72 £ G and s G S) we define the
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1 Q 9 2 9 3 h d V a
1 1 Q Q2 9 3 h d V a
Q 9 9 2 9 3 1 d V a h
Q2 9 2 9 3 1 9 V a h d
Q3 Q3 1 9 9 2 a h d V
h h a V d 1 9 3 9 2 9
d d h a V 9 1 9 3 9 2
V V d h a 9 2 9 1 9 3
a a V d h 9 3 9 2 9 1
Figure 1.14: D4 operation table
Figure 1.15: Hasse diagram for the set of subgroups of D4 ordered by inclusion
subset of S  invariant under G as:
S G := {a € S  | a =  ga for all g E G} (1.22)
It follows that if two subgroups H\ and H2 of G are conjugate (where H\ and H2 are defined 
to be conjugate if H 2 = gH\g~l for some g G G) then there is a bijection between S Hl and 
S H2 (since if H2 = gH\g~l then </>: SHl —► S 1*2 given by 0(s) =  gs for each s € S Hl is such 
a bijection).
I11 Chapters 3 and 4, we shall consider linear actions of groups on subsets S  of Rn, i.e. those 
in which the action of each element of G can be regarded as a linear mapping from Rn to Rn 
(which also still satisfies g(S) C S  for each g G G, and gi(g2 s) = (g\g2)s for each <71, <72 £ G 
and s € S).
If we consider a subgroup G of Z>4, S G is the symmetry class of S  for some symmetry of 
the square. As discussed D4 has 10 subgroups of which {1, h} and {1, v} are conjugate and 
{1, d} and {1, a} are conjugate. The elements of D4 have a natural action 011 the set of square 
matrices of fixed size. For example the rotations and flips of the square shown in Figure 1.13 
become rotations and flips of the square matrix entries as shown in Figure 1.16
Using the notation of (1.22), symmetry classes of alternating sign matrices can be denoted 
as ASM(n)G where G is a subgroup of D4. It is of interest to study the cardinalities of 
ASM(n)G for each subgroup G of D4. Due to the conjugacies of the respective subgroups, 
|ASM(n){1,/l*| =  |ASM(n)^1,t,^ | and lASM^)*1' ^  =  lASM^)*1’^ ,  leaving 8 cases. The 
conditions imposed on the matrix entries by each of these cases are shown in Figure 1.17.
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Q ■
f a n <*12 <*13 <*14^ f a  14 <*24 <*34 <*44 ^ f a n <*12 <*13 <*14^ f  <*41 <*42 <*43
021 <*22 <*23 <*24 <*13 <*23 <*33 <*43 h  : <*21 <*22 <*23 <*24 <*31 <*32 <*33
<*31 <*32 <*33 <*34 <*12 <*22 <*32 <*42 <*31 <*32 <*33 <*34 <*21 <*22 <*23
\<*41 <*42 <*43 <*44/ ^<*11 <*21 <*31 <*41 j \<*41 <*42 <*43 <*44 j ^<*11 <*12 <*13
Figure 1.16: Elements of Z)4 acting on a 4 x 4 matrix
Name Conditions Sufficient Conditions Subgroup Possible Generators
No Symmetry {1}
Horizontal Symmetry a i.i =  a n + l  — i , j a i j  =  On+1 — i,.i {1 ,h} {h}
Half Turn Symmetry (Xij =  an-|-l_t,n+l— j 0 , i j = a n + l - i , n + l - j (1 m




Q>ij = fln+l — i yj  
= Q i,n+  l —j
1 — t,n-M—.7
d i j  = d n  -j-i — 
= a t,n+l —j
{1, h, v, q2} {h ,v}
Q uarter Turn 
Symmetry
d%j—d j ^ n + \  — i
=a'n+l — j 
==Gn+l— j,i




=an + l-  j,n+l — i 
= &n+l —i,n+l — j
d i j
= a n + l —j , n + l  — i
{1, d, a, q2} { d ,  a}
All Symmetry
(Xij = a n + 1 — i yj
1— j
— + l —i 
= ^n-f 1 — t,n+1— j
= Q>n+l~j,i
= d j yi
—d n + 1 -  — i
a i j  = flri+X — i , j  
—1& j , n + l  — i
d 4 {q,h}
Figure 1.17: Symmetry classes of square matrices
Mills and Robbins conjectured results for the cardinalities of some of the symmetry classes of 
ASM(n) [93, 94]. We present these conjecture in the form they were given (note the absence
of conjectures for |ASM(n)^1,d^ | , |ASM(2A:)^1,d,a’92^  and |ASM(n)D4|):
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|ASM(2fc +  l) ( ‘'',}| C V )  
|ASM(2fc -
ASM(2A: +  l){ 1,g2r
|ASM(2fc)(1'92>| 
ASM(2fc -  l ) ^ ’2}
|ASM(2fc)0.92}| 
ASM(4fc){1'«'52',3t 
ASM(4A: +  i )41.«'«2.93> 
ASM(4A: -  I)!1-™2’*3) 
ASM(2fc +  1){‘'W }
|ASM(4fc — lJi'Au,?2}! 

















|ASM(4A: +  1){1’W } |
These lead to the following product formulae:
1 (2:?)
=  3* + 1  @  















{ 0, n even
n S r  » odd
rs i-i L5J-in n (31 +  2)!
(1.32)
(1.33)
( L t J + 0 ! t i  ( r t i + i ) !
' . - . f - l  i!(3i+l)l(S-H)! „ . ,
n t o  — (a +ty  i n  =  0 m 0d 4
rr^V- (3Q! T T ^  (3t+l)!2(3i+2)! _  .
—  < l l i = 0  ( ^ + i ) !  ( 2 ^ I + i ) ! ( s ± 3 + i ) ! ’ U  1 m o c l  4  ( 1 . 3 4 )
0, n = 2 mod 4
(3i)!(3i+l)!2 r T ^  (3i+2)! r? =  3 mod 411*=° («^3+i)!(n±i+^! 1L=0 (n±i+ijjj n 3 mocl 4
( ? n even




( ^ J + i ) !  n ¥  (3*)! JJ
 - o . v i r L l u  U i = i  l ^ + i ) r  71 o d d
(1.35)
(1.36)
In [73] Kuperberg uses a similar method to that of [72] to prove enumerations (1.32) and the
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n  e v e n  c a s e s  o f  ( 1 . 3 3 )  a n d  ( 1 . 3 4 ) .  H e  a l s o  p r o v e s  t h e  i n t e r e s t i n g  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  o f f  
d i a g o n a l l y  s y m m e t r i c  a l t e r n a t i n g  s i g n  m a t r i c e s  o f  s i z e  2 k  ( e l e m e n t s  o f  A S M ( 2 A : ) ^ 1 , d ^  w i t h  a l l  
d i a g o n a l  e n t r i e s  0 )  i s  e q u a l  t o  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  h o r i z o n t a l l y  s y m m e t r i c  a l t e r n a t i n g  s i g n  m a t r i c e s  
o f  s i z e  2 k  +  1 .  I n  [ 8 5 ]  O k a d a  p r o v e s  t h e  e n u m e r a t i o n  f o r m u l a e  ( 1 . 3 6 ) .  T h e  n  o d d  c a s e s  o f  
( 1 . 3 3 )  a n d  ( 1 . 3 4 )  w e r e  p r o v e d  b y  R a z u m o v  a n d  S t r o g a n o v  [ 9 1 ,  9 2 ] .  I n  [ 2 2 ]  c a r d i n a l i t i e s  f o r  
t h e  3  r e m a i n i n g  c a s e s  ( A S M ( n ) { 1 , d } ,  A S M ( n ) { 1 > d ’ a , 9 2 }  a n d  A S M ( n ) D 4 )  a r e  g i v e n ,  B o u s q u e t -  
M e l o u  a n d  H a b s i e g e r  d o  n o t  h o w e v e r  p r o v e  t h e  f o r m u l a  f o r  A S M ( 2 A ;  +  }  n 0 r  d o  t h e y
c o n j e c t u r e  a n y  o t h e r  f o r m u l a s .  W e  b e l i e v e  t h a t  t h i s  i s  s t i l l  a n  o p e n  p r o b l e m .
The R azum ov-S troganov conjectures
W e  l a b e l  t h e  a l t e r n a t e  e x t e r n a l  v e r t i c e s  o f  £ n > n  u s i n g  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r u l e :  ( 0 , 2 A :  —  1 )  a n d  ( n  +  
1 ,  n  —  2 k  +  2 )  a r e  l a b e l l e d  b y  k  a n d  n + k  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  f o r  e a c h  k  G  [  T f l  ]  a n d  ( n  —  2 / c  + 1 ,  n  + 1 )  
a n d  ( 2 k ,  0 )  a r e  l a b e l l e d  b y  n  +  1  —  k  a n d  2 n + l  —  k  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  f o r  e a c h  k  €  [ [ | J ]  ( a s  s h o w n  
i n  F i g u r e  1 . 1 8 ) .  T h e n  a n y  e l e m e n t  o f  F P L ( n )  c a n  b e  m a p p e d  t o  a  p a r t i c u l a r  n o n  c r o s s i n g  
p a i r i n g  o f  t h e s e  l a b e l s  f o r  w h i c h  t h e  p a i r e d  l a b e l s  a r e  j o i n e d  b y  a n  o p e n  p a t h .  S u c h  a  p a i r i n g  





52 n  +  2 n  + 1
2








S f 1 + 1
3n+i ' n  +  2 n  + 1  
2
( n  o d d )
F i g u r e  1 . 1 8 :  L a b e l i n g  o f  e x t e r n a l  v e r t i c e s  o f  C n , n
2 n
F i g u r e  1 . 1 9 :  D i s c  u s e d  t o  r e p r e s e n t  p a i r i n g s  o f  Z / 2n
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D efinition 1.1.9. We define L2n to be the set of non crossing pairings o f‘In  points (i.e. link 
patterns).
I t  i s  k n o w n  t h a t  | L 2 n | =  n i ( n + i ') p  i e - t ^i a t  i s  e n u m e r a t e d  b y  t h e  C a t a l a n  n u m b e r s
( s e q u e n c e  A 0 0 0 1 0 8  o f  [ 9 9 ] ) .  F i g u r e  1 . 2 0  g i v e s  t h e  s e t  L 6 .
F i g u r e  1 . 2 0 :  T h e  l i n k  p a t t e r n s  o f  L 6
U s i n g  t h i s  w e  c a n  g i v e  t h e  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  b y  l i n k  p a t t e r n  o f  F P L ( 3 )  f r o m  F i g u r e  1 . 1 2 .  W e  
d e f i n e  t h e  n o t a t i o n  F P L 7 r ( n ) ,  b y :
D efinition 1.1.10. For t t  E L2n:
FPLn(n) := {a E FPL(n) \ a has link pattern 7r}
F i g u r e  1 . 2 1  g i v e s  t h e  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  f o r  F P L ( 3 ) .
N o t e  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  t h e  s e t s  o f  s a m e  c a r d i n a l i t y .  I n d e e d  t h e  l i n k  p a t t e r n s  c o r r e ­
s p o n d i n g  t o  e q u a t i o n s  ( 1 . 3 7 ) , ( 1 . 3 8 ) , ( 1 . 3 9 )  a r e  a l l  r o t a t i o n s  o f  e a c h  o t h e r ,  s i m i l a r l y  f o r  e q u a ­
t i o n s  ( 1 . 4 0 )  a n d  ( 1 . 4 1 ) .  T h i s  h a s  b e e n  p r o v e d  t o  h a p p e n  f o r  g e n e r a l  n b y  W i e l a n d  [ 1 0 9 ] .
Theorem  1.1.11. I f  t t ,  t t '  E L2n are such that t t  can be obtained from t t '  by rotation or 
reflection then:
| FPLn(n)\ = \FPLAn)\
T h i s  g i v e s  f o r  t h e  s q u a r e  o b j e c t s  o f  F P L ( n )  a  m u c h  l a r g e r  s y m m e t r y  g r o u p  t h a n  Z ) 4  n a m e l y  
D2n. I n  t h i s  c a s e  the square is indeed a circle. T h e  p r o o f  o f f e r e d  i n  [ 1 0 9 ]  i s  b i j e c t i v e .  T h e  
f u l l y  p a c k e d  l o o p  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  a l t e r n a t i n g  s i g n  m a t r i c e s  l e d  t o  t h e  R a z u m o v - S t r o g a n o v  
c o n j e c t u r e s  [ 9 0 ] .  T h e s e  c o n j e c t u r e s  r e l a t e  e n u m e r a t i o n s  o f  a l t e r n a t i n g  s i g n  m a t r i c e s  w i t h  
e l e m e n t s  o f  t h e  w a v e f u n c t i o n s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  i n t e g r a b l e  m o d e l s .  A  v a s t  a m o u n t  o f  w o r k  h a s  b e e n  
d o n e  o n  t h e  s u r p r i s i n g  c o n n e c t i o n  b e t w e e n  e i g e n s t a t e s  o f  p h y s i c a l  s y s t e m s  a n d  c o m b i n a t o r i c s .  
S e e  f o r  e x a m p l e  [ 7 ,  4 5 ,  4 6 ,  4 7 ,  1 1 7 ] .
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(3) =  6-
' O
•3 (1.37)
FPL (3) =  < 6
F P L ^ J 3) =  1 6
o
p p L ^ J 3 )  =  <







( 1 . 3 8 )
( 1 . 3 9 )
(1.40)
(1.41)
F i g u r e  1 . 2 1 :  C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  F P L ( 3 )
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R e c a l l i n g  t h a t  e l e m e n t s  o f  L 2 n  a r e  n o n  c r o s s i n g  p a i r i n g s  o f  2 n  p o i n t s ,  n  E  L 2 n  c a n  b e  r e p r e ­
s e n t e d  a s  7T  =  { { « ! ,  z 2 } ,  { « 3 ,  * 4 } ,  • • • ,  {*2n —1 ,  * 2n } } ,  w h e r e  { i f c ,  z f c + i }  E  7 r  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  a  p a i r i n g  
o f  t h e  p o i n t s  i k , i k + 1- L e t  u s  d e f i n e  t h e  o p e r a t o r  e j  f o r  j  E  [ 2 n ]  a c t i n g  o n  e l e m e n t s  n  E  L 2 n :
{ j , j  +  1  m o d  2n} E  7r  
(tt U  { { j ,  j  - I - 1  m o d  2 n } ,  { A : , / } } )  \  { { & ,  j } ,  { l , j  +  1  m o d  2 n } }  ,
{k, j } ,  { l , j  +  1  m o d  2 n }  E  7 r
i . e .  w e  h a v e  e j T r  E  L 2 n ,  s u c h  t h a t ,  i f  {k, j } ,  { l , j  +  1  m o d  2 n }  a r e  p a i r i n g s  o f  7 r  t h e n  
{j, j  +  1  m o d  2 n } , { & , / }  a r e  p a i r i n g s  o f  e j n  ( a l l  o t h e r  p a i r i n g s  o f  e j i r  a r e  p a i r i n g s  o f  7 r ) .  
^  { j i j  +  I  m o d  2 n }  i s  a p a i r i n g  o f  7 r  t h e n  e j 7 T  =  7 r .  T h e  o p e r a t o r  e j  c a n  b e  r e p r e s e n t e d  
d i a g r a m m a t i c a l l y  a s :
2  n
7 +
I f  w e  o r d e r  t h e  l i n k  p a t t e r n s  7Ti, . . . ,  7r w .  E L 2 n  w e  c a n  c o n s t r u c t  t h e  m a t r i x  c o r r e -
n!(n+l)! 3
s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  o p e r a t o r  e y .
( Juf \  —  /  e j ^ s  —  TTr
v  ei ) r s  \  0 ,  o t h e r w i s e
A s  a n  e x a m p l e ,  F i g u r e  1 . 2 2  s h o w s  t h e  m a t r i c e s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  o p e r a t o r s  e j  o n  L 6  ( w e  
u s e  t h e  o r d e r  g i v e n  b y  F i g u r e s  1 . 2 0  a n d  1 . 2 1 ) .
(0 0 0 0 0\ /I 0 0 0 1\ (0 0 0 0 ° \0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
= 0 0 1 1 0 M e 2 = 0 0 0 0 0 IIco
<
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
V 1 0 0 V 0 0 0 n) V 0 1 0 V
(0 0 0 0 0\ /I 0 0 1 0\ (0 0 0 0 0\
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
= 0 0 1 0 1 cn II 0 0 0 0 0 M e  6 = 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
^ 0 0 0 0 <v 0^ 1 1 0 V ^ 0 0 0 0 0 /
F i g u r e  1 . 2 2 :  M a t r i c e s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  p e r i o d i c  o p e r a t o r s  d e f i n e d  o n  L 6  
T h e  s t a t i o n a r y  s t a t e  $ 2 n  o f  t h e  p e r i o d i c  H a m i l t o n i a n :  H 2 n  =  1 1  ( a n ) !  —  M P  | ,  i s
3 \  n !(n+l)! 3  J
t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  H 2 n $ 2 n  =  0  i n  w h i c h  t h e  s m a l l e s t  e n t r y  o f  $ 2 n  i s  n o r m a l i z e d  t o  b e  1  ( t h e
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Perron-Frobenius theorem and certain elementary considerations can be used to show that 
the solution space of H2n$ 2n =  0 is 1 dimensional), and this brings us to our conjecture.
Amazingly ($ 2«)< =  iFPL^ra)! and so £ ti (i " 1)! ($ 2n)* = |ASM(n)|. Therefore, 4>2n is a 
partition of |ASM(n)| corresponding to the link pattern classification of ASM(n). The fact
(2n)!
that J2i=i+1)1 (^ 2n)i'=  |ASM(n)| has been proved [47] but the fact that ($ 271)* =  |FPL^(n)| 
remains a conjecture. As an example the periodic Hamiltonian corresponding to Figure 1.22 
is:
0 - 1  - 1 \
0 - 1  - 1 \
0  - 1 - 1  
- 2  3 0
- 2  0 3 /
which has stationary state $6 =  (1,1,1,2, 2). Figure 1.21 confirms this conjecture and Figure 




3 (1, 1, 1, 2, 2)
4 (1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,7 , 7)
Figure 1.23: Vectors 4>2n f°r n  £ [4]
Until now we have represented the elements of L2n around a disc, we can however unfold 
them as shown in Figure 1.24. On these unfolded link patterns the operator e' for j  G [2n — 1] 
is defined:
1 2 j — 1 j j  + l j  + 2 2 n - l  271
Note that e'- =  ej for j  G [2n — 1]. The difference between these two operators corresponds 
to different boundary conditions, in the first case we have periodic boundary conditions on 
our pairings but in this case we have closed boundary conditions. The closed Hamiltonian 
is defined as H2k — Y?j*=\(I ~ ej) and the stationary state of H '2k, $ 2k is a partition of 
| ASM(2/c +  l) !1**} | corresponding to the link pattern classification of ASM(2A;+l)^1,/l^ . Figure 
1.25 gives 4>2fc for k G [4] with suitable orderings for the link patterns of L2k [46]. Defining 
other boundary conditions on L2n gives similar conjectures.
Alternating sign matrices have been, and continue to be, a source of many unexplained 
conjectures. Also for those conjectures which have been confirmed (such as formula (1.1)) 
the proofs are unfortunately often non-combinatorial. There are connections between these 
simple matrices and many other fields of mathematics (including the Riemann hypothesis 
[51]), however, we still have no simple explanation for this. Sadly, in the next section we do 
not offer this explanation, but yet another connection.
H« =
/  4 0
0 4
0 4
- 2  - 2  
V-2 -2
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1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 6  1 2 3 4 5 6






Figure 1.25: Vectors 4>'2fc for k G [4]
1 . 2  P o l y t o p e s
Another class of objects studied in combinatorics is polytopes. This section deals with these 
objects. Firstly, we start with a rather tedious listing of the many relevant definitions, as well 
as some relevant results. Most of the notions considered here can be found in [12, 60, 114].
1.2.1 D efin ition s
D efinition 1.2.1. A set S  C R* is convex if  and only if for all a,b G S, the closed line 
segment with endpoints a, b is contained in S.
The set of convex sets with straight boundaries in R2 is the set of convex polygons. An 
example of such a polygon is shown in Figure 1.26.
Figure 1.26: A polygon in R2
D efinition 1.2.2. For any set S  C Rfc and any r G R we define the rth dilate of S:
rS  := {ra 10 6 5}
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In higher dimensions polygons generalize to the convex polytopes which will usually be referred 
to as simply polytopes.
D efin ition  1.2.3. A convex polytope V  is defined as the convex hull of a finite set of vectors: 
'P ^AjUi T  • • ■ T  AmUm
where Vi , . . .  ,vm are fixed vectors in R k.
A convex polytope V  has an equivalent definition as the bounded intersection of finitely-many 
closed half spaces (a proof of this equivalence is available in [1 2 , 1 1 4 ])'
V :=  { a £ R k \ A a < b }  (1.43)
where A  £ R lxk (with I the number of half spaces used to define V ), b £ R l and the inequality 
Aa < b is used to denote that (Aa)i < bi for all i £ [/].
Figures 1.27 and 1.28 show examples of these two equivalent definitions. Note that in the 
first case we write: V  =  convjui,. . . ,  vm}. It follows tha t for positive r, if V  is given by
(1.42) then its r th dilate is rV  = {Ai^i H b Amvm | j A* =  r, A* > 0 for all i G [m]}
and if V  is given by (1.43) then its rth dilate is rV  =  {a E R k | Ax < rb}.  It also follows 
that hyperplanes in R k can be included together with halfspaces in the second form of the 
definition, since a hyperplane is simply the intersection of the two closed halfspaces which 
meet at the hyperplane.
Figure 1.27: Convex hull definition of a polygon in R2
D efin ition  1.2.4. The dimension d im P  of a polytope V  is defined to be the dimension of 
its affine hull (where the affine hull is AffiP := {x  +  A (y — x) \ x , y  £ V ,  AG I)} ) .
A polytope of dimension d is called a d polytope. The polygon in Figures 1.26,1.27 and 1.28 
is a 2 poly tope.
D efinition 1.2.5. A face of a polytope V  C .Rk is a polytope of the form:
{a e V  | a  • a = j3]
where a ■ a < (3 is an inequality (for some a £ R k, /? £ R) which is valid for all a £ V .
Xi = 1, Xi > 0 for all i £ TO (1.42)
i =  1
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F i g u r e  1 . 2 8 :  H a l f  s p a c e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  a  p o l y g o n  i n  R 2 
A  f a c e  o f  d i m e n s i o n  0  c o n t a i n s  a  s i n g l e  p o i n t  c a l l e d  a  vertex.
D efinition 1 . 2 . 6 .  A vertex of a polytope V  is a vector v E P  such that there exists a half 
space H  for which:
H H V = { v }
W e  d e n o t e  t h e  s e t  o f  v e r t i c e s  o f  P  a s  v e r t P .  N o t e  t h a t  i f  P  =  c o n v { t > i , . . . ,  vm} t h e n  v e r t P  C 
{ t > i , . . . ,  v m } .  A l s o ,  i t  c a n  b e  s h o w n  t h a t  a  E  P  i s  a  v e r t e x  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  i t  d o e s  n o t  b e l o n g  
t o  t h e  i n t e r i o r  o f  a  l i n e  s e g m e n t  i n  P ,  i . e .  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  t h e r e  d o  n o t  e x i s t  a \  ^  02  £  P  a n d  
0  <  A  <  1  s u c h  t h a t  a =  A c q  +  ( 1  —  A ) d 2 - T h i s  l e a d s  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  u s e f u l  l e m m a :
L em m a 1.2.7. Let V  C R k be a polytope, consider a  €  P .  Then a is not a vertex of V  if 
and only if there exists a non zero point a* E such that a ±  a* E P .
Proof. Let a E P  \  vertP. Then there exists a\ ^  E P , A E (0, 1)k such that a =  
Aai -4- (1 — A)d2- If we take a± = a ±  min(A, 1 — A)(d2 — ai), then a± E P. Indeed if 
1/2 <  A < 1, a± =  a ±  (1 — A)(d2 — 01) =  (A ±  (A — l))a i +  (1 — A ±  (1 — A))d2, giving 
a_ =  ai E P  and a+ = (2A — l)di +  (2 — 2A)d2. However 0 < 2A — 1 < 1 so a+ is contained 
within the line segment between a\ and 02 as required. We get the equivalent result for 
0 < A < 1/2. Taking a* = min(A, 1 — A) (02 — «i) gives the required result. Now let there 
exist a* ^  0 such that a ± a *  E P. Then a = — a*) +  5(0 + a*) and so a is not a vertex
o f  P. □
Lem m a 1.2.8. 7//C, C are two polytopes then JCOC is a polytope with ICDvertC C vert (1C fl C) 
and C fl vertJC C vert(K, D £).
T h e  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  l e m m a  f o l l o w s  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d l y  f r o m  t h e  h a l f  s p a c e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  a  p o l y t o p e  
( 1 . 4 3 ) ,  a n d  i n t u i t i v e l y  i f  o n e  c o n s i d e r s  t h e  e x a m p l e  g i v e n  i n  F i g u r e  1 . 2 9 .
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New Vertices
C fl vert AC
Figure 1.29: Intersection of polytopes
Corollary 1.2.9. I//C, C are two polytopes and JC C  C then fC fl vertC C  vertK.
Lemma 1.2.10. Let V C  Rfc and let <f> be an affine map from  Rfc to Rfc/. Then <f){V) is a 
polytope in Rfc/ and verixj>(V) C  (f>(ver€P).
This can be seen by considering the convex hull definition of V  (1.42).
Definition 1.2.11. Polytopes K  C  R* and C C  Rfe/ are defined to be affinely isomorphic i f  
there is an affine map <f> from  R* to Rfc/ which is bijective from K to C.
This leads to the following lemma:
Lemma 1.2.12. I f  polytopes K  C  Rfc and C C  Rfc/ are affinely isomorphic and (f) is an affine 
map from  R* to R^ which is bijective between K  and C then:
<() (vertJC) = vertC
If all the vertices of V  have integer coordinates then V  is called an integer polytope. Similarly 
if all the vertices of V  have rational coordinates then V  is called a rational polytope.
Definition 1.2.13. The denominator of a rational polytope V  is defined as:
D(V) := min{p G P | pV  is an integral polytope}
Note that one can also define D(V) as the least common multiple of the denominators of the 
coordinates of the vertices of V  (when these coordinates are all written in lowest terms).
Edges are defined to be faces of dimension 1, whereas facets are defined to be faces of 
dimension d — 1. The edge shown in Figure 1.30 is also a facet since d — 1 =  1.
One last important definition before giving some results concerning polytopes is the definition 
of a simplex.
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VI
Figure 1.30: The edge between V\ and v2 of a polygon in M2
D efinition 1.2.14. A simplex is a d polytope with exactly d p i  vertices.
Indeed it can be shown that every d polytope has at least d +  1 vertices. The polytope of 
Figure 1.26 is a 2 polytope with 5 vertices and thus is not a simplex. The simplices in K2 
are triangles. It is well known that any polygon can be triangulated as shown in Figure 1.31. 
This leads to a generalized result (using a suitable definition of triangulation in Rd, see for 
example Section 3.1 of [12]).
Figure 1.31: Triangulation of a polygon in M2
T heorem  1.2.15. Any polytope V can be triangulated into simplices using no new vertices. 
In M2 triangulation can be used to prove Pick’s theorem:
T heorem  1.2.16. For a polygon P  with vertices in Z2 let A be the area of P, I  the number 
of interior integer points of P  and B  the number of integer points on the boundary (where 
an integer point is a point in 7?). Then:
A-,. f-1
For the case in Theorem 1.2.16 the total number of integer points in P  is I  + B = A  +  j  +  1. 
If we dilate P  giving the polygon tP  we have new area A t2, and the number of boundary 
integer points B t so that the total number of integer points in tP  is
\tP n  z 2| =  At2 +  y  + 1  (L44)
Note that this is a polynomial of degree 2 =  dim P. Also if we only want the interior points 
of tP, denoted tP°:
2 B t
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Comparing equations (1.44) and (1.45) gives \tP° f l  Z2| =  \{—t)P  f l  Z2|. Thus evaluating the 
polynomial for \tP  f l  Z2| at negative t enumerates the interior points of tP . Equations (1.44) 
and (1.45) are examples of the forthcoming Theorem 1.2.18 for the case of a polytope of 
dimension 2.
Definition 1.2.17. A function f  : Z —> C is a quasi-polynomial if  there exists an integer N  
and polynomials /o, / i , . ■ •, { n - i * such that
f(n )  = fi(n ), n = i mod N
The smallest such integer N  is called the period of f . The degree of f  is defined to be the
largest degree among those of /o , / i ,  • • •, / jv- i «
In higher dimensions, Theorem 1.2.15 will be useful in the proof of the following important
theorem based on results of Ehrhart and Macdonald:
Theorem 1.2.18. I f V  C Rfc is a rational polytope o f dimension d then there exists a quasi­
polynomial Lv(r) of degree d and period which divides D(V) such that for all r  G Z,
' \Zk n r P \ ,  r > 0  
Lp(r) = < 1, r =  0
( - l ) d|Z * n (-r )P ° |, r < 0
where V° is the relative interior o fV .
The quasi-polynomial Lp(r) is called the Ehrhart quasi-polynomial of P. If V  is an integral 
polytope then D('P) =  1 and so Lp(r) is a polynomial, known as the Ehrhart polynomial of 
V.
For an insight into Ehrhart quasi-polynomials the reader is encouraged to read [13, 75, 79, 
110]. For a standard proof of Theorem 1.2.18 the reader is encouraged to read [12, 103],
however here we give a review of part of the new bijective proof given in article [98]. The
proof will use the following lemma from corollary 4.3.1 of [103]:
Lemma 1.2.19. A function f  : N —* C is a polynomial of degree at most d i f  and only if:
<*+i / j , i \
J ^ (—l)d+1-t f J /(r  -I- i) =  0 for a llr  e  N
i=0 '  '
Now for part of Sam’s proof [98] of Theorem 1.2.18. In particular, it will be shown that for 
an integral simplex V  C R k and a non negative integer r, \rV  fl Z h\ is a polynomial in r of 
degree at most dim V.
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Proof. Assume V  is an integral simplex of dimension d with vertices Vo, « i,. . . ,  Vd and define:
Qi := (r 4- d)V  +  Vi for any r e  N
It follows that:
t
•  Ao, . . .  Ad >  0
Q n = < Ao't'd +  • • • +  A dVd •  Ai >  1
•  Aq H--------hAd =  r +  d +  l
Now consider Q := (Ji=o £*• ^  f°U°ws that Q  C (r +  d +  1) P. Since r > 0 any element 
a e  (r +  d +  1)P has a particular A* > 1 (since otherwise 2i=o^* < d + 1) and so, a G Qi 
giving (r 4- d +  1)P C Q. Thus, we have Q =  (r +  d +  1) P. Using inclusion-exclusion we 
get:
d+1
|Qnz‘| = £ ( - i) j+1 J2
Considering Qi fl Q j  for i j:
f l a n z *




•  Ao, . . .  Ad >  0
Aovo +  • • • +  A d,Vd •  Ai, Xj >  1
<
•  Aq + ------f-Ad =  r +  d - f l  ^
QjO Qj=<
=(r +  d + 1 -  2)P +  Vi 4- V j 
It can be seen that for any I  C [0, d\:
P|Q i =  (r +  d + l - | / | ) P  + ] r >
i£l i€l
Importantly since P  is integral, the sets (t +  d + 1  — |/|)P  +  S ie /  v* (t +  d +1 — |/|)P  are
simply integer translations of each other and so contain the same number of integer points. 
Also note that there are (d^ )  subsets of [0, d] of size |J|, giving:
/ c m  
1/1 = ;
f l & n z "  = ( d + 1)  \(r + d + i - j ) p n
i€l \ \  J /
and so:
| (r +  d + i ) p n z * |  =  \ir  +  d + \ - j ) v r \ Z l
= ( ^ t 1)  Kr + j)v n z ‘ l
j=0 \  J /
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Using Lemma 1.2.19 we get the result that \rV  fl Zfc| is a polynomial in r of degree at most d. 
This is not a complete proof of Theorem 1.2.18 and the reader is encouraged to read [98]. □
In the next section we consider a particular polytope: The Birkhoff poly tope.
1.2.2 The Birkhoff polytope
The Birkhoff polytope has been the subject of a vast amount of research [5, 10, 11, 16, 17, 
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 52, 54, 82, 87, 100, 108]. We go over some of the main results concerning 
this polytope.
Definition 1.2.20. The Birkhoff polytope Bn is defined to be the set of all doubly stochastic 
matrices o f size n, i.e., the set of all nonnegative real entry n x n matrices in which all row 
and column sums are 1:
n  — f n c  • ai j >  0 for all ( i ,j)  G [n] x [n] \
” ' I • E?=i o>ij =  E ”=i Oij =  1 for all i , j  G [n] J
This polytope is named after Garrett Birkhoff [17]. Following Definition 1.2.4 we have: 
Theorem 1.2.21.
dim &n = (n — l )2 
Proof. It follows from Definition 1.2.20 that: 
aSBn =  t  a G RnxnI   j a E  aij =  ^ 2  o>ij — 1 for all *’» j  € [n] 
*=i j =i
Of the 2n linear equations in n2 variables within this set, only 2n — 1 equations are indepen­
dent, so that dimZ5n =  dim(aff5„) =  n2 — (2n — 1) =  (n — l ) 2. □
Also of interest are the faces of this polytope. From Definition 1.2.5, it is easy to see tha t
any face of Bn is of the form:
BnH := {a e B n | aij = 0 for all (i , j ) G H } (1-46)
where H  C[ n ] x  [n].
This leads to the following result:
Theorem 1.2.22. The Birkhoff polytope Bn has n2 facets fo r n  > 3.
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The proof of this follows immediately from equation (1.46) using H  =  {(i, j)}  for all (i , j )  € 
[n] x [n] and the fact that a facet is a face of dimension dim Bn — 1.
The rth dilate of Bn is given by: 
rBn =  { a  6 Rnxn
The integer points of this polytope are defined as the semi magic squares:
>  0 for all (i , j )  € [n] x [n] 1
£"= i aij = E "= i aij = r for 811 h 3 € [n] J
D efin ition  1.2.23. The set of semi magic squares of size n and line sum r SM S(n,r) is 
defined as:
i,r) := | oSMS(n, < a € [0, r]1 y !  aij =  Y I  aii = r f or a l1  *'3 € N
<=i j =i
Semi magic squares have been studied for a very long time, we believe that the earliest formal 
definition was given in [78]. For further information see for example [2, 12, 20, 52, 100, 103, 
104]. Figure 1.32 gives some cardinalities of SMS(n, r). Note that SMS(n, 0) contains only 
the n  x n  zero matrix, and that SMS(n, 1) is the set of permutation matrices, isomorphic to 
the group of permutations of [n]. Also SM S(l,r) contains only the l x l  matrix with entry
r,an d S M S (2 ,r) =  { ( r l i r J i)  i e [ 0 ,r ] } .
r — 0 1 2 3 4
71 =  1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 4 5
3 1 6 21 55 120
4 1 24 282 2008 10147
5 1 120 6210 153040 2224955
6 1 720 202410 20933840 1047649905
Figure 1.32: |SMS(n, r) | for n  E [6], r € [0,4]
In [17, 108] the following theorem is given. (The proof provided here is essentially that of 
[108].)
T heorem  1.2.24.
vertBn =  SMS(n, 1)
Proof Consider a G SMS(n, 1) and assume a £ vertBn. Then by Lemma 1.2.7 there exists 
a* 7^  0 such that a ±  a* € Bn so that 0 < a^ ±  a -  <  1 for all i , j  E [n]. Choose i , j  such tha t
0. If Oij =  0 then ±a\j > 0 which gives ±a*j > 0 (since ±  0) which is impossible.
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If =  1 then 1 dh a*j < 1 which leads to ±a*j < 0 (since ±  0) which is also impossible. 
Therefore SMS(n, 1) C vert/3n.
Now consider a £  Bn \  SMS(n, 1). This implies that we have ii, j \  such that 0 < <  1.
Then we must have i \ , j 2 such that 0 < ailtj2 < 1 and j 2 ^  j \  since the sum of entries in row 
i\ of a is 1. Similarly, we must have i2, j 2 such that 0 < aj2j-2 < 1 and i2 ^ i\ since the sum 
of entries in column j 2 of a is 1. If we continue in this way we can create a cycle of entries 
5 ®»2j 3>• • •, 1J3-1 > ®ach of which is strictly between 0 and
1 where ** ^ ik+1, ia i 1 h ,jk  /  jk+i and j 8 ^  j \  for all A; £ [s-1]. Taking e to be the minimum 
of these entries, we define a matrix a* € Rnxn with entries:
' e, (i , j )  £ { (ii,j i) ,( i2,j2 ) ,. .- ,(W s)}
-c , ( i j )  £ {(«i, j2), (*2, ja), • • •, (*3-i, ja), (W i)}  
0, otherwise
It then follows that a* ^  0 and a±a* £ #n, and so a is not a vertex. Thus, SMS(n, 1) D vertBn 
as required. □
Recalling Theorem 1.2.18 we define the following set:
SMS°(n, r) := rB° fl Znxn (1.47)
Equivalently:
SMS°(n, r) =  | a  £ [r]nxn ^  ay — ay = r for all i, j £ [n] |
This leads to the following theorem:
Theorem 1.2.25. For fixed n  £ P there exists Hn{r), the Ehrhart polynomial of Bn, which
satisfies:
1. Hn(r) is a polynomial in r of degree (n — l)2
2. \SMS(n,r)\ = Hn(r) for all r £ N
3. \SMS?(n,r)\ =  ( - l ) n+1Hn( - r )  =  Hn(r -  n) for all r e  P 
I  Hn( - 1) =  Hn{ - 2) =  • • • =  Hn( - n  +  1) =  0
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5. Hn( 1) =  n!
Proof. Most of these results are direct implications of Theorem 1.2.18 since Theorem 1.2.24
from each entry of an element of SMS°(n, r) to give an element of SMS(n, r — n)). Property
Polynomials (1.48), (1.49) and (1.50) correspond to the sequences; A002817, A001496 and 
A003438 of [99]. Another interesting result concerns the decompositions of a semi magic 
square.
Theorem 1.2.26. Any matrix a E SMS(n, r) can be written as the sum of r permutation 
matrices of size n.
In [20] a proof of this theorem is offered based on Hall’s theorem:
Theorem 1.2.27. Let G be a bipartite graph with color classes A and B , and for all X  C A, 
let N ( X )  be the set of all vertices in B  that have a neighbor in X .
Then A has a perfect matching into B  (i.e. each vertex of A  can be matched with an adjacent 
vertex of B ), if  and only i f  \X\ < |A(X)| for all X  C A
implies that Bn is an integral polytope. The second equality of property (3) is obtained since 
we have a bijection between SMS°(n, r) and SMS(n, r — n) for r > n  (in which 1 is subtracted
(4) is implied by the fact that SMS°(n, r) =  0 for r < n. □
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Before using this theorem however we need one further definition:
D efin ition  1.2.28. For any matrix a £ Rmxn we define the bipartite graph of a as the 
bipartite graph with ordered color classes A  = {v \ , . . . ,  vm} and B  = {v[ , . . . ,  v'n}, such that 
{vi, v'j} is an edge i f  and only i f  a*j ^ 0.
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1.2.26, consider a € SMS(n,r). It can then be shown 
that the bipartite graph of a satisfies the condition in Theorem 1.2.27 and that it therefore 
has a perfect matching. Thus a — p £  SMS(n, r  — 1) where p is the permutation matrix tha t 
corresponds to the perfect matching. Induction on r  then gives the required result that a can 
be written as the sum of r  permutation matrices. However Theorem 1.2.26 is a special case 
of the following theorem concerning 0,1 polytopes [71, 115]. A 0,1 polytope is a polytope, 
for which all the coordinates of all of the vertices are either 0 or 1.
T heo rem  1.2.29. Let V  C Rfc be a 0,1 polytope and let V  have the halfspace description 
V  =  {x £  [0, l]k |Ax =  6} for some matrix A  £ Rmxfc and b £ Mm. Then, for any r £ P, 
any integer point of the r th dilate o fV  can be written as the sum of r vertices o fV.
Proof. Take x  £ V. Since V  is a polytope then there exists a non empty set V C vertP  such
that x  =  JTvev Xvv, with each Xv > 0 and A„ =  1. Also since V  is 0,1 it follows that:
• If Xi =  0 then v^  =  0 for all v £ V.
• If Xi =  1 then Vi =  1 for all v £ V.
Indeed if we let V* =  { v  £ V  \ Vi — 1} then we have x» =  Xv . So if x» =  0 then V* =  0 
and if x* =  1 then V* =  V.
Now consider a £ rV  fl Zfe.
Then x =  s £ V  and so there exists as before a set V C vert "P. Taking any element v £ V, 
we have A(a — v) =  (r — 1)6. We now check that a — v £ [0, r — l]fc. Indeed, if a* =  r then 
Vi = 1 so (a -  v)i =  r — 1, if a* = 0 then u* =  0 so (a — v)i = 0, and if 1 < ai < r -  1 then u* 
can be 0 or 1 which gives 0 < (a — v)i < r — 1.
Thus, for all a £ rV  fl Zfe there is a v £ vertP  such that a — v £ (r — 1)V fl Z k and so by 
induction on r  we get the required result. □
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In [19] Bona gives a combinatorial argument for the formula for |SMS(3,r)| as given by 
equation (1.48). We give an equivalent argument here. Let us label the elements of SMS(3,1) 
as in Figure 1.33.
f l  0 0 \  / 0  1 0 \  / 0  0 1'
h  = 0 1 0 ]  *2 =  [ 0 0 I I  * 3 = 1 1  0 0
\0  0 1 / V1 0 \ °  1 0
/ 0  0 1 \  f l  0 0 \  / 0  1 O'
*4 =  ( 0 1 01 h5 =  0 0 1 * 6 = 1 1  0 0
\1  0 0 /  \ °  1 ° /  \ °  0 1
Figure 1.33: SMS(3,1)
It can be checked that we have a bijection <f> between SMS(3, r) and the set:
C(r) := ^ ( A i ,  A2, A3, A4, A5, Ag) G •  Ai +  A2 +  A3 +  A4 +  A5 +  Ag = r•  A4A5A6 = 0 }
where <f> : C(r) —> SMS(3, r) is defined by <f> (A i, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6) = Y^=i A»*»• The condition 
A4A5A6 =  0 in C(r) is related to the fact that *1  +  * 2 +  * 3 =  * 4  +  *5 + so that Y a = 1 
for arbitrary nonnegative integers /x» can be written as J^f=1 A w i t h :
Ai =
I
+ min (^4, / i5, / i g ) , i = 1,2,3 
-  min (/x4, / i5, /xg), i = 4,5 , 6
which satisfy A4A5A6 =  0 and A* € N for all i G [6 ]. Note that C(r) can be written as the 
disjoint union:
C(r) =  | ( A i ,  A2, A3, A4, A5, Ag) G 
C  ^ (A i,  A2, A3, A4, A5, Ag)
U | ( A i ,  A2, A3, A4, A5, Ag)
•  Ai +  A2 +  A3 4 - A4 +  A5 +  Ag =  r
•  A4 =  0
•  Ai -+- A2 +  A3 +  A4 +  A5 +  Ag =  r
•  A4 > 1, A5 =  0
•  Ai +  A2 + A3 + A4 + A5 + Ag =  r
•  A4 >  1, A5 >  1, Ag =  0
Using this decomposition and the following lemma the formula (1.48) for |SMS(3,r)| follows. 
Lemma 1.2.30. The number of ways" of writing an integer s as a sum o fn  integers:
s = a\ +  U2 +  * * ■ ■+■ an 
where ai > ki for some fixed integers for all i G [n] (with s + n >  2?=i *» +1^
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Proof. We let c* =  o» — hi >  0 and so:
n
h  =  ci +  C2 H f- c„S
t=l
Thus our problem is equivalent to finding the number of ways of writing the integer s — fc* 
as a sum of n  non negative integers. This is equivalent to choosing s — objects from
n with repetition allowed which gives the required result. □
Until now we have considered enumerations of semi magic squares of fixed size n and variable 
line sum r, however other problems have been considered. Indeed semi magic squares of line
sum 2 and variable size n  (equivalent to sequence A000681 of [99]) can be enumerated using
the following formulae [2]:
I  ° °  n
^ . g l S M S M I ^  (l.M )
or
|SMS(n,2)| =  n2 |SMS(n—1,2 ) |— m ( n  -  1) |SMS(n -  2,2)| (1.52)
with |SMS(1,2)| =  1 and |SMS(2,2)| =  3 which gives:
n , \  2
|SMS(n, 2)| =  4“n ]£ (2 (n  -  z))!z! ( ?  ) T  (1.53)
t=o w
In [68] the polytope B i1,d^  (using the convention of equation (1.22)) is considered. This is 
simply the polytope of size n  doubly stochastic matrices which are symmetric under standard 
transposition. It can be shown that vertB n ,d* C £ SMS(n, 1)}. However not all
=  S*ve a vertex of B ft’d\  In [68] the following result is given:
Theorem 1.2.31. Let n  € SMS(n, 1). Then £ vertBn'd^  i f  and only i f  p represents a
permutation containing no cycles of even length greater than 2.
In [101, 104] the enumerations of these vertices (corresponding to sequence A006847 of [99]) 
are given:
(l±f ) i e^ = E n =0|vertS<1'd> | f
vert#*+d} =|vertBi1,d}| +  n2|vert£^d}| -  (^ v e r t# * ^  -  n(n -  1 )(n -  2 )|vertH^3}|
(with |vert5{1,d} | , . . . ,  |vert# j1,d* | =  1,2,5,14^
(1.54)
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For example let us consider the permutation: tt =  (1,2,3) (4,6,5) (7) which gives the vertex:
A) |  |  0 0 0 0\
|  0 § 0 0 0 0
|  |  0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 |  |  0
0 0 0 |  0 |  0
0 0 0 I  I  0 0
\ 0  0 0 0 0 0 \ )




Applying d to a  permutation written in cyclic notation simply reverses the order of each 
disjoint cycle, however disjoint cycles of length 1 and 2 remain unchanged. Thus if a permu­
tation (equivalent to l~ ti) has K  cycles of odd length, then there are 2K total permutations 
which give the same vertex. To enumerate the vertices we use the following lemma (a proof 
of which is given in [103]).
L em m a 1.2.32. The number of permutations of[n], with c* disjoint cycles of length i is:
n\
rr=i &<*'■
If we consider a permutation with no cycle of even length greater than 2, we have:
C4  cq * — 0 , C l , C2 , C3 , C5 , > 0
thus using Lemma 1.2.32 the number of permutations with ci cycles of length 1, C2 cycles of 
length 2 and c3, c5, c7, . . .  cycles of odd length is:
nl
rii=i,2,3,5,7... ®c<Ci*
Our previous discussion shows that 2C3+C5+C7-“ of these permutations give the same vertex, 
thus the number of vertices with disjoint cycles as above is:
nl
2 < a + « + C 7 . . .  n i = U ,3,5,7... i C I C i '
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Note that n  =  Y a =i and so summing over all possible cycles, we get the rather cumbersome 
enumeration:
where the sum is over all non negative integers 01, 02, 03, 05,07. . .  satisfying ci +  2c2 +  303 +  
5 c5 +  7or +  • • • =  n. Using the same argument we see that |SMS(n, l ) l1,dl| =  FTcJyaca!
or 2) where the sum is over all non negative integers ci and 02 satisfying Ci +  2c2 =  n. This 
gives:
Note that the permutations here are involutions, and that k  counts the number of cycles
directly without using Lemma 1.2.32.
This is equivalent to sequence A000085 of [99]. The problem of enumerating the diago­
nal symmetry class of semi magic squares has been considered in [35, 62]. Further similar 
problems are considered in [1, 36, 41, 42, 43, 59, 61, 66, 68].
Symmetry classes of semi magic squares can be linked to chess problems. A chess problem 
of a particular type of size n  is the problem of finding the number of configurations of chess 
pieces of a particular type (Rooks, Queens, Bishops, . . . ) ,  such that every square on an n  x n 
board is attacked without any of the pieces attacking each other [9, 76, 96]. Figure 1.34 gives 
an example of a configuration of Queens tha t attack the whole board without attacking each 
other, this being one solution to the problem of the Queens. The added requirement tha t 
such a configuration of chess pieces be symmetric leads to a fink with symmetry classes of 
semi magic squares. Indeed configurations of the chess problem of the Rooks correspond to 
permutation matrices where empty squares on the n x n  chess board correspond to 0 entries 
in an n  x n  matrix, and every Rook oii the board corresponds to a 1 (since for no Rooks to 
attack each other we must have exactly one Rook in every row and column). Figure 1.35 
shows an example of a half turn symmetric solution to the problem of the Rooks of size 8 
corresponding to a half turn symmetric permutation matrix of size 8.
Another set of the form (but for which G is not necessarily a subgroup of D4 ) is considered
IvertB*1' ^  =  Y , (1.55)
(an element /1 £ SMS(n, l)U*dl corresponds to a  permutation with disjoint cycles of length 1
(n — 2 k)\2 kk\ (1.56)
of length 2 (i.e. transpositions) in each involution. This formula (1.56) could be obtained
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*
F i g u r e  1 . 3 4 :  A  s o l u t i o n  t o  t h e  p r o b l e m  o f  t h e  Q u e e n s
/o o o o o o o A
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
VI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /









b y  B r u a l d i  i n  [ 2 7 ] .  H e  d e f i n e s  t h e  p o l y t o p e  B n ( P ,  Q ) :
Q )  : =  { a  £  B n  | P a Q  =  a }
where P, Q £ SMS(n, 1). If we consider the action \  — x f a T) : [n]2 ~ * [n]2 defined by:
X(h j )  '=
w h e r e  a  a n d  r  a r e  t h e  p e r m u t a t i o n s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  P  a n d  Q ,  t h e n  \  c a n  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  
a s  a  p e r m u t a t i o n  o n  [n]2. N o t e  t h a t  a n y  e l e m e n t  a o f  B n ( P ,  Q )  i s  i n v a r i a n t  u n d e r  t h e  a c t i o n  
o f  x • A l s o ,  ( x )  i s  a  c y c l i c  g r o u p  a n d  t h e r e f o r e ,  B n ( P ,  Q )  =  B ^  a n d  s o  B n ( P , Q )  i s  i n d e e d  
o f  t h e  f o r m  B % .  N o t e  a l s o  t h a t  x  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  a s  a  p r o d u c t  o f  d i s j o i n t  c y c l e s .  I t  c a n  b e  
s h o w n  t h a t  t h e  s e t  o f  e l e m e n t s  u  ( i . e .  t h e  o r b i t )  o f  a n y  c y c l e  o f  x  i s  a  s u b s e t  o f  5  x  7  f o r  
s o m e  o r b i t  8  o f  a  a n d  s o m e  o r b i t  7  o f  r .  L e t  t h e  o r b i t s  o f  a  b e  61 , . . . ,  8 P  a n d  t h e  o r b i t s  o f  r  
b e  71 , . . . ,  % .  T h e n  o n e  o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  B r u a l d i  i s :
v e r t £ n ( P ,  Q )  =  \ a ( e , u > )
•  e  €  v e r t T ( ( 1 5 i | , . . . ,  |< 5 P | ) ,  ( | 7 i | , . . . ,  | 7 , | ) )
•  ui s  a n y  s e t  { u  i r s  \  r€  [ p ] ,  s  €  [9 ] }  o f  o r b i t s  o f( 1 . 5 7 )
II w i t h  u rsC i ,  X 7 ,  f o r  e a c h  r  6  [ p ] ,  s  S  [ 5 ]  JI
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where a(e, u) is the n x n  matrix with entries given by:
a(e,u))ij =  ’ ^  Urs for ajj (j j )  e  [n]2
v ' 3 \0 , otherwise v 1 1
Also, T ((|#i| ,. . . ,  15P\), ( |7i | , .. •, |7,|)) is a transportation polytope which will be defined in 
Definition 1.2.33.
In the next section we consider one more polytope, a  generalization of the Birkhoff polytope 
with applications in operational research: the transportation polytope.
1.2.3 T he transportation  po ly top e
Let us consider the following logistical problem. A total of m  sources with respective supply r* 
for 1 <  i < m, must ensure delivery to n destinations with respective demand Sj for 1 < j  < n, 
such that the total supply is equal to the total demand i.e. r t =  E j= i sj = T• The 
transportation problem consists in finding a solution to this situation that is optimal with 
respect to  a  total cost function. This can be seen diagrammatically in Figure 1.36 where 
every arc contains the following information:
Cij : cost per unit per arc 
Oij : units shipped






© « ' !
© *2
Figure 1.36: A classical transportation problem
The aim of the problem is to minimise p(a) =  CijOij over the transportation polytope 
T (r, s).
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Figure 1.37: The transportation problem
D efin ition  1.2.33. For r G Km, s G K” such that all entries o f r and s are non negative, 
and YliLi ri =  sj ~  T’ we define the transportation polytope, T (r, s):
f • a>ij > 0 for all i G [m],j G [n]
tl a G Rmxn •  aij =  r% for all i e [ m ]
•  E i= i aij =  sj  f ° r al13 €  N  ,
A class of problems similar to transportation problems was originally proposed by Kan­
torovich in [67] (the reference given here is the 1959 English translation of the 1939 paper 
originally published in Russian). However it is accepted tha t the standard form of the trans­
portation problem was formulated by Hitchcock in 1941 [63]. This polytope has an obvious 
interest to academics in the fields of operational research but has also been examined from 
a purely combinatorial point of view [26, 28, 44, 69, 74, 88]. Integer points of transportation 
polytopes are known as contingency tables, and are investigated in, for example, [6, 50, 57]. 
Chapter 8 of [28] gives a great review of the results obtained for T(r, s). A subset of these 
results will follow. They are mostly generalizations of the results of Section 1.2.2.
T heorem  1.2.34. T(r, s) is non empty and dim T (r, s) =  (m — l)(n — 1)
The proof of the dimension is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.2.21. Non emptiness 
comes from considering the matrix a G T (r, s) with entries defined as follows:
T'S *a{. — _L2 for a l i i  G [m], j  G [n]
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The vertices of T (r, s) are surprisingly easy to identify. One such classification is given in 
[69]:
T heorem  1.2.35. Let a G T (r,s ) . Then the following statements are equivalent:
1. a € ver€T(r,s).
2. a has no non zero cycles.
3. The bipartite graph o f a has no cycle.
Note tha t non zero cycle here means a cycle:
i f  1 >«7l)» (®1 ?«72)» (®2j J2)> (®2»Js)j • • • ( fs—1?38—1)> ( fs—1j j s ) j  ( f s i j s ) )  ( i s i j l )
where i* ^ ^  H,jk  ^  jk+uj* 7^  j i  for all k  G [s — 1], and such that each of the
corresponding entries of a is non zero. An example is shown in Figure 1.38. Note also tha t 
the bipartite graph of a is defined in Definition 1.2.28.
Proof. Consider a £ T(r,  s) \  vertT(r, s). From Lemma 1.2.7 there exists a non zero matrix 
a* such that a ± a *  G T (r, s). Considering the row and column sums we have: YaLi aij — 
£ ”=i = 0. Thus, for each (i, j )  such tha t is non zero, there must exist another i' ±  i
and j '  j  such that and a*j, are also non zero. Since there axe only finitely many rows 
and columns, it follows tha t a* must have a cycle of non zero entries. On this cycle we have
±  a^ > 0 (since each entry of an element of T (r, s) is non negative). If a^ =  0 we have
dfcofc >  0 (since a^ ^  0 on the cycle) which is not possible. Thus, > 0, and so a must 
have a non zero cycle. Therefore, (2) implies (1).
Now if we consider a G T (r, s) such that a has a non zero cycle, we can in a similar way to 
the proof of Theorem 1.2.24 find a* ^  0 such tha t a ± a *  G T(r, s), so that a is not a vertex. 
Thus, (1) implies (2). Statements (2) and (3) are obviously equivalent. □
If we now move onto faces of T (r, s), then any face of T (r, s) is of the form:
TK(r,s) := {a G T (r,s )  | a# =  0 if (i , j )  G K }  (1.58)
where K  C [m] x [n].
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F i g u r e  1 . 3 8 :  A  n o n  z e r o  c y c l e
Definition 1.2.36. For a polytope V, we define facetsifP) to be the number of facets of V  
(i.e. the number of faces o fV  of dimension d i m T 5 —  1).
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  t h e o r e m  i s  p r o v e d  i n  [ 6 9 ] :
Theorem 1.2.37. Form  < n:
facets(T(r, s)) = 1  if m  = 1 
facets(T ( r ,  s ) )  =  2  if m  = n =  2 
( m  —  l ) n  <  facets(T(r, s)) < mn if m >  2  and n >  3
B e f o r e  s t a t i n g  a  r e s u l t  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  d i a g o n a l  s y m m e t r y  c l a s s  o f  t h e  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  p o l y t o p e  
w e  n e e d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  d e f i n i t i o n :
Definition 1.2.38. For any diagonally symmetric matrix a G R n x n  we define the gr a p h  o f  a
as the graph with vertex set {ici,. . . ,  wn}, such that {wi, Wj} is an edge if and only if aij ^ 0.
N o t e  t h a t  { w i , W i }  r e p r e s e n t s  a  l o o p  a t  v e r t e x  W { ,  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  a  n o n  z e r o  d i a g o n a l  
e n t r y  an o f  a. U s i n g  D e f i n i t i o n  1 . 2 . 3 8  w e  g i v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  d i a g o n a l  
s y m m e t r y  c l a s s  o f  a  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  p o l y t o p e  T ( r ,  r ) :  T ( r ,  r ) { 1 , d l  ( u s i n g  t h e  c o n v e n t i o n  o f  
e q u a t i o n  ( 1 . 2 2 ) ) .
Theorem 1.2.39. Let a G T ( r ,  r)^1,d^ . Then a G vertT(r, r ) { 1 , d }  i f  and only if the connected 
components of the graph of a are either trees or odd near trees.
A  near tree i s  a  c o n n e c t e d  g r a p h  t h a t  c o n s i s t s  o f  a  c y c l e  w i t h  a  ( p o s s i b l y  t r i v i a l )  t r e e  r o o t e d  
a t  e a c h  v e r t e x .  A n  odd near tree i s  a  n e a r  t r e e  w h o s e  c y c l e  h a s  o d d  l e n g t h .  E q u i v a l e n t l y  a n  
odd near tree i s  a  c o n n e c t e d  g r a p h  w i t h  n o  c y c l e s  o f  e v e n  l e n g t h  o r  o d d  c y c l e s  c o n n e c t e d  b y  
a  p a t h .  A  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  r e s u l t  c a n  b e  f o u n d  i n  [ 2 8 ,  4 1 ] .  I m p o r t a n t l y  i t  s h o u l d  b e  n o t e d  t h a t  
T h e o r e m  1 . 2 . 3 1  i s  a  s p e c i a l  c a s e  o f  T h e o r e m  1 . 2 . 3 9 .
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Surprisingly it can be shown that Theorem 1.2.35 is a special case of Theorem 1.2.39. For 
a particular matrix a G T(r, s) with r G Km, s G R", we can construct a matrix a' G 
T(r', r'){1,d} where r* G Rm+n has entries:
r ' =  J r <’ * G N
* i G [m +  1, m  +  n]
It can be checked that a G vertT(r, s) if and only if a' G vert T(r', r') and Theorem 1.2.39 
can be used to give statement (3) of Theorem 1.2.35.
Dantzig [44] made a lot of progress on solving transportation problems efficiently. Indeed 
it can be shown that for a linear cost function /?, the optimal solution is always a vertex. 
For small m, n  one can thus find the optima fairly simply. For larger m, n  this becomes a 
complicated problem. Dantzig developed an algorithm for solving this problem: the simplex 
algorithm. Other algorithms from linear programming can also be used.
1.3 Conclusion
The main aim of this thesis is to apply the methods and results described in Section 1.2 
to the ever intriguing alternating sign matrices of Section 1.1. Chapter 2 is the study of a 
generalization of the Birkhoff polytope and semi magic squares: the alternating sign matrix 
polytope and higher spin alternating sign matrices. Chapter 3 is a study of Bn under symmetry 
conditions, leading to enumerations. This chapter serves as a basis to a methodology that we 
apply in Chapter 4 to the alternating sign matrix polytope. Finally our penultimate chapter, 
Chapter 5 is the logical conclusion in which we generalize our new polytope in the same way 
that T(r, s) is a generalization of Bn.
Chapter 2
Higher Spin Alternating Sign M atrices
2.1 Introduction
This chapter is based on the article published in 2007 [15]. As described in Section 1.1.2 
alternating sign matrices can be considered as generalizations of permutation matrices. Per­
mutation matrices are semi magic squares of line sum 1 (see Definition 1.2.23). Is there an 
analogous set of square matrices with fine sum r such that setting r = 1 gives ASM(n)? This 
leads to the definition of higher spin alternating sign matrices.
Definition 2.1.1. We define the set ASM(n, r) of higher spin alternating sign matrices of
size n and line sum r:
ASM(n, r) :=
f fan .. ® ln \ •  £ ”'=1 ai j ’ =  E "=1 ai',j = r for al1 h j  e  [n]
< a = | : I G Z nxn • 0 < 2 j '= i  a%r ^ r for ott * €  [n], j  G [n -  1]
< \O nl •• Q"nn J • 0 < XZ!'=i ai',j — r for all i G [n — 1], j  G [n]
Note that this is equivalent to:
ASM(n, r) =  <a G Zr
•  fl*y — T V ,  CLi>j — r  for all i, j  G [n]
• £j'= ! <ky > 0 for all i G [n], j  G [n -  1]
• ai? ^ 0 for all i G [n], j  G [2, n]
• Y?i>=i ai'3 — 0 for all i  G [n — 1], j  G [n]
• E ”=t ai'j ^  0 for all i  G [2 ,n], j  G [n]
(2 .1)
Thus ASM(n,r) is the set of n x n  integer-entry matrices for which all complete row and 
column sums are r and all partial row and column sums extending from each end of the row
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or column are non negative. It is easy to see that setting r = 1 gives the set ASM(n, 1) =  
ASM(n) as given by Definition 1.1.1. We shall refer to the matrices of ASM(n) as standard 
alternating sign matrices whenever it is necessary to emphasize these have r =  1. Throughout 
this section we consider the following running example:
(0 1 1 0 0\
1 -1 0 2 0
0 1 1 - 2 2
1 0 0 1 0
\° 1 0 1 V
G ASM (5 ,2)
Note that following Definition 1.2.23 we have:
SMS(n, r) = {a G ASM(n, r) | a*j >  0 for all i , j  G [n]}
(2 .2)
(2.3)
The terminology chosen, higher spin alternating sign matrices is derived from the statisti­
cal mechanical connection discussed in Section 1.1.4 in which there is a bijection between 
ASM(n, 1) and configurations of the six-vertex model on £ n>n with domain wall boundary 
conditions. This model is related to the spin |  representation of the Lie algebra sl(2, C). For 
r > 1 there exists a similar statistical model related to the spin |  representation of sl(2,C) 
and it can be shown that there is a bijection between ASM(n, r) and configurations of this 
model on Cn,n with domain wall boundary conditions. See [15, 34] for details. Some cardi­
nalities of ASM(n,r) are shown in Figure 2.1 (note that these cardinalities are equivalent to 
sequence A143670 of [99]).
r = 0 1 2 3 4
n  =  1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 4 5
3 1 7 26 70 155
4 1 42 628 5102 28005
5 1 429 41784 1507128 28226084
6 1 7436 7517457 1749710096 152363972022
Figure 2.1: |ASM(n,r)| for n  G [6], r G [0,4]
In the next section we define multiple sets that are generalizations of the sets of Section 1.1.3.
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2.2 The many faces o f higher spin alternating sign ma­
trices
The sets EM (n),CSM (n),M T(n),LP(n) and FPL(n) (defined in Section 1.1.3) will now be 
generalized to higher spin versions EM (n,r), C SM (n ,r),M T (n ,r),L P (n ,r) and FPL(n, r), 
however, the same terminology shall be used. For all of these new sets, setting r  =  1 gives 
the sets of Section 1.1.3.
2.2.1 Edge m atrix pairs
D efinition  2.2.1. We define the set of edge matrix pairs, EA/(n,r); 
EM (n,r) := <
t (voi . • V0n\ \
(M ) = j : : : G [0, r]nx(n+1) x [0,r]<n+1)xn
\hno . • hnnj \Vnl • • Vnn) )
• K o  = vo j  =  0 f o r  °U h J  e  M
•  K n =  Vnj =  r  fo r  all i , j  G [n]
•  h i j - 1 +  Vij =  V i-u  +  hij fo r  all i ,  j  €  [n] ^
It can be checked that there is a bijection between the set ASM(n, r) and EM(n, r) in which 
the edge matrix pair (h, v)  which corresponds to the alternating sign matrix a  is given by:
and inversely:
for all i e  [n], j  € [0,n] 
vij = E !'= i ai'j for i € [0, n], j  e  [n]
Oij = -  h ij-1 =  -  V i-ij for all i , j  € [n]
(2.4)
(2.5)
The edge matrix pair corresponding to our running example (2.2) is:
(h , v) =
/
A) 0 1 2 
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 2  
0 1 1 1  












o o o o\N 




2 2)  )
G EM (5,2) (2 .6)
We can once again represent these entries on L n>n as in Figure 1.10. The relation given by 
Figure 1.8 still holds (the lattice diagram corresponding to our running example is given by 
Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Running example represented on £ 5)5
t 3 C 3 c 3
u* *U 0 * • o  u * .... . • i  1 * • u  1 * .... " * 1  0 * • o
0 1 1 D b 2
1 C 2 1 C 3
u* * 1  U*" •■£ 1 * roL • i  1 * — •■Z 2 * • o
2 2 l 1 1 b
*1 2
o o
2 l1 *1 1* *2 2 '1 2 2 2
Figure 2.3: The 19 vertex types of V(2)
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Definition 2.2.2. We define the set V(r) of vertex types for a spin |  statistical mechanical 
model:
V(r) := {(h , v , h!, v') £ [0, r]4 | h +  v =  h' + 1/}
A vertex type (h, v, h’, v‘) is depicted as if V  and the defining equality of V(r) is equiv­
alent to the relation given by Figure 1.8. The 19 vertex types for r = 2 are given by Figure 
2.3. The set V(r) can be expressed as the disjoint union:
V(r)={(h, v, h', h + v — h') | h, v, h' € [0,r], h < h' < v}  U 
{(h' +  v ' - v ,  u, h \ v') | v, h', v' £ [0, r], v' < v  < h'} U 
{ (h ,h '+ 1/ — h ,h t,v ') \ h ,h ',v ' £ [0,r], h' < h < v '}U  *
{(h, v, h +  v — v'yv') j h ,v ,v ' £ [0, rj, v < v' < h}
Each of these sets corresponds to a weak choice of minimum value. Thus, using Lemma 
1.2.30 we have:
^ i - c n - e r H r )  <«>
The sequence |V(r)| corresponds to A005900 of [99]. Recalling equation (2.3) SMS(n,r) C 
ASM(n,r). Thus there exists a particular subset EMs(n, r) of EM(n, r) in bijection with 
SMS(n, r). The edge matrix pairs of EMs(n,r) are the edge matrix pairs of EM(n, r) such 
that hij < hij+i (and equivalently < Vi+\J) for all i , j .  By the map (2.5) this implies 
that > 0. This leads to the set Vs(r) := {(h, v, h v ' )  £ V(r) | h < h' and v' < v } .  These 
requirements imposed on the previous disjoint union give:
V s(r )= {(h ,v ,h \h  + v -  h') \ h ,v ,h ' £ [0,r], h < h' < v}U . .
{(h' +  i f  — v, v , hf, v') | v , h', v’ £ [0, r], v' < v < hf} ' * '
leading to:
« '» - c r ) +c r )
as given by sequence A000330 of [99]. Recalling the Boltzmann weights (1.12), satisfying 
the Yang-Baxter equation, defined for the six vertex model, i.e. the vertex types of V (l), 
Boltzmann weights satisfying the Yang-Baxter equation can also be defined for the vertex 
types of V(r) for r  > 1. Furthermore, for these weights the determinant formula (1.13) can 
be generalized to the higher spin vertex model with domain wall boundary conditions [34],
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This is very promising, indeed if a particular choice of spectral and crossing parameters 2
(  1 ^and a could be found such that W  I —*h> , z , a \  =  1 for all (h, v, h', v') G V(r) for r > 1,
then a method similar to that of Section 1.1.4 could perhaps be used to obtain enumeration 
formulae for |ASM(n,~r)| for fixed r  and variable n. Sadly, our investigations lead us to believe 
that for r  >  1 it is not possible to find Boltzmann weights which satisfy the Yang-Baxter 
equation and for which there is also a choice of parameters leading to all weights being 1.
We now give a set that generalizes Definition 1.1.3.
2.2.2 Corner sum  m atrices
D efin ition  2.2.3. We define the set CSM(n, r) of corner sum matricesos:
CSM(n, r) :=
(
It can be checked that there is a bijection between ASM(n, r) and CSM(n, r) in which the
corner sum matrix c which corresponds to the alternating sign matrix a is given by:
» j
= for all h 3 £ [0>n] (2.10)
*'=1 j'=i
and inversely,
a>ij =  <*3 ~  Cij-i ~  Ci-iJ +  Ci-ij-ii for all i , j  € [n] (2.11)
Combining the bijections (2.4) and (2.5) between EM(n, r) and ASM (n,r), and (2.10) and 
(2.11) between ASM(n, r) and CSM(n, r), the corner sum matrix c which corresponds to the 
edge matrix pair (h, v) is given by:
* 3
Cij =  ^ 2  hi’j =  for all i , j  G [0,n] (2.12)
*'=i j '= 1
and inversely,
hij =  ^  -  Ci-i j ,  for all i G [n],j G [0, n]
(2.13)







• co7k =  ckfi =  0 for all k G [0, n]
•  Cfc,„ =  Cn,k =  kr for all k  G [0, n]
•  C i j  -  C i j - !  G [0, r] for all i , j  G [n]
•  Cij -  Ci—i j  G [0, rj for all i , j  G [n] j
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The corner sum matrix which corresponds to our running example (2.2) is:
A) 0 0 0 0 
















Now for a generalization of Definition 1.1.4.
2.2.3 M onotone triangles
D efinition 2.2.4. We define the set MT{n, r) of monotone triangles to be the triangular 
arrays of the form:
t i ti . . . t i fT 
t>2,l • • • ^2,2r
tn,] tn,r
such that:
• Each entry o f t  is in [n].
• In each row of t, any integer of [n] appears at most r times.
•  Uj < Uj+i for all i € [n], j  E [ir -  1].
•  t i+1J < tij < ti+iJ+r for all i e [ n -  1], j  E [ir].
It follows that the last row of any monotone triangle in MT(n, r) consists of each integer of [n] 
repeated r times. It can be checked that there is a bijection between ASM(n, r) and MT(n, r) 
in which the monotone triangle t which corresponds to the higher spin alternating sign matrix 
a is obtained by first using (2.4) to find the vertical edge matrix v that corresponds to a, and 
then placing the integer j  times in row i of £, for each i , j  E [n], with these integers being 
placed in weakly increasing order along each row. (Note that there is an alternative bijection 
in which the horizontal edge matrix h which corresponds to m is obtained, and the integer i
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is then placed hij times in row j  of t, for each i , j  G [n]). For the inverse mapping, for each 
i G [0, n] and j  G [n], %  is set to be the number of times that j  occurs in row i of t, and a 
is then obtained from v  using (2.5).
The monotone triangle which corresponds to our running example (2.2) is:
2 3
1 3 4 4
1 2 3 3  5 5 G M T(5,2) (2.15)
1 1 2 3 3 4 5 5  
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5
We now move on to a set tha t will be useful in generalizing a result of Section 1.2.2.
2.2.4 Lattice paths
D efin ition  2.2.5. We define LP(n, r) to be the set o f all sets p of nr directed lattice paths 
on £ n>n such that:
1. For each i G [n], p  contains r paths which begin at (n +  1, i) and end at (i, n  +  1).
2. Each step of each path o fp  is either (—1,0) or (0,1).
3. Different paths o fp  do not cross.
4- No more than r  paths o fp  pass along any edge o f the lattice.
It can be checked that there is a bijection between EM (n,r) (and hence ASM(rc,r)) and 
LP(n, r) in which the edge matrix pair (h, v) which corresponds to the path set p is given 
simply by
h^  =  number of paths of p which pass from ( i,j)  
to ( i , j  +  1), for each i G [n], j  G [0,n]
(2.16)
=  number of paths of p  which pass from (i +  1, j )  
to (i,j) , for each i G [0,n], j  G [n].
For the inverse mapping from (h, v) to P , (2.16) is used to assign appropriate numbers of path 
segments to the horizontal and vertical edges of the lattice, and a t each ( i,j)  G [n] x [n], the
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h ij- i  +  Vij =  i j  +  segments on the four neighboring edges are linked without crossing 
through (z, j)  according to the rules that
• If > v^ (and h ij- i  >  then \ j  paths pass from ( i , j  -  1) 
to (i -  1, j) , h^ -  v^ =  h ij-1 -  Vf_ij paths pass from (z,j -  1)
to (z, j  +  1), and v^ paths pass from (z +  1, j )  to (z, j  +  1).
(2.17)
• If %  > h^ (and i j  > then paths pass from (z, j  -  1) 
to (z -  1, j) , v^ -  h^ = v ^ i j  -  h ^ - i  paths pass from (z +  1, j)
to (z — 1, j) , and h j  paths pass from (z +  1, j )  to (z, j  +  1).
The two cases of (2.17) are shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.4. The lattice path vertex 
types corresponding to Figure 2.3 are given by Figure 2.5.
<  >  h
F i g u r e  2 . 4 :  P a t h  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  t h r o u g h  v e r t e x  ( z ,  j )  f o r  t h e  c a s e s  o f  ( 2 . 1 7 ) .
X + X + X X
H— I— I— i— I— I— P
F i g u r e  2 . 5 :  T h e  1 9  l a t t i c e  p a t h  v e r t e x  t y p e s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  V ( 2 )
T h e  l a t t i c e  p a t h  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  o u r  r u n n i n g  e x a m p l e  ( 2 . 2 )  i s :
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N o t e  t h a t  s t r i c t l y  s p e a k i n g  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  L P ( n , r )  a r e  m u l t i s e t s  o f  l a t t i c e  p a t h s ,  s i n c e  t h e y  
c a n  c o n t a i n  r e p e t i t i o n s  o f  t h e  s a m e  p a t h s .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  i n  t h e  c a s e  i n  ( 2 . 1 8 )  t h e  p a t h s  
( ( 6 , 4 ) ,  ( 5 , 4 ) ,  ( 5 , 5 ) ,  ( 4 , 5 ) ,  ( 4 , 6 ) )  a n d  ( ( 6 , 5 ) ,  ( 5 , 5 ) ,  ( 5 , 6 ) )  a r e  e a c h  r e p e a t e d  t w i c e .  T h e  s e t  
L P ( n ,  r )  l e a d s  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n  o f  T h e o r e m  1 . 2 . 2 6 .
Theorem  2.2.6. Any matrix a G ASM {n,r) can be written as the sum of r standard alter­
nating sign matrices of size n.
Proof C o n s i d e r  a  G ASM(n,r). U s i n g  b i j e c t i o n s  2.4 a n d  2.16 g e t  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  p  G 
LP(n, r). N o t e  t h a t  t h e  r n e s t e d  p a t h s  w h i c h  b e g i n  a t  ( n +  1, i) a n d  e n d  a t  (z,n +  1) c a n  
b e  n a t u r a l l y  o r d e r e d  w e a k l y  f r o m  t o p  t o  b o t t o m  a t  v e r t e x  (i, n + 1). W e  d e f i n e  p^ f o r  g i v e n  
i G [n], j  G  [r] a s  t h e  j th p a t h  w h i c h  b e g i n s  a t  (n +  l ,i)  a n d  e n d s  a t  (i, n +  1). T h u s  
p  =  U I L i  U j = i P o ' i  s w a p p i n g  t h e  o r d e r i n g  o f  t h i s  u n i o n  g i v e s  p  =  U j = i  lX=i P i j -  ^  w e  d e f i n e  
p ( j )  ; =  ( J ”=1 p ^  f o r  a l l  j  G [r], t h e n  w e  h a v e :
r
p = \ J p U) ( 2 . 1 9 )
j =i
I m p o r t a n t l y  p ^  G  L P ( r z ,  1 )  f o r  a l l  j  G  [ r ]  ( t h i s  f o l l o w s  f r o m  t h e  o r d e r i n g  o f  o u r  p a t h s  a n d  
t h e  f a c t  t h a t  n o  e d g e  o f  p  i s  o c c u p i e d  b y  m o r e  t h e n  r  p a t h s ) .  U s i n g  t h e  b i j e c t i o n s  ( 2 . 1 7 )  a n d
( 2 . 5 )  h a v e :
a =  ^  a®
3= 1
w h e r e  G  ASM(n, 1 )  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  t h e  p ^  G  L P ( n ,  1 )  o f  e q u a t i o n  ( 2 . 1 9 ) .
□
This is illustrated by:
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1 1 0 0\
- 1 0  2 0
1 1 - 2 2  
0 - 0 1 0  
1 0  1 0  )
ft) 1 0 0 0\
1 - 1 0  1 0  
0 0 1 - 1 1  
0 1 0  0 0
\0  0 0 1 0/
+
(0  0 1 0 






1 0 - 1 1
-1 0 1 
1 0  0
0 
0 )
Note that the converse of Theorem 2.2.6, i.e. that any sum of r standard alternating sign 
matrices is an element of ASM(n, r), can easily be checked to also be true. Last but not least 
we define another set, which is a generalization of Definition 1.1.8 however it is not in one to 
one correspondence with higher spin alternating sign matrices.
2.2.5 Fully packed loops
Definition 2.2.7. We define the set FPL(n, r) of fully packed loop configurations, to be the 
set of all (multi) sets q of non directed open and closed lattice paths on £ n>n such that:
•  Successive points on each path of q differ by (—1,0), (1,0), (0, —1) or ( 0 ,1).
•  Any two edges occupied successively by a path o f q are different.
•  Each path of q does not cross itself or any other path o f q.
• Exactly r segments of paths of q pass through each internal vertex of £ n>n.
•  A t each (external) point ( 0 ,2k — 1) and (n +  1, n  — 2k +  2) for k G [ L ^ J ]  > and (2&, 0) 
and (n — 2k +1 , n +  1) for k G [ L f J ]  > there are exactly r endpoints of paths of q, these 
being the only lattice points which are path endpoints.
It can be seen that there is a mapping from FPL(n, r) to EM(n, r) in which the fully packed 
loop configuration q is mapped to the edge matrix pair (h, v) by first forming:
=  number of segments of paths of q which occupy the edge between 
(i, j )  and (i, j  +  1), for each i G [n], j  G [0,n]
Vij = number of segments of paths of P  which occupy the edge between 
(i + 1 ,j) and (i, j) , for each i G [0,n], j  G [n].
(2 .20)
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Then similarly to (1.11), we have
for i  +  j  oddh{j — r — h^  for i +  j  odd
(2 .21)
r  — for i + j  odd 
Vij for i +  j  odd
This mapping is surjective for each r  € N and n € P and it is injective for r € {0,1} or 
n 6 {1,2}. However it is not injective for r > 2 and n > 3. We define W (r) as the set of fully 
packed loop vertex types, i.e. the set of ways of linking r path segments through a vertex. 
For example, W(2) is given by Figure 2.6.
+ + + + + +  
+ + + + + +  
+  +
Figure 2.6: The 20 vertex types of W(2)
It can be shown that the number of fully packed loop vertex types with h ,h ',v  and v' path




with h + v + h +  v' =  2r) is
min (h, h ,v ,v ',r  — h ,r  — h ,r  — v ,r  — v') + 1. For example for (h, h , v, v') = (1,1,1,1) there
are two possible vertex types: or —t — . It is the fact that this number can be
l a r g e r  t h a n  1  f o r  r >  2  w h i c h  l e a d s  t o  t h e  n o n - i n j e c t i v e t y  o f  t h e  m a p  b e t w e e n  FPL(n, r) a n d
E M ( n ,  r) f o r  r  >  2 a n d  n >  3 .  U s i n g  t h i s  w e  s e e  t h a t  |FPL(n, r)| i s  a  w e i g h t e d  e n u m e r a t i o n
o f  A S M ( n ,  r )  i n  w h i c h  e a c h  h i g h e r  s p i n  a l t e r n a t i n g  s i g n  m a t r i x  i s  w e i g h t e d  b y  t h e  n u m b e r  o f
f u l l y  p a c k e d  l o o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  i t .  T h e  s e t  W (r) i s  i n  b i j e c t i o n  w i t h :
w ,// x f , , • mi +  m2 +  ra3 +  ra4 +  t\ + t2 =  r
W  (r):=  | ( m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , m 4 e  N ,  t ,  =  0  or ( t ,  ^  0 a n d  t 2  =  0)
w h e r e  ( m i , m 2 ,  m 3 , 7714, ^ 1, ^ 2 )  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  a  v e r t e x  t y p e  w i t h  m i  c u r v e d  l i n e s  i n  q u a d r a n t  
1 ,  m 2 c u r v e d  l i n e s  i n  q u a d r a n t  2 ,  m 3 c u r v e d  l i n e s  i n  q u a d r a n t  3 ,  1T I 4  c u r v e d  l i n e s  i n  q u a d r a n t
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4 ,  t \  v e r t i c a l  l i n e s  a n d  £2 h o r i z o n t a l  l i n e s .  ( N o t e  t h a t  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  l i n e s  p a s s i n g  t h r o u g h  a  
v e r t e x  i s  r ,  s o  t h a t  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  e n d p o i n t s  o f  l i n e s  s u r r o u n d i n g  a  v e r t e x  i s  2 r ) .  W e  g e t  t w o
m4 Jill m3 m4 J [  m3
p o s s i b l e  s i t u a t i o n s :  o r  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  m u t u a l l y  e x c l u s i v e  c a s e s  t \  =  0
m' 111 mi § m2
o r  t \  ^  0  a n d  £2 =  0 .  U s i n g  L e m m a  1 . 2 . 3 0  t h i s  g i v e s  t h e  c a r d i n a l i t y  o f  W ( r )  a s :
« ' > ' - 0 r M r : s)
a s  g i v e n  b y  s e q u e n c e  A 0 0 2 4 1 5  o f  [ 9 9 ] .
T h e  t w o  f u l l y  p a c k e d  l o o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  o f  F P L ( 5 , 2 )  t h a t  m a p  t o  o u r  r u n n i n g  e x a m p l e  ( 2 . 2 )  








I n  [ 1 1 6 ]  t h e  s e t  o f  l i n k  p a t t e r n s  L 2 n  i s  g e n e r a l i z e d  t o  g i v e  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  L 2 n y .
D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 2 . 8 .  L 2 n , r  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  n o n  c r o s s i n g  p a i r i n g s  o f  2 n  p o i n t s ,  i n  w h i c h  r  a r c h e s  
m e e t  a t  e a c h  o f  t h e  p o i n t s  a n d  n o  p o i n t  i s  p a i r e d  w i t h  i t s e l f .
F o r  e x a m p l e ,  L 6>2 i s  g i v e n  b y  f i g u r e  2 . 7 .
I n  [ 1 1 6 ] ,  c e l l s  f o r m e d  b y  t h e  a r c h e s  a n d  b o u n d i n g  c i r c l e  o f  a  l i n k  p a t t e r n  a r e  c o n s i d e r e d ,  a n d  
a  l i n k  p a t t e r n  i s  d e f i n e d  t o  b e  a d m i s s i b l e  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  a l l  o f  i t s  c e l l s  a r e  b o u n d e d  b y  a n  e v e n  
n u m b e r  o f  l i n e s .
D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 2 . 9 .  L ' 2 n  r  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  l i n k  p a t t e r n s  i n  L 2 n j  w h i c h  a r e  a d m i s s i b l e .
T h u s  L q  2 i s  t h e  s e t  g i v e n  b y  F i g u r e  2 . 7  w i t h o u t  t h e  l a s t  3  l i n k  p a t t e r n s .  I n  [ 1 1 6 ]  i t  i s  s h o w n  
t h a t  | Z 4 j  =  • T h i s  i s  d o n e  b y  s h o w i n g  t h a t  a d m i s s i b l e  l i n k  p a t t e r n s  a r e  i n  b i j e c t i o n
w i t h  L u k a s i e w i c z  w o r d s  ( t h e  e n u m e r a t i o n  o f  w h i c h  i s  k n o w n ) .
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Figure 2.7: The link patterns of L6i2
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I t  c a n  b e  s e e n  t h a t  b y  l a b e l i n g  t h e  e x t e r n a l  v e r t i c e s  o f  £ n > n  a s  i n  F i g u r e  1 . 1 8  a  f u l l y  p a c k e d  
l o o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  o f  F P L ( n , r )  c a n  b e  n a t u r a l l y  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  l i n k  p a t t e r n  o f  L 2n , r  
f o r m e d  b y  i t s  o p e n  p a t h s ,  p r o v i d e d  t h a t  e a c h  o p e n  p a t h  h a s  d i s t i n c t  e n d p o i n t s .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  
t h e  f u l l y  p a c k e d  l o o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  ( b )  o f  ( 2 . 2 2 )  i s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  l i n k  p a t t e r n :
w h e r e a s  t h e  f u l l y  p a c k e d  l o o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  ( a )  o f  ( 2 . 2 2 )  d o e s  n o t  h a v e  a n  a s s o c i a t e d  l i n k  
p a t t e r n  a s  o n e  o f  i t s  p a t h s  f o r m s  a  l o o p  a t  t h e  9 t h  e n d p o i n t  ( u s i n g  t h e  l a b e l i n g  o f  F i g u r e  
1.18). T h i s  l e a d s  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  d e f i n i t i o n s :
D efinition 2.2.10. W e  d e n o t e  t h e  s e t  o f  f u l l y  p a c k e d  l o o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  i n  FPL(n,r) f o r  
w h i c h  e a c h  o p e n  p a t h  h a s  d i s t i n c t  e n d p o i n t s  a s  FPLdis(n,r).
D efinition 2.2.11. W e  d e f i n e  t h e  s e t  o f  f u l l y  p a c k e d  l o o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  i n  F P L d i S ( n , r )  f o r  
w h i c h  t h e  l i n k  p a t t e r n  f o r m e d  b y  t h e  o p e n  p a t h s  i s  a d m i s s i b l e  a s  F P L a d m ( n , r ) .
F i g u r e  2.8 s h o w s  t h a t  b i j e c t i v i t y  o f  m a p p i n g  (2.20) a n d  (2.21) s t i l l  f a i l s  f o r  t h e s e  n e w l y  
d e f i n e d  s e t s .  T h e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  o f  ( a )  a n d  ( b )  a r e  b o t h  i n  FPL<£5(3,2), h o w e v e r  m a p  t o  t h e  
s a m e  e l e m e n t  o f  EM(3,2). T h u s  o u r  m a p  i s  n o t  i n j e c t i v e  b e t w e e n  FPLdis(3,2) a n d  EM (3,2). 
T h e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  o f  ( c )  i s  n o t  i n  FPLadm(3, 2 )  ( ( a ) , ( b ) , ( c )  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  t h e  l a s t  t h r e e  l i n k  
p a t t e r n s  o f  f i g u r e  2.7) h o w e v e r  i t  i s  t h e  o n l y  e l e m e n t  o f  FPL(3, 2) t h a t  m a p s  t o  i t s  i m a g e  
i n  EM(3,2 ) .  T h i s  s h o w s  t h a t  o u r  m a p  i s  n o t  s u r j e c t i v e  b e t w e e n  FPLa£*m(3,2) a n d  EM(3,2). 
T h e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  o f  ( d )  i s  n o t  i n  FPLdiS(4,2 )  ( i t  h a s  a  l o o p  s t a r t i n g  a n d  e n d i n g  a t  (2,0)), 
h o w e v e r  i t  i s  t h e  o n l y  e l e m e n t  o f  FPL(4,2) t h a t  m a p s  t o  i t s  i m a g e  i n  EM(4,2 ) .  T h u s  t h e  
m a p  i s  n o t  s u r j e c t i v e  b e t w e e n  FPL<iis(4,2 )  a n d  EM(4,2).
I n  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n  w e  m a k e  a  c o n n e c t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  a l t e r n a t i n g  s i g n  m a t r i c e s  o f  S e c t i o n  
1.1  a n d  t h e  c o n v e x  p o l y t o p e s  d e s c r i b e d  i n  S e c t i o n  1 . 2 .
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( a )  ( b )
F i g u r e  2 . 8 :  F u r t h e r  e x a m p l e s  o f  f u l l y  p a c k e d  l o o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s
2.3 The alternating sign m atrix  p o ly top e
D efinition 2.3.1. We define the a l t e r n a t i n g  s i g n  m a t r i x  p o l y t o p e ,  A n as: 
An :=
(  1( a n  . . 1 •  E ? = i  a i , r  =  Z ) " = i  a i ' , j  = 1 f ° r  a l 1  h i  €  M
r l
\ a n l  ■ ■ a n n f
G K n x n •  0  <  5 Z J / _ i  a i j >  <  1  f o r  a l l  i  G [ n ] ,  j  G  [ n  —  1 ]
•  0  <  a i ' J  —  1  f o r  ^  €  [ n  —  1 ] ,  j  G [ n ]
E q u i v a l e n t l y  w e  h a v e :
A n  =  < a G
•  E f =1 a i j '  ~  a i ' , j  = 1 for a11 M  C [n]'
•  S j  = i  a i J '  ^  0  f ° r  *  C  [ n ] ,  j  €  [ n  -  1]
•  Y l ] ' = j a i , j '  -  0  f ° r  a H  i  C  [ n ] ,  j  G  [ 2 , n ]
•  S l ' = i  a i ' , j  ^  0  for a l l  z  G [n — 1], j  G [ n ]
•  Y ^ i ' = i a i ' , j  ^  0  for a l l  i  G [2,n], j  G [ n ]
( 2 . 2 3 )
T h u s  A n i s  t h e  s e t  o f  n x n r e a l  e n t r y  m a t r i c e s  f o r  w h i c h  a l l  c o m p l e t e  r o w  a n d  c o l u m n  s u m s  
a r e  1 ,  a n d  a l l  p a r t i a l  r o w  a n d  c o l u m n s  s u m s  e x t e n d i n g  f r o m  e a c h  e n d  o f  t h e  r o w  o r  c o l u m n  a r e  
n o n n e g a t i v e .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  a l l  e n t r i e s  o f  A n  a r e  b e t w e e n  — 1  a n d  1 ,  a n d  a l o n g  t h e  f i r s t / l a s t  
r o w / c o l u m n  a l l  e n t r i e s  a r e  n o n  n e g a t i v e .  T h u s  A n i s  a  b o u n d e d  s u b s e t  o f  R n x n  ( i n d e e d ,  
s i m p l y  c o n s i d e r i n g  r e a l  e n t r y  m a t r i c e s  w i t h  t o t a l  r o w  a n d  c o l u m n  s u m  1 g i v e s  a n  u n b o u n d e d  
s e t ) .  T h e r e f o r e ,  A n i s  t h e  b o u n d e d  i n t e r s e c t i o n  o f  f i n i t e l y  m a n y  h a l f  s p a c e s  a n d  i s  t h u s  a  
c o n v e x  p o l y t o p e  a c c o r d i n g  t o  ( 1 4 3 )  i n  D e f i n i t i o n  1 . 2 . 3 .  I n  [ 1 0 5 ]  A n i s  i n d e p e n d e n t l y  d e f i n e d  
b y  S t r i k e r  u s i n g  a  c o n v e x  h u l l  d e s c r i p t i o n  ( s e e  ( 1 . 4 2 )  i n  D e f i n i t i o n  1 . 2 . 3 ) .  A n  e x a m p l e  o f  a n  
e l e m e n t  o f  A \  i s :
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a =
/  JL o 2 J_\
' \ °  i s '
5 2, 5 10
- - - 1 0  2 2 A U
(2.24)
\ 0  1 0 0 /
Recalling Definition 1.2.20, and similarly to relation (2.3) the Birkhoff polytope is given by:
Bn = {a e An | a,ij >  0 for all i, j  G [n]} (2.25)
Definition 1.2.23 gives rBn n  Znxn =  SM S(n,r). Similarly Definition 2.1.1 gives:
rA » n Z nxn =  ASM (n,r) (2.26)
A counterpart to Theorem 1.2.21 is:
T heo rem  2.3.2.
dim A i =  (n -  1)‘
This follows from: 
afEA„ =  aSBn =  j a  G 5Z a 3^ = ^2 a^3 =  1 for 811 (*> j)  G N  x W
j =1t= l
Before proving any further results we define another polytope. 
D efinition  2.3.3. We define the edge matrix polytope, Sn as:
(  (h\Q . . .  hin\  / Vqi . . .  UQn'
Sn := < (h,v) = e [o, i]£x("+1) x [o, i]lT+1,x"
\  \finO hnnj \^nl • • • Vr
•  hm = Voj =  0 for all «, j  G [n]
• hin =  v n j  = 1 for all i, j  G [n]
• h ij- i  +  Vij = i j  +  hij for all i , j  G [n]
It is easy to see that rEn n  Z2n n^+1  ^ =  EM (n ,r), and that there are bijectioiis between Sn and 
An equivalent to bijections (2.4) and (2.5), i.e. the (h ,v) G Sn which corresponds to a G An  
is given by:-
hij = Y jj'= iaij ' f°r all * € [n], j  G [0,n]
(2.27)
Vij =  ai’j  for * € [0,n], j  G [n]
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and inversely:
Oij = fkj -  h ij- i  or ciij =  Vij -  i j  for all i , j e  [n] (2.28)
The equations (2.27) can be regarded as giving a linear map from RnXn to R2n(n+1) and each 
of the equations of (2.28) can be regarded as giving a linear map from R2n(n+1) to Mnxn. Thus 
An and £„ are affinely isomorphic as given by Definition 1.2.11. We now give an important 
result, which forms a counterpart to Theorem 1.2.24.
T heorem  2.3.4.
vertAn =  ASM (n, 1)
Proof. The proof offered here differs slightly from the proof given in [15]. We show that 
vert£n =  EM(n, 1). The result then follows from Lemma 1.2.12 since A n and Sn are affinely 
isomorphic.
• We first show that EM(n, 1) C vert£n. Assume (h, u) G £n \  vert£„. Then by Lemma 
1.2.7, there exists (h*, v*) ^  (0,0) such that (h , v) ±  (h*, v*) € £n. Since (h*, u*) ^  (0,0) 
there exists i, j  € [0, n] such that ^  0 or ^  0. Assume without loss of generality 
that h^j /  0. Thus, 0 < hij±hij < 1 which implies 0 < < 1 and so (h, v) £  EM(n, 1) 
(since EM(n, 1) =  Sn fl Z2n^n+1^ ). Thus as required EM(n, 1) C vert£„.
• Next we show that vert£n C EM(n, 1). Consider (h ,v) G £n \  EM(n, 1). As in Figure
1.10 we can represent (h, v) on Cn>n- For example, the (h , v) corresponding to the case 




Since (h, v) G £n\EM(n, 1) this implies that there exists i, j  G [0, n] such that 0 < <
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e n t r i e s  m u s t  b e  a s s o c i a t e d  t o  a n  i n t e r n a l  e d g e .  R e c a l l i n g  +  V i j  =  V i - i j  +  w e  
s e e  t h a t  w e  m u s t  h a v e  a  c y c l e  o f  n o n  i n t e g e r  e n t r i e s  ( s i n c e  i f  a n y  o n e  o f  t h e  f o u r  e n t r i e s  
i n  t h i s  e q u a t i o n  i s  n o n  i n t e g r a l ,  t h e n  a t  l e a s t  o n e  o f  t h e  o t h e r s  m u s t  b e  n o n  i n t e g r a l ) .  
F o r  e x a m p l e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  c y c l e  o f  n o n  i n t e g e r  e n t r i e s  e x i s t s  f o r  ( 2 . 2 9 ) :
( 2 . 3 0 )
S e l e c t  a n y  s u c h  c y c l e  o n  t h e  l a t t i c e  d i a g r a m  o f  ( h , v ) ,  g i v e  i t  a n  o r i e n t a t i o n ,  s a y  a n ­
t i c l o c k w i s e ,  a n d  d e n o t e  t h e  s e t s  o f  p o i n t s  ( i , j )  f o r  w h i c h  t h e  h o r i z o n t a l  e d g e  b e t w e e n  
( z ,  j )  a n d  ( z ,  j  - I - 1 )  i s  i n  t h e  c y c l e  a n d  d i r e c t e d  r i g h t  o r  l e f t  a s  r e s p e c t i v e l y  7 7 +  o r  7 7 _ ,  a n d  
t h e  s e t s  o f  p o i n t s  ( i , j )  f o r  w h i c h  t h e  v e r t i c a l  e d g e  b e t w e e n  ( z , y )  a n d  ( z  +  1  , j )  i s  i n  t h e  
c y c l e  a n d  d i r e c t e d  u p  o r  d o w n  a s  r e s p e c t i v e l y  V +  o r  V _ .  F o r  e x a m p l e  i f  w e  g i v e  t h e  c y c l e  
o f  ( 2 . 3 0 )  a n  a n t i c l o c k w i s e  o r i e n t a t i o n  t h e n  ? 7 _  =  { ( 1 , 1 ) ,  ( 1 , 2 ) } ,  7 7 +  =  { ( 2 , 2 ) ,  ( 3 , 1 ) } ,  
V _  =  { ( 1 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 ) }  a n d  V +  =  { ( 1 , 3 ) ,  ( 2 , 2 ) } .
(  ( h 10
ln 0
W e  n o w  c r e a t e  t h e  m a t r i x  p a i r  ( h * , v * )  =
R nx(n+1) x  R (n + l)xn  w ith  en tr ie s:
' / / i f  ( z , j )  G H +  
h i i  ' ■ =  {  - A * i f  ( * » i )  €  n -  v i i  ' ■ =
K n
h i
^ 0 1  •
*£ 
"
U .  • •• < n )
0 o t h e r w i s e
A* if (h j)  eV+ 
- / z  i f  ( z ,  j )  G V _  
0 o t h e r w i s e
N o t e  t h a t  w e  w i l l  h a v e :
K j -1  +  v i j  =  v i - i j  +  K j  f o r  a 1 1  i  €  [m], j  G [ n ]
s i n c e  i f  t h e  c y c l e  d o e s  n o t  p a s s  t h r o u g h  ( i , j )  t h e n  t h e  e q u a t i o n  i s  t r i v i a l .  I f  t h e  c y c l e  
d o e s  p a s s  t h r o u g h  ( i , j )  t h e n  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  o r i e n t a t i o n ,  a l l  a p p e a r a n c e s  o f  \ i  c a n c e l
o u t .  F o r  e x a m p l e :
-M
• o  g i v e s  —  f i  +  0  =  - \ i - V 0  o r
0 '
o  g i v e s  0  +  / i  =  / /  +  0 .
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We choose:
G H + }  U {hi j \ ( h  j )  €  H + } U 
{hij\{iy j )  e  H - }  U ( h i j \ ( i j )  e  H - } U 
{v i j \ (h  j )  €  V+} U {vi:i\(i,j)  E V+}U 
(% I(m ) € V_} U {v ij\(h j) e  V_})
with = I — hij and =  1 — v^. It can now easily be checked that: (/i*, v*) ^  (0,0) 
and (h ,v ) ±  (h*,v*) G Sn. Thus as required EM(n, 1) D veit£n
We thus have vert£n =  EM(n, 1) as required. □
Note that Theorem 2.3.4 implies that An is integral and that £n is a 0,1 polytope. This gives 
an alternate proof of Theorem 2.2.6, as an application of Theorem 1.2.29. It also follows from 
Theorem 2.3.4 that An is the convex hull of the standard alternating sign matrices of size n:
ko€ASM(n,l)
Aa G [0, 1] r  for all a G ASM(n, 1), ^  Aa =  1 ^ (2.31)
a€ASM(n,l)
This is how Striker defines An in [105], In this paper Striker also considers other faces of An- 
One of the theorems given is a counterpart to Theorem 1.2.22:
T heorem  2.3.5. The alternating sign matrix polytope An has 4 [(n — 2)2 +  1] facets for n  > 
3 .
In the next section we give some structure to Figure 2.1.
2.4 Enumeration o f higher spin alternating sign m atri­
ces o f fixed size
In this section we generalize Theorem 1.2.25. Recalling Theorem 1.2.18 we need to consider 
A°. Similarly to is obtained by replacing each weak inequality in Definition 2.1.1 by
a strict inequality. Recalling Relation (2.26) and Definition 1.47 we define:
ASM°(n, r) := r\A£ PlZnxn
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Equivalently: 
ASM°(n,r) := a £ T
a e Z r
1 ®*J-/ — Et'=l  ^ j  ^ W
1 ^ Y jj'=i a'j'  < r -  1 for all i £  [n], j  £ [n -  1]
1 < E!'=i Oj/j < r -  1 for all i G [ n -  1], j  £ [n] ,
E"'=i aij'  =  E?=i ai'J =  r for 811 h 3  € [n
E /= i  a*j' > 1 for all i £ [n], j  £ [n -  1]
Y*j’=j ^ j' > 1 for all * € [nj, j  £ [2,n]
S = i  °i'J ^ 1 for all i £ [n -  1], j  £ [n]
> 1 for all i £ [2,n], j  £ [n]
Thus ASM°(n, r) =  0 for 1 < r < n. Using this we have:
T heorem  2.4.1. For fixed n  £ P there exists An(r), the Ehrhart polynomial of An which 
satisfies:
1. A n(r) is a polynomial in r of degree (n — l)2
2. \ASM (n,r)\ = An{r) for all r  £ N
3. \A SA f(n ,r)\ = (—l)n+1An(—r) for all r  £ P 
I  A„(—1) =  A i(—2) =  • • • =  A n (-n  + 1) =  0
5- Ml) = IE?
Proof The proof is a direct implication of previous results. The first three properties are 
direct implications of Theorems 1.2.18, 2.3.2 and 2.3.4. Property (4) is obtained from the 
fact that ASM°(n,r) =  0 for all 1 < r < n. Property (5) is implied by (1.1). □
Thus A n(r) can be interpolated by the n  +  1 values given by Theorem 2.4.1 and a further 
n2 — 3n +  1 enumerations of ASM(n,r) or ASM°(n,r). Similarly to equations (1.48)-(1.50) 
we give the polynomials A n(r) for n  £ [1,5]:
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M r)  = ^ , A2(r) = |  ^
-  ( T x r M ' r ) (2.32)
A*(r) =  3 + 415 +
(2.33)
^ (r) -  70(r i+64) +14468(r i+65) +521651(r i+65) +60°2192(r i+67)  +  
2 8 2 3 3 5 6 5 ^ ^  + 61083124 ^  + 64066830 ^
32866092 +  7998192 ^  j g12j  + 854464 ^  *g13  ^ +
Polynomial (2.32) corresponds to sequence A006325 of [99]. Last but not least we shall pay 
particular attention to ASM(n, 3) and FPL(n, 3).
2.5 The particular case of n =  3
2.5.1 A lternating sign m atrices o f size 3
Recalling the argument presented in Section 1.2.2 used to prove the enumeration of SMS(3, r) 
we here give an analogous argument for ASM(3,r). We label the matrices of ASM (3,1) as 
given in Figure 1.1.
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hi =
Ha =









'0 1 o' 
0 0 1 
1 0 0,
1  0 o' 
0 0 1 
,0 1 0,
'0 1 o'
1 - 1  1
,0 1 0 ,
ha
/ifi —
'0 0 1' 
1 0 0 
,0 1 0 ,
'0 1 o' 
1 0 0 
,0 0 1
It can be checked tha t we have a bisection <f> between ASM(n, r) and the set:
C"(r) = i (A i, A2, A3, A4, A5, Ag, A7) G N 7
Ai +  A2 +  A3 +  A4 +  A5 - f  A6 +  A7 =  r\ 
A2A3 =  0 
A5A6 =  0
where (f) : C'(r) —> ASM(3,r) is defined by 0(Ai, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7) =  ^ J =1Ai/ij. The 
conditions A2A3 =  0 and A5A6 =  0 in C'{r) are related to the fact that /14 +  /17 =  h2 +  /13 and 
hi +  /i7 =  h5 +  fig. Note that the set Cf(r) can be written as the following disjoint union:
•  Aj +  A2 +  A3 +  A4 +  A5 +  Ag +  A7 — r
=  i (A i, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7) G N7 •  A3 =  0 ►
•  Ag =  0 ,
•  Ai +  A2 +  A3 +  A4 +  A5 +  Ag +  A7 =  r
u < (A i, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7) G N7 •  A2 =  0, A3 >  1 >
•  Ag =  0
f •  Ai +  A2 4- A3 +  A4 +  A5 4- Ag 4- A7 =  r
u < (A i, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7) G N7 • A3 =  0 ►
•  A5 =  0, Ag >  1 ^
t •  Ai +  A2 +  A3 +  A4 4* A5 4* Ag 4- A7 =  r
u (A i, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7) G N7 •  A2 =  0, A3 > 1
•  A5 =  0, Ag >  1 t
Using Lemma 1.2.30 we get the formula (2.32) for |ASM(3,r)|. In fact, formula (2.32) also 
appears in [21] as the number of 2 x 2 non negative integer entry matrices with each row and 
column sum at most r. A bijection (f> between ASM(3,r) and the set of such 2 x 2  matrices 
is given simply by:
( an a\2 013 
021 a22 023 
031 032 033,
j — ( a 11 a i3>\ 
* I \«31 O33/
V
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2.5 .2  Fully packed loop s o f  s ize  3
T h e  s e t  F P L ( 3 ,  r )  i s  i n  b i j e c t i o n  w i t h  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s e t :
C " ( r )  ^  € N
10
•  <2i +  (22 +  a 3 +  a 4 +  ^5  +  <26 +  a 7 +  2(28 +  2(29 +  2(2io =  T
•  0506 =  07 =  08  =  Og =  0
o r  05 O 7 =  06  =  O s  =  O 10 =  0 
o r  a 607  =  05  =  09  =  a i o  =  0
(2.35)
I n d e e d  l e t  u s  c o n s i d e r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  f u l l y  p a c k e d  l o o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s :
B, = Bo = Ba = B *  =
•6 — '7  —'5  —
’9  — 10 ='8 —
I t  c a n  b e  s e e n  t h a t  B i , . . . ,  B 7  a r e  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  F P L ( 3 , 1 )  a n d  t h a t  B g ,  B q  a n d  B i 0  a r e  t h e  
n o n  a d m i s s i b l e  e l e m e n t s  o f  F P L ( 3 , 2 ) .  I t  c a n  a l s o  b e  s e e n  t h a t  a n y  e l e m e n t  o f  F P L ( 3 ,  r )  c a n  
b e  w r i t t e n  a s :
10
( J  cuBi
i = l
w h e r e  a i B i  r e p r e s e n t s  o *  s u p e r p o s i t i o n s  o f  B ^ .  W e  n e e d  t o  m a k e  s u r e  t h a t  w h e n  t a k i n g  t h i s  
u n i o n  t h e r e  i s  n o  c r o s s i n g  o f  p a t h s .  T h i s  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  t h e  l a s t  t h r e e  e q u a l i t i e s  o f  C " { r ) .  
T h e  s e t  C " ( r )  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  a s  t h e  d i s j o i n t  u n i o n :
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|  (ai, . . . , 0 4 , 0 5 , 06, 0, 0, 0, Oio) € N10 
U { (oi, . . . ,  a4, a5, 0, o7, 0,0 9 ,0) € N10
U (ai,. . . ,  04,0,06, a7, ag, 0,0) € N10
•  Oi +  O2 +  03 +  04 +  05 +  06 +  2aio — T
•  a506 =  0
•  Oi +  02 +  ^3 +  ^4 "h 05 +  fl7 +  20g =  T
•  0 ,5 0 ,7  =  0
• a7 +  09 > 1
•  Oi +  0 2  +  0 3  +  0 4  +  0 6  +  a7 +  2o8 =  r
•  0607 =  0 
• a8 > 1
}
We now give the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.5.1.
| ^ (^1»• • • >Cfc+i) €
• ci 4----- 1- ck +  2c*.+i =  r
•  Ck-ick =  0
Proof. Indeed we have a bijection between the set on the left hand side and:
{(af...,ojfc) I ai +  ak =  r}
given by 0((a i,. . . ,  a*)) =  (au . . . ,  afc_2, max(afc- i  -  afe, 0), max(ofc -  o*_i, 0), min(o*_i, ak)) 
and 0_1((ci,. . . ,  Cfc)) =  (c i,. . . ,  cjt-2, Cfc-i +  c*+i, c* +  c*+i). The enumeration follows from 
Lemma 1.2.30. □
Using this we can enumerate the first set in the disjoint union as (rg5) . The other two sets 
can be enumerated using similar results, giving:
Recalling Definition 2.2.11 we have that any element in FPLadm(3, r) can be written as:
»=i
This gives |FPLadm(3, r)| =  (r+4) + 2(rJ3) , corresponding to sequence A001296 of [99]. We 
now prove one more result concerning these fully packed loops. Recalling Theorem 1.1.11 
and Definition 2.2.8 we generalize the result for n € [3].
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T heorem  2.5.2. For n  £ [3], i f  7r, 7r' £ L2„,r ore such that ir can be obtained from ir' by 
rotation then \FPLv(n,r)\ =  \FPLv>{n^r)\.
Proof For n < 2 the result is trivial. For n  =  3 it suffices to note tha t the permutation
(1, 2)(3,4)(5,6, 7)(8,9,10) is a bijection on C"(r) (2.35). This particular permutation rotates 
the link patterns as required. □
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, firstly we offered a direct generalization of alternating sign matrices and 
described the many combinatorial objects which are in bijection with, or related to, these 
new matrices. Secondly we made the connection to polytopes by defining the alternating 
sign matrix polytope An- The following chapters will show just how interesting an object A n 
really is.
Chapter 3
Symm etry Classes of The Birkhoff 
Polytope
3.1 General results on sym m etry classes
We recall Figures 1.14 - 1.17 and the set V G as defined by (1.22):
V G := {a £ V  | a =  ga for all g € G}
where G is any group for which an action of G on V  is defined. In Section 1.2.2 we discussed 
the symmetry class B n'd^  and in this chapter we consider the symmetry classes BG for each 
subgroup G of D4 (as given by Definition 1.21), in more detail. From Chapter 1 we have a 
lot of results concerning Bn and £>4. The rest of this section is a list of results that will help 
us to deduce results concerning B%.
D efinition 3.1.1. F o rV  a polytope and G any finite group such that a linear action o f G 
on V  is defined, we define the group projector of G on V  as:
t j  m 9
n °  •= "1 j c T
It is easy to see that IIg? is indeed a projector as 11  ^ =  lie- This projector is a very powerful 
tool (we shall be using it throughout this chapter and the next) as noted by the following 
lemma:
86
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Theorem 3.1.2. F o rV  a polytope, G any finite group such that a linear action o f G o n V  
is defined and n G as given by Definition 3.1.1,
UG(V) = V G
Proof. Consider any y G IIGV. By Definition (3.1.1) y =  ^ 9^ r m for some a £ V, so 
/ ' '
9V =  ~  ■ = y for any g E G. Also, y  € conv {ga \ g E G} C V. Thus,
^  ' I  I I  ^y E V  and so IIg('P) C V  . Now consider a G V  . By definition, ga =  a for all g G G and 
so ^ 2 g a  ,= \G\a, giving a =  IIGa € IIg (P) and so IIg ("P) 2  V 0 , as required. □
g € G
These results lead to the following powerful theorem:
Theorem 3 .1 .3 .  F orV  a polytope, G any finite group such that a linear action o f G o n V  
is defined and IIg as given by Definition 3.1.1, we have:
(verfP)G C  vertPG C  IIG(vertV)
Proof. Since V0  C  V , Lemma 1.2.8 implies tha t vertP  fl V G C  vertPG. Also, vertP  fl 
V G = (vertP)0 , giving the first inclusion. Since IIg is affine (it is actually linear), Lemma
1.2.10 implies that vertn<3(P) C l i e (vertP). The second inclusion then follows from Lemma 
3.1.2 □
Theorem 3.1.3 makes the study of T*0  a lot easier as it sandwiches weitVG between two sets 
that axe easily obtained from a basic study of V. In some cases vertPG could be directly 
obtained (if (vertP)0 =  n ^ v e r tP )) .
Applying Theorems 3.1.3 and 1.2.24 to Bn and D4 we have:
SMS(n, 1)G C vertB^ C n G (SMS(n, 1)) (3.1)
for each subgroup G of DA.
Theorem 3.1.3 leads to a convex hull description of V G:
Corollary 3 .1 .4 . F orV  and G defined as in Theorem 3.1.3:
V G =  conv{U.G (vertP))
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A form of this result is presented in [42]. Recalling Definition 1.2.13 the second inclusion of 
Theorem 3.1.3 gives:
Corollary 3.1.5. For a rational polytope V  and a finite group G such that a linear action 
of G on V  is defined:
1 < D{Vg ) < \G\D(V)
Proof. From Theorem 3.1.3 we have vertVG C  n <3 (verfP) =  {net; | v €  verfP}, and from 
(3.1.1) we have { IIg v  | v €  vertP} =  ^  |  ^2g€G 9V v € vertpj. For a ll g €  G, g : V  —► V  
is an affine bijection. Thus from Lemma 1.2.12 g(ve rtV) =  vert P. Using this we have 
jSf { 1 2 g € G 9 v  | V €  vertp} C ^  { Y ) S i  v i v i G vertP for a ll i  £  [|G|] J .  This gives, using 
Definition 1.2.13 for D(7>G),
(  \G\
|G|D(P)vertPG C D(V) I
* = i
Vi £  v e itV  for all i G [|G|]
Therefore, { G l D ^ ) ^  is an integral polytope, and so using Definition 1.2.13 for D("P), 









In this chapter we shall refine these inequalities, thus leading to enumeration theorems similar 
to Theorem 1.2.25. In considering the integer points of the r th dilate of V G it is important 
to note the following simple fact, which follows immediately from the definitions.
Lemma 3.1.6. For a polytope V  C  Rn, and a finite group G such that a linear action o f G 
on V  is defined:
(rVG)r\Zn =  ( r p n z n)c
1 < < 2
1 < D {BkW } ) < 2
1 < D (Bkhd}) < 2
1 < D (B ihh'v'q2}) < 4
1 < D < 4
1 < D (Bn'd'a,q2}) < 4
1 < D (££4) < 8
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For an integral polytope, a further inclusion, which follows from the properties of a linear 
group, can be added to those of Theorem 3.1.3, giving:
Lemma 3.1.7. For an integral polytope V  C Rn and a finite group G such that a linear 
action of G o n V  is'defined:
(v e r tP f  C verfPG C Xlo(vertP) C - t -  (|G|P n Znf
Thus for Bn and G C D4 we have:
SMS(n)l)G C v e r tB ? c n G(S M S (n ,l))C 1i T(SMS(n,|G|))G (3.9)
1^ 1
We will make a note of these four sets for different G C Z)4 throughout this chapter noting 
the interesting relationship between them.
As well as these results we will use the idea of a fundamental region.
Definition 3.1.8. For a polytope V  C Rm with coordinates o f x €  Rm labelled Xj for some 
index set J  (with \ J\ =  m ), a fundamental region is a subset R v  of J  for which the affine 
map f-p : Rm —> rI^ I given by:
(fp(x))j  = xj  for all j  € R v  
is injective between V  and fp{V).
It is very important to note that Rv  is not unique and that f p  depends on Rv .
Definition 3.1.9. For a fundamental region R v  (with fp  as in Definition 3.1.8) we define 
the corresponding fundamental polytope as V  := fp  (V).
For these new objects we can give the following lemmas. Since f p  is bijective between V  and 
V  we immediately have by Lemma 1.2.12:
Lemma 3.1.10. F o rV ,V  and fp  as given by Definitions 3.1.8 and 3.1.9:
fp  (vertV) =  vertV
By definition fp  does not change the values of the coordinates. Thus:
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Lemma 3.1.11. F o rV ,V  and fo  as given by Definitions 3.1.8 and 3.1.9:
D(V) = D(V)
We have one last important result that follows straightforwardly:
Lemma 3.1.12. F o rV ,V  and fj> as given by Definitions 3.1.8 and 3.1.9:
dim V  =  dim V
Throughout this chapter we shall be using these results to study with G a subgroup of 
D4. Thus the index set J  of Definition 3.1.9 is [n] x [n]. To lighten notation, for a given 
subgroup G of D4 we make the substitutions R% =  R 8™ and f e  =  /gc. In Figure 3.1 we
give the fundamental regions we shall use as well as the dimensions of the corresponding
polytopes.
G C D 4 * S d im  =  d im  B%
{ 1  , h } /  [5] x Inl>n even\  [ 2"^ ] x N ,  n odd
J ln~1)(n~2)  ^n gven 
\  n odd
{ 1  , M , g 2} / [ « * [ *
i m *
, n even 
2±1] , n odd
J  ^  4— , n even 
\  n odd
{hQ2} {[
|1 x [n], n even 
x [n], n odd
( +1, n even 
\  n odd
{ 1  , q , q 2^ } / [ f ] x [ fi m *
, n even 
!2 2i ] > n 0(1(1
j  n(nz2) t n even 
\  n odd
{ M } {(*. j )  €  [n] x [n] | j  < i} n (n - l)2
{ 1  ,d ,  a,q2} { (h i)  e  [n] x n] — J*} J n even\i.n — Ijjn+l) >nodd
d a /  [ f  1 x [ * ] , n  even ( [ 4 i ] x [ n ± l ] ) nodd
/  n even 
\Ln-lKn±X) n o dd
Figure 3.1: Fundamental regions used throughout this chapter
Figure 3.2 gives a summary of the results obtained (and the open problems) that we shall 
present throughout this chapter. Note that in the final column of Figure 3.2, it is assumed 
that n > 2 (since D(Bf) =  1 for all G).
!
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G C D i |S M S (n ,  1 )° '| d i m 8 £ vert vert D ( « ? )
{1,M 0 n even nodd V
n!
? ¥ T 2
{1 0
/ * £ - ,  n even 
« odd y /
[ §!, n even
l E , ^  ' . » odd
J2, n even 
|4 , n odd




f  +(» — 1)!!, n odd
fl, n even 
j2, n odd








M3 J y , n even 
„  odd
X X J2, n even |4 , n odd




fl, n =  2 
\2, n > 3
{1,<Z, o , ^ 2}
/*£, n even
n odd X X
fl, n =  1,2,4 
12, n =  3,
\  n  > 6 even 
1,4, n > 5 odd
d 4 0 f H * , n even\ 4 « % k , n o d d y/
Recursion relation 
and generating 
function for n 
even.
f l ,  n  =  1 
I 2, n =  2 
< 4, n =  3,
I n > 4 even 
V 8, n > 5 odd
Figure 3.2: Table of results for B%
3.2 Horizontal sym m etry
Recalling the second row of Figure 1.17 the horizontal symmetry class of Bn is:
= {a e B n | aij =  On+i_»j for all i , j  e  [n]} (3.10)
Figure 3.3 gives the set S M S ( 4 , a n d  some cardinalities of SMS(n, are given by 
Figure 3.4.
t (0 0 1 1\ /0 1 0 1\ (0 1 1 0\ >
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 l 0 0 1
1 1 0 0 y 1 0 1 0 y l 0 0 1
\° 0 1 1 \° 1 0 v \° 1 1 °/f l 0 0 l\ f l 0 1 o \ f i 1 0 0\ ►
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 I 0 1 0 1 y 0 0 1 1
V 0 0 V 0 1 <7 V 1 0 <V >
Figure 3.3: Horizontally symmetric semi magic squares of size 4 and line sum 2
Note that if n  is even and r  is odd, then SMS(n, =  0. This follows from the fact that 
the column sums of a horizontally symmetric integer entry matrix of even size must be even.
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r  =  0 1 2 3 4 5
n — 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 1 0 3 1 6 3
4 1 0 6 0 19 0
5 1 0 30 0 355 51
6 1 0 90 0 2385 0
7 1 0 630 0 94500 0
Figure 3.4: |SM S(n,r)l1,/ll| for n  G [7], r  G [0,5]
Also, if n  and r  are both odd with n > r, then SMS(n, r)^1,h^  =  0. This occurs since if n 
and r are both odd and SMS(n, is non empty, then each entry in the central row of 
any matrix in SMS(n, is odd (since each column sum must be odd) which implies tha t 
r > n  (since the central row contains n  odd positive integers which sum to r).
Also note that there is a bijection between SMS(n, 2)^1,/ll and the set of all n-tuples in 
which 1 , . . . ,  Lf J each appear twice, and for n  odd, appears once. In this bijection, 
the tuple ( i i , . . . ,  in) corresponds to the n x n  matrix a whose only non zero entries are 
a^j = a«+l-tjj =  1 for all j  G [n] with ij ±  and an±± . =  2 for ij = r~  (and n  odd). For
/o o i A 
1 1 0  0 
1 1 0  0 
\0  0 1 1 /
example, (2,2,1,1) corresponds to 
follows that:
1 1 0^
and (1,1,2) corresponds to ( 0 0 2 ). It
1 1 0 ,
|SMS(ri, 2)^1^ >| =
which is sequence A090932 of [99].




°2k+l a € ]|j(fc+ 1)x(2fc+i)
•  Oij > 0 for all i G [k], j  G [2A;] 'I
•  Y?L\ aij = 2 Yh=i aij = 1 for all i € [&], j  G [2k] j
•  o>ij > 0 for allz G [k +  1], j  £ [2k]
•  E j i i 1 aij =  2 Y !L i aij +  a*+i>j =  1 for a11 + 1],
j  G [2k +  1],
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A l s o  / { i , / q
. k > { 1 M  
■ ° 2 k ■ *  B
{ 1 ' h }  i s2 k  l b g i v e n b y :
( a n • • • < * 1 , 2 ^
/ { i , M
a & i • • • a j b ^ f c
a j t i • • • & k , 2 k
• • • a i  j i k )
a n d  f { l , h }
» { i > M
° 2 k + l  ~ 2 k + l  1 S  g 1 V e n b y :
(  a i l a i , 2f c + i  '
a / f c i a j t , 2f c + i
/ { I h } a j f c + i . i a j f c + l , 2* : + l
« f c i a j k , 2f c + i








U k + l , 2 k + l /
T heorem  3.2.1.
vertBi1'^  = n {u) (SMS(n, 1)) =  2)(ll'“>
P r o o f .  W e  s h a l l  f i r s t  p r o v e  t h e  s e c o n d  e q u a l i t y .  T h e n  b y  c o n s i d e r i n g  d i f f e r e n t  p a r i t y  o f  n  w e  
s h a l l  p r o v e  t h e  f i r s t  e q u a l i t y  g i v i n g  t h e  o v e r a l l  r e s u l t .
F r o m  t h e  l a s t  i n c l u s i o n  o f  ( 3 . 9 )  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  11( 1^ }  ( S M S ( n ,  1 ) )  C  | S M S ( n ,
N o w  l e t  u s  c o n s i d e r  a  E  S M S ( n ,  2 ) ^ 1 , / l ^ .  A s  i n d i c a t e d  b e f o r e  e q u a t i o n  ( 3 . 1 1 ) ,  a  c o r r e s p o n d s  
t o  a  t u p l e  ( i i , . . . , i n ) -  N o w  d e f i n e  a n  n x n  m a t r i x  b w h o s e  o n l y  n o n  z e r o  e n t r i e s  a r e  
b i j j  =  b n + i _ i j t j >  =  1  f o r  a l l  j ,  f  E  [ n ]  w i t h  i j  =  i j >  ^  ^  a n ( j  j  <  a n d  b n + i j  =  1
f o r  i j  =  ^  n  o d d ) .  F o r  e x a m p l e  a  =
/1 1 0\  / I  0 0\
a n d  a  =  I  0  0  2  1 g i v e s  b  =  I  0  0  1  I . I t  t h e n  f o l l o w s  t h a t  b  E  S M S ( n ,  1 )  a n d  t h a t
\1 1 0 / V° 1 °/
a  =  b  +  h b  E  2 1 1 ^ / q  ( S M S ( n ,  1 ) ) ,  g i v i n g  H { i , h }  ( S M S ( n ,  1 ) )  D  | S M S ( n ,  2 ) ^ 1 , / l ^ .  W e  h a v e
t h e r e f o r e  s h o w n  t h a t  ( S M S ( n ,  1 ) )  =  | S M S ( n ,  2 ) ^ 1 , / l ^ .
/ 0 0 1 i \ / 0 0 1 0 \
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
g i v e s  6 =
0 1 0 0
\ o
0 1
i j ^0 0 0 1 /
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We now move onto proving that vertBn1,ft* =  (SMS(rc, 1)). From the second inclusion 
of (3.1) it follows that vert b £1,/i* C II{ii/l} (SMS(n, 1)). We shall now show that vert B n 'h^  D 
n {liM(SMS(n,l)).
•  For n  =  2k, Definition 1.2.33 gives =  T ^ ( l , . „ ,  1), . . . ,  . By Theorem
s . ^  
2k
1.2.35 we see that any element of B ^ h  ^ with only non zero entries |  is a vertex, since 
such an element has only one non zero entry in each column, making it impossible 
for there to be a cycle of non zero entries. However, for all a G H{i,h} (SMS(2k, 1)) 
and all ( i,j)  € [k] x [2k], ( /{ u jfa ))^  € {0, §}. Thus f {hh} (n{i)/l} (SMS(2k, 1))) C 
vertB|fe^. By Lemma 3.1.10 we have tha t vertB^.’^  =  f{i,h} ^ v e rtB j* ^  an<^  so 
/{i)h} (ll{u} (SMS(2k, 1))) C (vertB ^,/l}) . Therefore since f{^hy is bijective on
B%£^ and (SMS(2k, 1)) and vertB ^’^  are both subsets of B ^ ’ II^/*} (SMS(2k, 1)) C
vert# 2* ^  as required.
( n ( n \ \  -  J ^  for ^  * e  3 e  P *  +  19'I\P\a))ij — ~n a ^  roi. ^  n  A — u ^  1
For n = 2k +  1 consider the affine map p : R(fc+1)x(2fc+1) —> R(fc+1)X(2A:+1) defined by:
for all i € [k], j  G [2k +  1] 
for all j  € [2k +  1] and i = k  +  1
It can be checked that this map is bijective from t°  T ( ( l , . „ ,  1, . . . ,
k 2k+l
thus from Lemma 1.2.12 p ^vertB^+l j  =  vertT  ( ( l , . , 1, . . . ,  . The fact
V,
2fe+l
that TL^y  (SMS(2k 4-1)) C vertB-^+J follows as for the n = 2k case giving the required 
result.
□
Recalling (3.9) for G =  {1, h} we have:
SMS(n, 1)<W> =  0 £  vertB '1''*1 =  n {1,M (SMS(n, 1)) =  isMS(n, 2 ) ^  (3.13)
Note that vertBn1,/l* is enumerated by (3.11). Theorem 3.2.1 immediately gives:
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Corollary 3.2.2.
Another result follows:
D( ^ 1) =  { £  n  > 2
Corollary 3.2.3. Any matrix a G SMS(2k, 2 can be written as the sum of t matrices 
from SMS(2k ,2) V M.
Proof We have:
SMS(2fc, 2<)f1'h> =  ( 2 t & £ M )  n  z (2k)x(2k)
This is just the integer points of the t ih dilate of 2 6 ^ ’^ .  From Theorem 3.2.1 is a
0,1 polytope (since SMS(2fc, =  0 for all k G P). Thus the result follows from Theorem 
1.2.29. □
We believe that other decomposition theorems can be given however they do not follow 
straightforwardly from Theorem 1.2.29.
The main result of this section follows from Theorems 1.2.18 and Corollary 3.2.2:
Theorem 3.2.4. For fixed n  G P there exists Hn1,h\ r ) ,  the Ehrhart quasi-polynomial of 
B n 'h* which satisfies:
1 . Hn1,h\ r )  is a quasi-polynomial in r of degree dim B n 'h  ^ and period which divides 2.
2. | SMS(n, r )^ >  | =  HJ1,fc} (r) for all r e  N
3. =  (—l)dimB»1,fc>f/'j[1,fc^ (—r) =  Hn1,h^ (r — n) for al l r e  P 
The following enumerations illustrate this theorem:
= f t ; ™ ;
t f< w (r) .  / ( ? ? > - "  (3.15)
\ C W ° dd
fljiw(r) .  {(S31)d+ 2(5?2) + (ir ) . ’-even (316)
“t" 121 (^ .8 )^"*" ^ (^ g 7) + (^ s"8)’ r evBn
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Quasi-polynomials (3.15) and the non zero values of (3.16) correspond to sequences A008795 
and A005900 of [99].
Note that B n'h  ^ =  Bn(hIn, I n) and so the result of Bruaidi discussed in Section 1 .2 .2  can
be used. If we consider the case n  odd for example we get (using the notation from the
end of Section 1.2.2): Sr = < fc tli"  * _  n+i  ^ — r — 2 and 7 * =  {s} for 1 < s < n. This
11 2 I > r  — 2
gives (|<5i|,. . . ,  \Sr^i |) =  (2 , . . ., 2 , 1 ) and (I7 1 , . . . ,  |7 n|) =  (1, ■ • ■, !)• Also, the orbits of x  are
{(r, s), (n +  1 — »%s)} for all r  G l1^ ]  , s € [n] and { ^ , 5} for all s € [n] (i.e. Sr x 6 S 
contains only a single orbit for each r  € [s f^] , s € [n]). Thus in Bruaidi’s result (1.57), 
e is a vertex of T ((2,. .^ ,2 ,1), (1,. , 1)) and u  is uniquely determined by ujr8  = Sr x  7S.
" 7 1 n
2
n+1Theorem 1.2.35 gives that vertT ((2,. , 2,1), (1,. , 1)) is the set of ^  x n  matrices with
n~i n
2
a single one in the last row, two ones in all the other rows, a single one in each column, and 
all other entries zero. Using this in (1.57) now leads to an alternate proof of Theorem 3.2.1 
for n odd. The n  even case involves T ((2,. , 2 j, (1,. , 1)) and follows similarly.
3.3 Horizontal and vertical sym m etry
We now look at the fifth row of Figure 1.17 giving the horizontal and vertical symmetry class 
of Bn:
=  {a e  | aij =  an+i_ ij =  for all i , j  € [n]} (3.18)
Figure 3.5 gives the set SMS(4,2)^1,fc,,;,92^  and some cardinalities of SMS(n, r)^1,/l,u’92^  are 
given by Figure 3.6.
f (0 1 1 °\ fl 0 0 1\ >
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0< 1 0 0 1 ? 0 1 1 0 ►
0^ 1 1 0/ V 0 0 V >
Figure 3.5:-Horizontally and Vertically symmetric semi magic squares of size 4 and line sum
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r  =  0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
n  =  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
3 1 0 1 1 2 1 2 2 3
4 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5
5 1 0 2 0 11 3 1 6 4 4 9
6 1 0 6 0 21 0 5 5 0 120
7 1 0 6 0 120 0 3 7 0 5 5 2 9 0 1
8 1 0 2 4 0 2 8 2 0 2 0 0 8 0 1 0 1 4 7
F i g u r e  3 . 6 :  | S M S ( r ) * 1 .
, h , v , q 2 }  |
f o r n  G  [ 8 ] , , r  G [0 , 8 ]
S i n c e  S M S { n , r ) ^ l , h , v , q 2 ^  C  S M S ( n , r ) ^ 1 , h \  i t  f o l l o w s  f r o m  t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  h o r i z o n t a l l y  s y m ­
m e t r i c  c a s e  t h a t  i f  n  i s  e v e n  a n d  r  i s  o d d  t h e n  S M S ( n ,  =  0 ,  a n d  i f  n  a n d  r  a r e
b o t h  o d d  w i t h  n  >  r  t h e n  S M S ( n , r ) ^ 1 , h , v , q 2 ^  =  0 .  A l s o  n o t e  t h a t  S M S ( 2 / c ,  2 t ) ^ 1 , h , v , q 2 ^  =  
| S M S ( f c , t ) |  a n d  t h a t  S M S ( n ,  2 ) ^ l , h ' v , q 2 ^  =  T h e s e  r e s u l t s  w i l l  b e c o m e  c l e a r  w h e n  c o n ­
s i d e r i n g  t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  p o l y t o p e :  B n ' h,v,q
R e c a l l i n g  F i g u r e  3 . 1  E i ^ h ' v ' q  *  =  [ k ]  x  [ k ]  a n d  B ^ k + i ^  *  =  [ &  +  1 ]  x  [ A ;  +  1 ]  g i v i n g :
d i j  >  0  f o r  a l l  i , j £  [ k ]
Y , kj = i  a . j  =  E f = i  “ i j  =  5  f o r  a l l  e  [ f c ]
a n d
•  >  0  f o r  a l l  i ,  j  €  [fc +  1 ]
•  2  d i j  O t ^ f c + l  =  2  y T _ i  C L i j  +  1
for a l l  i, j  G [ A ;  +  1]
B {i,h
° 2 k
, v , q 2 } K {l ,h ,v,q‘ 
~ * 2k *  i s g i v e n  b y :
( d  l l  . . . d i k d \ k  ■• • d u \
f { l ,h , \
d k l  • • • dk k d k k  • • • d k i
» , q 2 } d k l d k k d k k  • • • d k i
\ a n  . . . d \ k d \ k  • • • d u )
an  . . .  aik
, d k l  . . .  0**.
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a n d  f { i , h , v , q 2 }  :  - » ■  i s  S i v e n  b y ;
{1 ,h,v,q2} ■
(  d l l d l k d i , k + l d l k d n  \
d k l d k k d k , k + l dk k a kl
d k + 1,1 • • • d k + l ,k Gfc+l,fc+l d k + l , k  • • Ofc+1,1
d k l d k k d k , k + l dk k d k l
^ a l l d l k a l , k + l d l k d n  )
f { l ,h ,v ,q 2}
a n  ■ • • &lfc fll,fc+l )
Ofcl • • • ^ k l t  ®fc,fc+l
\ d k + 1,1 • • •  &A:+l,fc O fe+ l,fe+ l/
T heorem  3.3.1. For n even:
vertB{n1M'v'q2) = \ s M
Forn odd:
vertB^'h'v'q^  =  {a G (SMS(n, 1)) | /{l^.u^a^a) /ias no non zero cycles}
Proof. • F o r  n = 2k, B^k,h,v'q2} =  • • • ’ • • • ’ =  2^ ’ and from The_
fc k
o r e m  1 . 2 . 2 4  v e r t  ( \ & k )  =  | S M S ( f c ,  1 ) .  I t  c a n  t h e n  b e  c h e c k e d  t h a t  S M S ( / c ,  1 )  =
g i v i n g  t h e  r e q u i r e d  r e s u l t .
•  F o r  n  =  2k +  1 ,  t h e  p r o o f  f o l l o w s  i n  t h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3 . 2 . 1 .  W i t h  
t h e  a f f i n e  m a p  p  : R < * + i ) * ( f c + i )  _ >  r ( * + i ) x ( H - i )  g i v e n  b y :
a i j ,  i , j  e  [k]
W a> h - \ & i  = k + X j e [ k ]
i  =  j  =  k  + 1
i t  c a n  b e  c h e c k e d  t h a t  i s  a f f i n e l y  i s o m o r p h i c  w i t h :
a n d  t h e  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s .
□
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Theorem  3.3.2.
n  e v e n
n —i  ( n z l i r
E , = 20  i! » 0 ,1 ,1
v e r t B {^ h ' v ' q )
P r o o f .  F o r  n  e v e n  t h e  p r o o f  i s  t r i v i a l .  F o r  n  =  2 k  +  1 ,  w e  s h a l l  p r o v e  t h e  r e s u l t  b y  s h o w i n g  
t h a t  w e  h a v e  a  b i j e c t i o n  b e t w e e n  v e r t T  . . . ,  j ) ,  ( i , . . . ,  a n d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s e t :
fc A:
r
U  ((<!.- • • - i . ) .  ( i i .  • • • .* ) .< » ')  6  W  X W * *  SMS (A: -  s. 1)
s=0 v
C o n s i d e r  a  G  v e r t T   ^(-,. . . ,  i, j ) ,  (i,. . . ,  j )  .^  R e c a l l i n g  t h a t  a  h a s  n o  n o n  z e r o  c y c l e s
fc k
a i j  G  { 0 ,  | }  f o r  a l l  i , j  G  [ f c  + 1 ] .  I n  p a r t i c u l a r  a k + i j e + i  =  \  o r  a  m u s t  h a v e  a  n o n  z e r o  p a t h .
•  i i  ^  i i >  f o r  a l l  Z ,  I '  G  [ s ]
•  j i  jv  f o r  a l l  Z ,  V  G  [ s ]
I f  a f c + i , f c + i  =  t ,  r e m o v i n g  r o w  a n d  c o l u m n  f c  +  1  g i v e s  a n  e l e m e n t  o f :
w h i c h  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  a n  e l e m e n t  a '  o f  S M S  ( A ; ,  1 ) .  T h u s  a  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  a n  e l e m e n t  o f :
k  f
U ( ( * 1.  • •  • .  < • ) .  O x .  • •  • . * ) , < » ' )  e  w s  X  [ * ] ■  X  S M S ( f c  -  s ,  1 )
s= 0  f
i i  i i <  f o r  a l l  Z ,  I '  G  [ s ]  1  
j i  ±  j t i  f o r  a l l  Z ,  Z '  G  [ a ]  J
w i t h  s  s e t  t o  0 .
I f  t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  i i  G [fc] s u c h  t h a t  cn^fc+i =  J . S i n c e  ]T)j=i =  |  t h e r e
e x i s t s  j i  G [fc] s u c h  t h a t  a jU1 =  |  ( r e c a l l  t h a t  t h e  o n l y  n o n  z e r o  v a l u e s  o f  a  a r e  |  o r  | ) .  W e  
c a n  c r e a t e  a  n o n  z e r o  p a t h :
(*i,fc +  1), (*i, j i ) , . . . ,  ( is , j 3), (fc +  1 , j a)
w i t h  i i yj i  G [fc] a n d  ii ^  i y , j i  ^  ji> f o r  a l l  Z ,  Z' G [ s ]  s u c h  t h a t  e a c h  o f  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  v a l u e s  
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Removing the s 4-1 rows »i, i2> •••>*«»&+ 1 and columns j i , . . . ,  j 8, k  +  1 gives an element of
which corresponds to an element a' of SMS (A; — s, 1). Thus a corresponds to a triplet:
( ( * 1 > • • • J i s ) i  ( j l ,  • • • , j s ) ) a  )
as required.
The enumeration result follows from the fact th a t for given s we have k(k — 1).. .  (k — s +  1) 
choices for (?i,. . . ,  i8) and for ( j i , . . . ,  j 8), thus:
horizontal symmetry case it can be checked th a t (SMS(n, 1)) D |SMS(n, 4)f1,/M,,92})
From Theorem 3.3.1 and the proof of Theorem 3.3.2 we have:
C orollary  3.3.3.
k—s k—s
k
^  (k(k — 1 ) . . .  (A: — s +  l))2 (k  — s)!
which gives the required result. □
Recalling (3.9) for G — {1, h, v, q2} we have:
(3.19)
where the second inclusion is strict for n > 4. (In a similar (but far more tedious) way to the
1, n = 1 
D(Bi1Av’q2}) = 2, n  even
4, n > 3 oddV 7 —
Also note that we can give a similar result to tha t of Corollary 3.2.3.
C oro llary '3.3.4. Any matrix a € SMS(2k, 2t)^1,h,v,q2^  can be written as the sum o ft  matrices 
from SMS(2 k , 2 ){1,h’v'q2}.
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We believe that other decomposition theorems can be given however they do not follow 
straightforwardly from Theorem 1.2.29.
The enumeration result follows from Theorem 1.2.18 and Corollary 3.3.3:
T heorem  3.3.5. For fixed n  € P there exists Hn1,h,v'q *(r), the Ehrhart quasi-polynomial of 
yjfofcfr satisfies:
1. H n 'h,v,q2\ r )  is a quasi-polynomial in r o f degree dim J3$f'h'v'q2} and period which divides 
2/4 for n even/odd respectively.
=  H il'h'v^ }(r) fo r  all r € N
SMSP(n,r){1,h’V'q2} =  (_;gdimB£ ’ • ,q > jj{l,h,v,q }^_r ) _  }^r _  j o r  a l l  r  ^
This is illustrated by the following enumerations:
H{i ,W } (r)
H {1 , w > (r )  
if5{1’W } (r)
- {
1,  r  e v e n  
0 ,  r  o d d
r  — 0  m o d  4  
( “ 1“ )  r — 1 m o d  4
( _TT+  )  r — 2  m o d  4
( ~ ^ i + 1 ) ’ r  =  3  m o d  4
( 5 + 1) ,  r  e v e n  
0 ,  r  o d d
^ ( S J - 2)  +  6 ( i+ 3) +  (*+■*), r  =  0  m o d  4
a f ^ + e f ^  + s f  'A
1 m o d  4- + 3 ) ,  r
3 ( ^ + 2 )  +  6 ( ^ + 3)  +  2 ( % + 4),  r  =  2  m o d  4+2^  ,
4 ) + 4 R + V 3  m o d  4
Quasi polynomial (3.21) corresponds to sequence A008624 of [99].
3.4 Half turn sym m etry
(3 .2 0 )
(3 .2 1 )
(3 .2 2 )
(3 .2 3 )
The third row of Figure 1.17 gives:
l^n  ^ =  ^  | O'ij =  On+1—i,n + l— j  for i j j  ^  [^] } (3.24)
Figure 3.7 gives the set SMS(3,2)*1,92) and Figure 3.8 gives some cardinalities of SMS(n, r / l,q2^.
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Figure 3.7: Half turn symmetric semi magic squares of size 3 and line sum 2
1—HoII 2 3 4 5
n = 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 4 5 6
3 1 2 5 7 12 15
4 1 8 34 104 259 560
5 1 8 320 1611 3987 13392
6 1 48 978 11264 87633 513360
Figure 3.8: |S 'M 5(n,r)^1,92^ | for n  € [6], r  € [0,5]
As discussed in Section 1.2.2 symmetry classes of SMS (n ,r) axe in some cases equivalent to 
chess problems. We recall Figure 1.35 which shows a half turn symmetric solution to the 
problem of the Rooks. Note also tha t half turn  symmetric matrices are sometimes referred 
to as centrosymmetric matrices.
In [76, 96] the set SMS(n, I)!1’*2! is considered and the following enumeration is given:
|SM S ( n ,l ) ^ > | =  (2L=j)l! =  odd <325)
which corresponds to sequence A037223 of [99]. If we consider a matrix of SMS(n, l)^1,g2^ , 
there are n  choices for the location of the 1 in the first row, by symmetry this also forces the 
location of the 1 in the nth row. Recalling tha t we have a single 1 in every column we then 
have n — 2 choices for the location of the 1 in the second row, by symmetry this also forces 
the location of the 1 in the (n — l ) th row. This gives the enumeration: |sMS(n, l) f1»«2> =  n!! 
for n even. For n =  2fc +  1 odd we must have middle row/column:
{0, . . . , 0, 1 , 0 . . ^ 0}
k
Removing this row and column gives an element of SMS(n — 1, l) ! 1^ 2! giving the required 
enumeration.
Recalling Figure 3.1: =  [k\ x [2k] and R ^+ i =  [fc +  1] x [2k +  1], Thus:
a ',J> =  [ a )kx2k •  dij > 0 for all i € [fc], j  € [2fc]
•  £ f= i a*j = Yli=i(aij +  Ot,2fc+i-i) =  1 for all i € [fc], j  G [fc] }
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a n d
_
2k+\ ~ a 6 R (fc+i)x(2fc+i)
CLij ^  0 fo r a ll i G [/? T  1], j  G [2 k +  1]
Ofc+lj = Ofc-|-i,2(fc+l)—j fo r &h j  G [&]
aij = Yli=l(aij “I” ai,2 {k+\)-j) +  ak+l,j = 1
fo r a ll i G \h -I- 1], j G [k T  1]
■ W )
( On ••• Ol,2fc^
Ojbl Ofc,2fc
Ofc,2fc • • • Ofcl













Ofc,2fc+l • • • akl







I n  [ 4 3 ]  h a l f  t u r n  s y m m e t r i c  s e m i  m a g i c  s q u a r e s  a r e  c o n s i d e r e d  a n d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  t h e o r e m  i s  
g i v e n :
T heorem  3.4.1. Any matrix a in &n'q * can be written as the convex combination of elements 
of SMS(n, 1)11><?2} if and only if, either, n is even, or n is odd and an+in±i =  1.
T heorem  3.4.2. For n even:
vertBi1' ^  = 1){1'«.«2>
Forn odd:
v e r tB i1^ a G n {i)<z2} (SMS{n, 1))
a  has a unique non zero cycle 
containing an entry in its ) U SMS(n, l)*1,9 * 
central column
Proof. W e  s h a l l  p r o v e  t h i s  r e s u l t  b y  c o n s i d e r i n g  d i f f e r e n t  p a r i t y  o f  n.
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For n  =  2k, the result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.4.1.
•  For n = 2 k + 1, consider a E # 2*+?• ^  a i^as a non zero cycle or an open non zero path 
with no entries in column k  +  1 (the central column of a) then afc+i,ifc+i =  1 and from 
Theorem 3.4. lwe can deduce tha t a is not a vertex and so:
a € II{i>92}(SMS(n, 1))
All the non zero cycles of a  ^
contain an entry in the central > 
column of a J
USMS(2fc + 1 , l){1-«2>
From (3.1) we have SMS(2fc +  1 , C v e rtB ^ !^ . Thus we now need to show that 
if a E II{ij92}(SMS(n, 1)) has a  single non zero path with an entry in column k 4-1 then 
a is a vertex. To prove this we note the fact tha t for all a E we have:
a itk+i <  ^ for all i E [k]
(this is because "F a*,2(fe+i)—(fe+i)) ~F ®fc+i,fc+i =  2 Uj.fc+i -F ctfc+i,fc+i =  I
and so 2  Yli=i a», jfe+i <  !)•
Consider a  E i* \  v e T ^ ^ 2k + i  with f { i q2y ( a )  € II{1)92}(SMS(2/: +  1,1)) and assume 
that all the non zero cycles of a  contain an entry in the central column of a. Thus 
d k + i ,k + i 7  ^ 1. Thus by Lemma 1.2.7 there exists a* ^  0 such that a ±  a* E & 2k f i  
there exists i0 E [k] such tha t a j) fe+1 ±  0. Since f { i q2 y(a) € II{1)92} (SMS(2fc +  1,1)), 
aiyk+1 E {0, §} for all i E [k]. If aio,fc+1 =  0 then a^^+i ±  a ^ k+1 > 0 gives ± a ^ k+1 > 0 
which is impossible (since a^ k + 1  ^  0). Similarly if aiQtk+1 =  \  then aiQtk+i ±  o^^k+i — \  
(since as noted we have 0 < c h ^ + i <  \  for all i E [k]) gives io j j  fc+ 1 < 0 which is also 




a E n {i}9 2 }(SMS(n, 1))
All the non zero cycles of a \  
contain an entry in the central > 
column of a J
U SM S(2A:+l,l)I1-92}
a E n {1)92j(SMS(n, 1))
a has a unique non zero cycle' 
containing an entry in its =
central column
All the non zero cycles of a 'j
contain an entry in the central > 
column of a J
a E n {lj92}(SMS(n, 1))
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follows from the fact tha t all the values on the non zero cycle of a are |  (since a G 
II{i>92} (SMS(2/c +  1, 1))), which gives the required result.
□
Theorem 3.4.3.
________o n —2—i f  n —1 1\ ^
1 +  E t i o  a 3- * n  odd
Proof. For n even the result follows from (3.25). For n  = 2k +  1, we shall prove the result 
using a particular map between vertB n ’^  and the set:
k
U  {((“I. - u W  1.• • • . J . H € [fc]* x [fc]* x SMS(2(fc-  s),
s=0 ^
For given s G [k ] we take an element of
ii ^  iy for all 
ji /  jv for all
V' e [ s ] \
U ' e [ s ] j
{(«! ,  • • • , i.), O i , . .. J . ) ,  «') € [fc]* x [fc]* x SMS(2(fc -  .) ,  1 ) ^ >  | :  I J  i ' X T i V S l }
and create the following full binary tree:
(*i,fc + 1)
( 2 k  + 2 — t],2fc + 2 — jfi)
(*»-!, j a - l )
( * a —1 * 2 k  +  2  — j s )
( 2 k  +  2  — i a , 2 k  +  2  — j a )
( 2 k  +  2 - i a , j s )  ( i a , 2 k  +  2 - j s )  (3.26)
Note that this full binary tree has height 2s — 1 thus we have 22s-1 rooted paths of length s. 
We shall use this tree to create a map from vertB^+i* and the set:
k
U  {((fJ- ■ • • - • • • ,U a )  6 [fc]* x [fc]* x SMS(2(fc -  a),
s=0 ^
• k i 1 U' for all I
•  Ji ±  ji' for all I W J
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Consider a € vertBji+i*- If o € SMS(2A; +  1, l) !1’*2} then a corresponds to an element o' of 
SMS(2fc, I)!1*’2} (since ak+i^+i =  1) which in turn corresponds to an element of
U  j((*i, • ••, £ [fc]* x [fc]* x SMS(2(fc -  s), l)*1-*2} ^  ^  ^  ^  ^   ^  ^^ N  |
s= 0  '•
with s set to 0 (from (3.25) we have (2fc)!! such vertices).
Assume that a £ SMS(2fc +  1, Thus from Theorem 3.4.2 a+j £ {0, | ,  1} for all
z, j  £ [2k +  1] and there exists i\ € [fc] such tha t a^k+i =  Since a^k+i =  5, by symmetry 
a2*+2-s'1(fc+i =  \  so a,k+i,k+i =  0. Thus there exists f 8 £  [fc] such that afc+ij' =  We 
can create a non zero path:
(ii, fc + 1), (*i, ji),.. •, (C ji), (fc + 1, ji)
with i[,j[ £  [2fc +  1] \  {fc +  1} and zj ^  zj,, j \  ^  j[, for all Z, Z' £ [s], such that each of the 
corresponding values of a is | .  By symmetry such a path defines a non zero cycle of a. Prom 
Theorem 3.4.2, removing the 2s+ l  rows z'l5. . . ,  i's, fc+1,2fc+2 —i's, . . . ,  2fc+2—zi and columns 
j\i  • • • , ji, fc+1, 2fc+2— j i , . . . ,  2fc+2—jj gives an element o' of SMS(2fc+l — (2s+l),  l)f1,fl2I =  
SMS(2(fc — s), I)*1,92*. The mapping from vertBgfc+i* to
k • i i i \ >  for all Z, V £  [s]
•  ji ^  3v for all Z, V £ [s]U  {((*1, • • •, ■is), Ui,  ■ ■ •, j .) , a') S [fc]- x [fc]* x SMS(2(fc -  s),
5— 0 t
then follows since every element a of vertBji+i* corresponds to an element o' of SMS(2fc +  
1, l)f1>92} and a non zero path:
(»■;, fc +  1), (i'„ j [ ) , ( i ' ,  j ' ) ,  (fc +  1,J»)
for given s £ [fc]. This non zero path corresponds to one of the 22s 1 rooted paths of length 
s of the full binary tree (3.26). Thus:
fc- 1 o2fc—*-1/ 
z!I fc  ^ h—1 q Jt_% 1/I*f\ii=  (2 fc )!!+ ^  (fc(fc -  1) . . .  (fc -  s +  l ) ) 2  2 2 * - 1 2 *-*(fc-s)! =  (2 fc )!!+ ^   -----.=1 i=0 *’
as required. □
Note that Theorems 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 can be obtained using Brualdi’s method [27] as given in 
(1.57), since B n '^  = Bn(hln, h ln). In this case, the transportation polytope which is used
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in (1.57) is T ((2 , . . . ,  2), (2,. , 2)) for n  even and T ((2, 1), (2,. ^ , 2, 1)) for n  odd.
n  n  » —1 n - 1
7  2 2 2
Theorem 3.4.3 can then be obtained using Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
We refine (3.9) for G =  {1, q2} to give:
•  For n  =  2k:
SMS(2fc){1',a) = v e r t e ^  $  n{i,,2} (SMS(2k, 1)) C isMS(2fc, 2)(1'?2) (3.27)
z
• For n  = 2k +  1:
SMS(2fc + I)*1*3* g  vertB *^  g  n{1,,n (SMS(2fc + 1,1)) g  isM S(2fc + 1, 2)<1’«J>z
(3.28)
Theorem 3.4.2 immediately gives:
Corollary 3.4.4.
=  1 or n  even 
3 odd
In [43] the following theorem is given:
Theorem 3.4.5. For n  even any matrix in SM S(n , r)l1,g2l can be written as the sum of r 
half turn symmetric permutation matrices.
(This is confirmed by the fact that Theorem 3.4.2 identifies B^ '^  as a 0,1 polytope.)
From Theorem 1.2.18 and corollary 3.4.4 we have:
Theorem 3.4.6. For fixed n  £ P there exists H n '9 *(r), the Ehrhart quasi-polynomial of 
B n ’9 * which satisfies:
1. H ^ ( r )  is a quasi-polynomial in r o f degree dim B n '9*^  and period which divides 1 /2  
for n even/odd respectively.
2. r / 1'**2} =  H n ^ ^ r )  for all r € N
3. |S,MS°(n,r)<1’«2} =  ( - r )  =  H ^ ’q2}(r -  n) for all r e  P
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(Of course a quasi-polynomial with period dividing 1, is a  polynomial). Here we list some 
quasi-polynomials illustrating this theorem:
Quasi-polynomials (3.30) and (3.31) correspond to  sequences A001318, A033455 of [99].
3.5 Quarter turn sym m etry
The sixth row of Figure 1.17 gives:
Figure 3.9 gives the set SMS(4,2)*1,9,92’93} and Figure 3.10 gives some cardinalities of SMS(n, r) f1,9
t (0 0 2 o \ (0 i 1 0\ ( i 0 0 1\ /o 2 0 0\ >
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
i 0 0 0 2 5 1 0 0 1 > 0 1 1 0 5 2 0 0 0
v> 2 0 <V VO 1 1 V V 0 0 1/ V> 0 2 V
Figure 3.9: Quarter turn symmetric semi magic squares of size 4 and line sum 2
r  =  0 1 2 3 4 5
n =  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 1 0 1 1 2 1
4 1 2 4 6 9 12
5 1 2 4 6 23 33
6 1 0 18 0 135 0
Figure 3.10: \S M S (n ,r)^1,q,q2,^ \  for n  € [7], r € [0,5]
, r  e v e n
+ 2 \  ». r
(3 .3 1 )
( 3 .2 9 )
( 3 .3 0 )
<?,<?} = {a £ S n | aij = ajtn+i-i for all i , j  € [n]} (3.32)
In [76, 96] the following enumeration is given:
even
(3.33)
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Note tha t ^  =  (2A; — 2)(2k  — 6) . .  .2. If we consider a G SMS(2A;, lJfhM2**3), a can have 
no non zero entries in either diagonal (i.e. an =  ai>n+i_* =  0 for a l i i  G [2A:]). Thus there 
are 2k —2 choices for the location of the 1 in the first row. By symmetry this also forces the 
location of the 1 in three other rows which leads to  2 k — 6 choices for the location of the 1 in 
the next row needing a 1. This gives the required enumeration for k even. For k odd it can 
be checked tha t SMS(2fc, =  0 (since an =  a*,n+i—* =  0 for all* G [2k]).
We have a simple bijection between S M S ( 2 k, l ) ! 1^ .?2.?3} and S M S (2/c+l, l j f 1***3*8}. Indeed 
if a G SM S(2k  d- 1, l j f 1***8**3} then a must have middle row/column:
R . . . , 0, 1 , 0 . . jjO}
Removing this row and column gives the required bijection. And so we have:
SMS(2fc, 1)<W-*>| =  |sMS(2fc +  1, k even 
odd
corresponding to sequence A122670 of [99]. Combining (3.33) and (3.34) gives:
{ [%]! m ' n = 0 or 1 mod 4 
=  2 or 3 mod 4
(3.34)
(3.35)
Recalling Figure 3.1: =  [fc] x [fc] and =  [fc +  1] x [fc +  1]. Thus:
kxk •  Oij > 0 for all i, j  G [k]
•  +  aji) =  1 for all i G [k] }
and
B.2fc+l a G R(fc+1)x(fc+1)
o>ij > 0 for all i , j  G [k d- 1] 
o*,fc+i =  for all i G [A:]
1 (an d- Qji) d- fl»,As+i for all i G \k 1] t
Also /{i>g,92>g3} : -► is given by:
/a n  . . .  a\k a* i . . .  a n \
flfci • • • flfcfc afcfc • • • a ik
<*>1 k • • • dkk 0,kk • • • Ofcl
Va ll • • • a kl O’lk  • • • 0 , \ l )
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/{i.g.g2,?3}
31 » { 1 ^ 9 2 
2 k + \
. o 3 }  .  .  ,
1 i s  g i v e n  b y :
a n d i k d l , k + l d k l d n  \
d k i d k k d k , k + l d k k d l k
f l l , J k + l  •  •  • d k , k + i d k + l , k + l d k , k + 1 • d i t k + l
d i k d k k d k , k + 1 d k k d k l
a n d k l d l k d n  >
an
d k l  
\ a i , k + i
d\k d \ , k + \  \
dkk dk,k+1 
d k , k +1 d k + \ , k + i /
( t h e  f a c t  t h a t  a i ^ + i  =  a , k + i , i  i s  e v i d e n t  f r o m  ( 3 . 3 2 )  a n d  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  i ^ i f c + i 9 , q  * ) .  I d e n ­
t i f y i n g  t h e  v e r t i c e s  f o r  t h i s  s y m m e t r y  c l a s s  i s  o m i t t e d  i n  t h i s  t h e s i s .  H o w e v e r ,  w e  g i v e  t h e  
f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t :
T heorem  3.5.1.
D
N f 1' 71(gO.?.?2.?3}) =  J 2 ,  n  
[ 4 ,  n
1 ,  n  =  1 
e v e n  
>  3  o d d
P r o o / .  •  F o r  n  =  2 k ,  t h e  p r o o f  i n v o l v e s  a  g r a p h i c a l  a p p r o a c h  a n d  i s  o m i t t e d .
•  F o r  n  =  2 k  +  1  i t  c a n  b e  c h e c k e d  u s i n g  1 . 2 . 7  t h a t :
1 1 1
M ,92,93} _  J I*3
, 4  2  4 .
T a k i n g  a *  =  q )  W8 t o  c o n s t r u c t  a  ^  ^ w t k  ^  e n t r i e s :
\ , i  =  j e  [fc] 
a i j  =  {  d \ _ k  j _ k ,  2,  j  G  [ f c  +  1 ,  f c  +  2 ]  
0 ,  o t h e r w i s e
T h u s  a  i s  o f  t h e  f o r m :
a  =
( \  ..0
0 . . .  i
(«♦).
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We can actually write a very concisely using direct sums: a = (|//c) © It is then 
straightforward to check tha t a G vertB^k+s2^ - Thus D > 4 which gives
the required result.
□
We refine (3.9) for G =  {1 to give:
SMS(n, l ) t1>9>«2>93> 5  v e r t £  n {lj, i92^ } (SM S(n , 1)) C i  (SMS(n, 4))( W '<,3}
(3.36)
Prom Theorems 1.2.18 and 3.5.1 we have:
T h eo rem  3.5.2. For fixed n  G P there exists Hn1 '9 '9 ’^ ( r ) ,  the Ehrhart quasi-polynomial o f 
B n 'q'q2' ^  which satisfies:
1 . Hnl'q,q2 ,c^ \ r )  is a quasi-polynomial in r  o f degree dim and period which divides
2 / 4  for n  even/odd respectively.
2.
3.
SMS^1'9'^ 2' ^  (n, r) I =  fo r  a l l r e N
SMS°{1'M V >(n,r)| =  ( - l ) d l m =  H ^ q'M (r -n )  fo ra llr  e
Here we list some quasi-polynomials illustrating this theorem.
f l i W V » (r) =  { l . ^ e n  (337)
" ( ^ * 1) ,  r  =  0  m o d  4
/ r"~ * \
( ~ J j >  r  =  1 m o d  4  
( r ^ T + 1 ) ,  r  =  2  m o d  4
r —3
( 3 .3 8 )
Quasi-polynomials (3.38) and (3.39) correspond to  sequences A008624 and A002620 of [99].
3.6 Diagonal sym m etry
The fourth row of Figure 1.17 gives:
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=  { a  C  B n  | a , i j  =  a j i  f o r  a l l  i , j  E  [ n ] } ( 3 . 4 0 )
R e c a l l i n g  T h e o r e m  1 . 2 . 3 1  w e  h a v e  a l r e a d y  c o n s i d e r e d  t h e  d i a g o n a l  s y m m e t r y  c l a s s  o f  B n  i n  
S e c t i o n  1 . 2 . 2 .  F o r  c o m p l e t e n e s s  w e  g i v e  s o m e  c a r d i n a l i t i e s  o f  S M S ( n ,  r ) ^ 1 , d ^  i n  F i g u r e  3 . 1 1  
a n d  a  d i a g o n a l l y  s y m m e t r i c  s o l u t i o n  t o  t h e  p r o b l e m  o f  t h e  R o o k s  i n  F i g u r e  3 . 1 2 .  W e  r e c a l l  
( 1 . 5 6 ) :
L t J  n !
r  —  0  1 2 3 4 5
n  =  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 4 5 6
3 1  4 11 2 3 4 2 6 9
4 1 10 5 6 2 1 4 6 4 1 1 6 2 0
5 1 2 6 3 4 8 2 6 9 8 1 4 7 5 1 6 2 7 8 1
6 1  7 6 2 5 7 8 4 4 2 8 8 4 7 8 7 1 1 3 7 1 0 2 7 2









F i g u r e  3 . 1 2 :  A  d i a g o n a l l y  s y m m e t r i c  s o l u t i o n  t o  t h e  p r o b l e m  o f  t h e  R o o k s
F i g u r e 3.1: R i u } =  { ( h j )  1E  [n] x  [n] |  j  <  i  f o r  a l l  i ,  j  E  [ n ] } giving:
r f a  i i \
1
021 022 _  n (n + l)
E M  2 '
•  a , i j  >  0  f o r  a l l  ( i , j )  E
•  E j l 1!  +  E J = i  a - j i  =
nihd} 1
=  1 f o r  a l l  i  E  [ n ]  f
{ Vbil ••• onny
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, . k M  _d} ■ O n  —1 s is given by:
fan «21 • .............  o nX \ fa  11 \
021 «22 0 2 1  0 2 2
f{hd} - j —
,^a n l
O n ,n—1 
^ n ,n —1 ® nn ) ^On i . . . O n,n—1 annf
As stated there is no need to consider the fundamental polytope for this symmetry class as 
Theorem 1.2.31 identifies the set vertB n ,d\  This leads to the following corollary:
C orollary  3.6.1.
D W ' d)) = { 12 n > l ' 2
Recalling Theorem 1.2.31, the enumeration of vertSji1’^  is given by (1.55).
We refine (3.9) for G = {1, o?} to give:
SMS(n, l ) {1’d} C vertBf1'^  £  II{M} (SMS(n, 1)) C lsM S(n,2)<M>
Note that enumeration of (SMS(n, 2))^l d* is given by Gupta in [61]:
(1 -  x ) ^  = £ “ 0 |SMS(n, 2)f1,<i}| £
|SMS(n, 2)*1,<i>| =  (2n — 1) |SMS(n -  l ,2 ) t1’d>| -  2 (" ;‘) |SMS(n -  2,2)<w >|
- 2 ( V )  |SMS(« — 3 ,2){ld>| +  3C*;1) |SM S(n-4,2)<1'd>| 
(with |SMS(1,2)*1’dl |SMS(4,2)<M> | =  1,3,11,56)
Using a similar argument to that used to obtain (1.55) we obtain:
n irT (*±1 )°*




w h e r e  t h e  s u m  i s  o v e r  a l l  n o n  n e g a t i v e  i n t e g e r s  c i ,  C 2 ,  C 3 ,  C 4 ,  C 5 . . .  s a t i s f y i n g  c i  +  2 c 2 +  3 c 3 +  
4c 4 +  5C5 +  ■ • • =  n.
F r o m  T h e o r e m s  1 . 2 . 1 8  a n d  C o r o l l a r y  3 . 6 . 1  w e  h a v e :
T heorem  3.6.2. F o r  f i x e d  n €  P  ( w i t h  n >  3 )  there e x i s t s  H n ' d\ r ) ,  t h e  E h r h a r t  q u a s i ­
p o l y n o m i a l  o f B n ’* ^  w h i c h  s a t i s f i e s :
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1. Hn ' d\ r )  is a quasi-polynomial in r o f degree - w^2--^  and period which divides 2.
2. |5M5{1'i}(n,r)| =  H i1A (r) fo r  M r  €  N
S. |sMS°*1,<(*(n,r)| =  (—l)"tV l f = Hn1,d^ {r — n ) for M r  G P
This is illustrated by the following enumerations:
=  ( ’’ j 1)  (3 -4 4 )
H M (r) _  N 5 f+ 1 ) + 7 ( 5 3+ 2 )  +  ( 5 3+ 3 ) , r e v e n
3 ( )  ‘  \ ( tn +1) + T ( - ; « ) + 4 ( ^ ) , r o d d  (345)
„ M (r\ _  f  ( « 6+ 1 )  +  4 9 ( i e+ 2 )  +  2 7 0 ( S + 3)  +  2 7 0 ( ? + 4)  +  4 9 ( 5 + 5)  +  ( § + 6) r  e v e n
4 ( r )  ~  \ l 0 ( ^ + a )  +  1 4 4 ( ^ + 3 )  + 3 2 2 ( ^ + 4)  +  1 4 4 ( ^ « )  +  1 0 ( ^ + 6 ) ,  r  o d d  ,  W
'2 6 ( 2+ $ )  +  2 4 1 2 ( 3+ 5 )  +  3 4 5 3 3 (4+ * )  +  1 3 4 9 8 9  f5^ )  +  1 7 5 8 8 0 ( 6+ * ) +
7 8 9 0 8 * + * )  +  1 0 9 7 8 ( + 0* )  +  3 3 7 (9+ * )  +  ( 10+ * ) ,  r  e v e n  
( 2 + v T )  +  ^ ( ^ u T )  +  10 9 7 8 ( 4+17 i )  +  7 8 9 0 8 ( 5+17 i )  +  1 7 5 8 8 0 (6+17 " ) +
1 3 4 9 8 9 ( 7+1T i )  +  3 4 5 3 3 ( 8+17 i ) +  2 4 1 2 +  2 6 ( 10+1^ i ) ,  r  o d d
(3 .4 7 )
Note tha t the quasi-polynomial for n  =  6 is obtained in [83] however for clarity we omit it 
in this thesis.
The fact tha t H ^ 'd^ {r) is a polynomial is immediate as vertBj1’^  =  l )  ’ o )  }
(indeed ( | | )  =  i ( J  J) + J (J £))•
The sequences given by (3.45) and (3.46) correspond to A019298, A053493 of [99].
3.7 B oth diagonal sym m etry
The seventh row of Figure 1.17 gives:
g{i,d,o)92} =  {a € # n | aij = aji -  an+i - j fTl+i-i  for all i , j  € [n] } (3.48)
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 give the set SMS(3,2)l1,d’0,92l and some cardinalities of SMS(n, r){1,d,a’92}.
We note that \SM S(2k , l ^ - W } ]  =  \S M S ( 2 k  +  1, l){M,a,92}| Indeed if a € S M S (2 k  +  
1, l ) l1»d»0*92} then q2a =  a and so as before deleting the middle row and column gives the
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r / 0  0 2 \  / 0  1 1 \  / I  0 1 \  / I I  0 \  (2  0 0 \  '
< 0 2 0 , 1  0 l ] , ( 0  2 0 J , I 1 0 1 I , ( 0 2 0 ►
\2  0 0 /  \ l  1 0 /  \1  0 1 / \ °  1 V  \ °  0 2/ >
Figure 3.13: Both diagonal symmetric semi magic squares of size 3 and line sum 2
r =  0 1 2 3 4 5
n  =  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 4 5 6
3 1 2 5 7 12 15
4 1 6 20 50 105 196
5 1 6 40 110 375 761
6 1 20 182 1040 4427
Figure 3.14: |SMS(n, r)^1,d,0,92^ | for n  G [6], r G [0,5]
required bijection. Secondly \S M S ( 2 k, l)]!1^ 0^ 2} is the sequence A000898 of [99] and is 
related to the rook problem. The following enumeration is given in [76, 96]:
k
|SMS(2fc, 1)<‘-W >| =  2k-2* ^  (3.49)
i=0 '  '
Assume we have i sets of 4 non zero entries th a t are symmetries of each other (i.e. no entries 
on the diagonal or anti diagonal), we obviously have 0 <  i < |_f J • We are left with n — 4i 
other non zero entries that are pairs of either entries on the diagonal or the anti diagonal, 
thus we have \  — 2i such pairs. For given i we have 2 ^- 2t ( n l2<) possible configurations for 
fixed and anti fixed pairs. We are left with (4z — 2)(4z — 6 ) . . .  6 x 2 =  configurations for 
sets of 4 non zero entries ((4i — 2) so tha t we exclude the diagonal and anti diagonal). Note 
we have the stronger result:
equivalent to sequence A135401 of [99]. The fundamental region for this polytope is not 
one that we will study here, however we give it for completeness. Recalling Figure 3.1: 
Ri1,d'a,q2} = {(i , j )  € [n] x [n] | j  < i  fpr all i , j  e [n] } giving:





• Oij >  0 for all (i , j ) e
•  53^ =1 (“ij +  “n+l-ij) +  ' a j i =  1 '
for all z G [n]
On-1,1 a n - l , 2
\  Q«,l ) >
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0 2 fc -l,l 
\  0,2k,\ 0,2k—1,\
Okl Ofc+1,1
Okk 0,k+l,k  
Ofc+i,fc 0,kk
Ok+1,1 Okl











0 2 k - l , l  
\  02fc,l
a n d  f { 1 , d , a , q 2 }  ■ B {2 k i t q 2 )  B 2 H i , q 2 }  i s  S i v e n  b y :
(  a n  a2 i ■ • Ofc+1,1 • • • 02fc,i 02fc+l,i^ f  a n
021 02fc,i 021
f{ l,d,a,q2} Ofc+1,1 • • Ofc+i,fc . . Ofc+1,1 = Ofc+1,1
02k,l O21 0 2 A:—1,1
\02jfc+l,l 02fc,l . • . Ofc+1,1 • • • O21
I t  c a n  b e  c h e c k e d  u s i n g  L e m m a  1 . 2 . 7  t h a t :
.  / O  0  1 \  / O  i  i
v erte |1,<i,a’,:!> =  |  I 0 1 0 I , [ i  0 |
1 0 0






• • • Ofc+i,fc
/
\
• • • O f c + i , f c
/
W e  can similarly identify vert# ]1’^ 0’9 *  t o  give D  ^ # p ’d,° ’9 ^  —  2  and D  ^ Z ^ 1 ^ ’0 ’9 2 ^  =  1 .
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However, D ^gjp ,d’0,92l^ =  4. Indeed using Lemma 1.2.7 we can verify that:
f t  n  0 o \  
1 0 0 0
1 ? } }
0 0 1 0  § 
Vo 0 |  |  oy
These observations lead to the following result:
Theorem 3.7.1.
/ „ \  f l ,  n =  1,2 or
D =  h , n  =  3 o r n
^4, n  > 5 odd
r 4
>  6 even
Proof. The result for n  <  4 is immediate so we now consider the case n  >  5 odd. Prom (3.7) 
we know that 1 <  D ^Bn1’**’0’92^  <  4. Thus we simply need to show that 4 < D ^Bn1,d’°’9 ^
/O  7  1  0  0 \
for all n  >  5 odd. As in Section 3.5 we pad the m atrix al =
the matrix a G with entries:
4 t|  0 j 0 0
1 1 0 i  i4 4 ^ 4 4
0 0 |  0 I
VO 0 ! ! V
to construct
1> i  — j  € [k] ot  i  =  j  G [6 +  k ,  5 -1- 2A:]
 ^ (*»i) G [1 +  5 +  A:] x [1 +  5 +  k]
0, otherwise
Thus a is of the form:
a 0
0 . . .  1
(af)
0
\  0  . . .  1 /
Note that a =  /fcSa*®/*. Using Lemma 1.2.7 we have a € vertBg^ .0’9 \  otherwise we would 
be able to find a* 0 such that at ±a* € B^1,d,a,q 1 which is not possible as a* € vertBs1’**’0’9 V 
The proof of the result for n > 6 even is omitted in this thesis as it involves a graph theoretical 
approach which differs to the methodology used in this chapter and the next. □
From Theorems 1.2.18 and 3.7.1 we have:
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Theorem 3.7.2. F o r  f i x e d  n  G P t h e r e  e x i s t s  H n 'd'a,q^ ( r ) ,  th e  E h r h a r t  p o l y n o m i a l  o f  
B n ' d ' a ' 9  * w h ic h  s a t i s f i e s :
1 . H n 'd,a,q \ r )  i s  a  q u a s i  p o l y n o m i a l  i n  r  o f  d e g r e e  dim Bn'd'a'q * a n d  p e r i o d  w h i c h  d i v i d e s  
1 f o r  n  =  1,2 o r  4, 2 f o r  n  — 3 or n >  6  e v e n  a n d  4 f o r  n  > 5 o d d .
2 . =  tftS1'<W>(r) f o r  all r  e  N
3 . |sMS°(n,r)<1'd'a'’3> =  ( - l ) dlm^ l W , tf,i1 '‘W '}( - r )  =  ( r  -  n )  f o r  all r  6  P
= {<
(3 .5 0 )
(3 .5 1 )
(3 .5 2 )
f t 1)
f2(5J ‘) + r even
i m  +  ^ V o d d
(TM'D
, 1 1 0 ( 5 + 1)  +  2 4 8 6 ( 5 + 2)  +  7 2 5 6 ( 5 + 3)  +
4 0 ( ^ + 1 )  +  1 6 0 6 ( ^ + 2 )  +  6 6 9 1 ( ^ + 3 )  +  5 2 5 8 ( ^ + 4 )  +  7 1 9 ( ^ « )  +  6 ( ^ + e ) ,
r  =  1 m o d  4
 ^ 6 ( ^ + 1 )  +  7 1 9 ( ^ + 2 ) +  5 2 5 8 ( ^ + 3 )  +  6 6 9 1  ( ^ + 4 )  +  l e o e ^ * 5)  +  4 0 ( I^ + 6 ) ,
r  =  2  m o d  4
( ^ + 1 )  +  3 6 8 ( ^ + 2 )  +  4 0 9 9 ( t J + 3)  +  7 2 5 6 ( ^ + 4) +  2 4 8 6 ( ^ + 5 )  +  l l O ^ / 6) ,
r  =  3  m o d  4
(3 .5 3 )
3.8 A ll sym m etry
The last row of Figure 1.17 gives:
Bn 4 =  {u G Bn | Oxj =  Un+i_t,j =  &j,n+i—i for alii, j  G [ti] } (3.54)
Figure 3.15 gives the set SMS(4,2)D4 and Figure 3.1 gives some cardinalities of SMS (ft, r)D*.
Recalling Figure 3.1, =  [fc] x [fc] and R ^+ i  =  [fc +  1] x [fc +  1] leading to the following
fundamental polytopes:
a G R k x k
•  dij >  0, for all i , j  G [fc]
•  aij =  aji, for all i , j  G [fc]
•  E jL i a i j  =  5  for all i G [fc] ,
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/  0 1 1 0 \  
1 0  0 1 
1 0  0 1 
VO 1 1 0 /
/ I  0 0 1 \  
0 1 1 0  
0 1 1 0  
\1  0 0 1)
F i g u r e  3 . 1 5 :  T o t a l l y  s y m m e t r i c  s e m i  m a g i c  s q u a r e s  o f  s i z e  4  a n d  l i n e  s u m  2
r  =  0 1 2 3 4 5
n = 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 1 0 1 1 2 1
4 1 0 2 0 3 0
5 1 0 2 0 7 3
6 1 0 4 0 11 0
7 1 0 4 0 32 0
: 3.1: |SMS(n,r )D4| for n €:[7], r  G
a n d
C L i j  >  0 ,  f o r  a l l  i ,  j  G  [ k  +  1 ]  
d i j  =  a , j i ,  f o r  a l l  i , j  G  [ k  +  1 ]
2  X ) j = i  a i j  +  a i , f c + i  =  1 f ° r  G  [ A ;  +  1 ]
w h e r e  f p 4 : i s  g i v e n  b y :
/ a n  • • • aub dlk






V a n  .
I d 4
dik
a n Clkk CLkk
\ a n  . . .  aik dik
B 2k+1 is  S iv e n  b y : 
aut «i,jfc+i aifc
«jfcjfc a f c , f c + i  a/tfc
afc,jfc+i afc+i,fc+i dk,k+i













d l l  
d l k
V a l ,*:+1
^ l f c
d k k
d k ,k + l
d l , k + l  
d k , k  4-1
a * + i ,i f c + i /
T heorem  3.8.1. For n even:
v e r t B ?  =  f E l ( j v e r t B ^ )
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F o r  n  o d d :
(  t t  t w  T h e  c o n n e c t e d  c o m p o n e n t s  o f  t h e  g r a p hvertB ?  =  | a  € 0 Dl (SMS(n,  1)) gf ^
W e  r e c a l l  T h e o r e m  1 . 2 . 3 1  a n d  D e f i n i t i o n  1 . 2 . 3 8  s o  t h a t  t h i s  r e s u l t  f u l l y  i d e n t i f i e s  v e r t B ^ 4 . 
P r o o f .  •  F o r  n  =  2 k ,  w e  i m m e d i a t e l y  h a v e :
2 ^  =  2 r ( ( l  ! ) , ( ! , . .  1 ) ) {W1 =  b <m >
T h u s ,  v e r t 2 B ^.4 =  2 v e r t B ^.4 =  v e r t B ^ 1 ' ^ .  T h e  t h e o r e m  f o l l o w s  f r o m  L e m m a  3 . 1 . 1 0 .
•  F o r  n  =  2 k  + 1  u s i n g  t h e  s a m e  a r g u m e n t s  u s e d  i n  t h e  p r o o f s  o f  T h e o r e m  3 . 2 . 1  a n d  3 . 3 . 1
(Ml
w e  s e e
/ X X  X X  \  i » j
t h a t  B z k + i  i s  a f f i n e l y  i s o m o r p h i c  w i t h  T (  . . . ,  | )  )  a n d
t h e  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s  f r o m  T h e o r e m  1 . 2 . 3 9 .
□
0 1 0
F i g u r e  3 . 1 6 :  v e r t B ^ 4 a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  g r a p h s  
F i g u r e s  3 . 1 6  a n d  3 . 1 7  g i v e  t h e  s e t s  v e r t B - f 4 a n d  B $ 4 a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  g r a p h s .  N o t e
( I  J  f \  ci fc
t h a t  0  |  j  I  G  I I j d 4 ( S M S ( 5 , 1 ) )  h o w e v e r  h a s  g r a p h  \  /  w h i c h  h a s  t w o  c o n n e c t e d
Vi ! 0/ V
c y c l e s  o f  l e n g t h  1  ( l o o p s )  a n d  s o  i s  n o t  a  v e r t e x .  I n d e e d :
I i !)-■(! ! : )* > (! ! !
T h e o r e m  3 . 8 . 1  i m m e d i a t e l y  g i v e s  D  ( B ^ f )  =  2 D  a n d  s o  b y  C o r o l l a r y  3 . 6 . 1  w e  h a v e :
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/I4 0 120 12 012 0 00 12 01\4 0 12 \ j
b
i i i
f 2 f0 I 0 I 0
o I 1 i oV 4 2 4
1 o « o
/O 1 i  i  0 \! i o *4 4 4
|  0 0 0 
! i o i
/ i  I  0 i  A4 4  ^ 4 4 '
-  0 -  0 -4 V 2 V 4
0 § 0i 0
1 0 1 0 1
i  i  J  i f ,\4 4 U 4 4/
A )  ^  i  3  ( A
a 8 i  0 2f  1 Q 1 S^ 4 4 4I 0 i 0 I
0 I  ! I  0/
/o 12 0 1212 0 0 00 0 1 012 0 0 0




0 12 0 120 0 1 0
0 12 0 12




Figure 3.17: vertB^ 4 and the corresponding graphs
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C oro llary  3.8.2.
( 1 , n  =  1
2 , n  = 2
4, n  = 3 o r n  > 4 even 
8, n  >  5 odd
D(B4Dl) =  2 since v e r tS ™  =  { ( J  J ) . ( J  J ) }  . Also note that we can easily enumerate 
the vertices for the n even case using (1.55) leading to:
IvertSg11 = 2  n ,
where the sum is over all non negative integers c\ , C2, c3, c5 . . .  satisfying c\ +  2c2 +  3c3 +  5c5 +
• • • =  k.
RecalUng (3.9) for G = D4 we have:
SM S(n, 1)D‘ =  0 £  vertB °“ £  n DlS M S (n , 1) £  ^SM S(n, 8)Dl (3.56)
O
From Theorem 1.2.18 and Corollary 3.8.2 we have:
T h eo rem  3.8.3. For fixed n e  P there exists H „4(r), the Ehrhart quasi-polynomial of B%4 
which satisfies:
1 . H ®4 (r) is a quasi-polynomial in r o f degree dim B%4 and period which divides 4 / 8  for  
n even and n  =  3, n  > 5 odd respectively.
2. \SMS°4(n , r ) | =  H? 4 (r) for all r e  N
(r — n) for a llr  € P
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This is illustrated by the following enumerations:
= {o
r  e v e n  
r  o d d
fff 'W  =
’ C4 ^ 1) ’ r  =  0  m o d  4  
/  r  — * \\ Y ) ,  t =  1 m o d  4  
( r ^ T + 1 ) ,  r  =  2  m o d  4  
k ( ” ^ + 1 )> r  =  3  m o d  4
t f f V )  =  f ( s f ) r e v e n  
4 \ 0  r  o d d
H t( r )  =
’ l 6 ( S + ‘ )  +  1 9 ( » J 2)  +  ( S J 3) ,  r  =  0  m o d  8
2 ( T )  +  2 1 ( r f t + 1 )  +  1 3 ( t i i + 2 ) ,  r  =  1 m o d  8
1 3 ( ^ + l )  +  2 1 ( ^ + 2 )  +  2 ( ^ + 3 ) ,  r  =  2  m o d  8  
( Y )  +  1 9 ( ^ + l )  +  1 6 ( I i i + 2 ) ,  r  =  3  m o d  8  
4 ( ^ + 1 )  +  2 5 ( ^ + 2 )  +  7 ( T ^ + 3 ) r  =  4  m o d  8  
l O ^ 1)  +  2 3 ( ^ « )  +  3(in +3), r  =  5  m o d  8  
3 ( = i t + 1 )  + 2 3 ( ^ ^ ° '  - -  -
r-Z_Ll v _/ r -7
+ 2 )  +  1 0 ( ^ + 3 ) ,  r  =  6  m o d  8
l7 ( - r +1)+25(- 3+2) + “ ( ) ,  r  =  7  m o d  8
f4(i 3+I)+ 7 (5 +2) + (S3+3) , r  = 0mod43 / V 3
0 , r  =  1 m o d  4
( ^ , +I) + n ^ 3+2'
„0 , r  =  3  m o d  4
)  +  4 ( _ I ^ +  ) ,  r  =  2  m o d  4
( 3 .5 7 )
( 3 .5 8 )
( 3 .5 9 )
(3 .6 0 )
(3 .6 1 )
The sequence given by (3.58) corresponds to  A008624 of [99].
3.9 Conclusion
As this chapter contains numerous results we here give a concise listing of these results.
3.9.1 C onclusion for Bn'h^
•  BklM  n Znxn =  SMS(n, I)*1’*! =  0.
f (n -l)(n -2 )
_  i
n  even 
odd
.  vertZJi =  lSMS(n,2)<1''“> = n {1|/l}(SMS(n, 1)). 
.  IvertBil1^  =  |SMS(n,2 )<w >| =  jffj.
• Theorem 3.2.4 gives an enumeration result for fixed n, quasi-polynomials of period 2 
are obtained for n G [5].
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3.9.2 Conclusion for Bi1,h,v,q *
•  B ihh'v^ } fl Znxn =  SMS(n, =  0.
j- J n  even
. d u n  A  “  » odd ■
.  -  vertB2i ’/l’’,’,a* = |SMS(2fc, 2)<l h''^> = n {1,MSMS(2fc, 1)
the fun
has no non zero cycles
r, v 21 (§!» n  even
l E S ^ T P - . ^ o d d
Theorem 3.3.5 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Interestingly *) =  2
and DCZ^fc+f’92*) =  4. Quasi-polynomials are obtained for n  G [5].
4.»{i,M ,<72} /  r- t t  a i i j r o f OL.  . i  t  fimdamental region of a \v e r < +1 > = j a € l I {1,W } SMS(2fc+ l , l )  has n0 non ^  cycles j
• vert
{1,92}3.9.3 Conclusion for Bk
B l n Z"xn| =  |sMS(n, I)*1'9") =  2LSJ [f  J!-
a  ■ rO.53) —  f  2^3+1 ’ " even 
_ \ ^ , n o d d  •
•  -  v e r t B ^  =  SMS(2k, I)'1’"2)
f
-  vertB& fJ  =  i a 6 n {h92}SMS(2fc +  !> *)
All the non zero zero cycles of a ' 
contain an entry in the central 
column of a
USMS(2fc + 1 ,
vertBi1^ 1 {n!!, nn-3
Ei=0
even
2n-2- ■ivo1+  (n — 1)!!, n  odd
Theorem 3.4.6 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Interestingly =  1 and
D ( ^ i > )  =  2. Quasi-polynomials are obtained for n  € [4].
{M>92,93}3.9.4 Conclusion for Bn
- /  W * ' L t J even
\o , LfJ odd
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We have not obtained a result concerning v e r t h o w e v e r  a result concerning 
D(5n)^1,9,92’93^  is obtained:




• Theorem 3.5.2 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Quasi-polynomials are obtained 
for n  G [4].
3.9.5 Conclusion for Bn
Bi14} n z nxn
(i 4}
=  |S M S (n a )M | =  E L | J _ n ^ _ .
.  dim Bi1'10 =  2^ .
.  vertlv,1 is obtained from Theorem 1.2.31.
•  Recursion and generating functions are given by (3.42). A cumbersome summation 
formulae is given by (1.55) but no nice formula has been found.
•  Theorem 3.6.2 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Quasi-polynomials are obtained 
for n G [4].
3.9.6 Conclusion for Bn'd'a'9 *
•  | g i 1 , W } n Z n x n | =  | s M S ( n , l ) ^ d ’° ’« 2 > = E } 1 o 2 L^ J - 2 < ( LI J ) ^ .
•  dim -  J t »  n even
• dim ^ n - \ ln z iK n ± l l ,n o d d *
• We still have not obtained a result concerning vertHn1,d’° ’9
No results concerning |vertHi1,d’°’9 * are obtained.
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d  =
f 1, n — 1,2 or 4 
2, n  =  3 or n  >  6  even 
4, n > 5 odd
• Theorem 3.7.2 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Quasi-polynomials are obtained 
for n € [5].
3.9.7 Conclusion for
•  B%* D Znxn =  SMS(n, 1)D< =  0.
j. »£>4 J  n^~2^w n even 
,d u n B " =  \ i = % i i , no<ld-
• -  vertB®* =  f l ]  (jvertB J[1,dl)
-  vertBg4+1 =  < a €  nDt (SMS(2 fc +  1 , 1 ))
The connected components of 
the graph of the fundamental 
region of a are either trees or 
odd near trees
•  Recursion relations and generating functions are given for |vertB^4| by (3.55).
•  Theorem 3.8.3 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Quasi-polynomials are obtained 
for n  G [6 ].
In the next chapter we give a similar study of the symmetry classes of the alternating sign 
matrix polytope An (Definition 2.3.1). Even though this polytope is “more complicated” 
then Bn in some ways the study of symmetry classes is “easier”.
Chapter 4
Sym m etry Classes o f The Alternating  
Sign M atrix P olytope
4.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to give counterpart results to those obtained for Bn in Chapter 3. In a 
similar fashion to Chapter 3 we shall study the symmetry classes of An (Definition 2.3.1). 
Recalling Theorem 2.3.4 (the main result of Chapter 2) the proof of this theorem used 
bijections (2.27) and (2.28) between An  and £n (Definition 2.3.3). If we are to study A% 
using bijections (2.27) and (2.28) we need to define an action of the elements g of D4 on £n.
For any g G D4 and for (h, v) G Sn corresponding to a G An, we define (gh,gv) to be 
the element of Sn corresponding to ga G An• Thus, (gh)ij =  ]C /= i(0 a)*y and {9 v )ij — 
YH>=i(9 a)i'j- The conditions imposed on the matrix entries ( )  by each of the cases of 
Figure 1.17 are shown in Figure 4.1.
Recalling Definition 3.1.8, as in Chapter 3 to lighten notation we make the substitutions R% =  
Ra™ and fo  =  / 4 0 . As described we shall use the fact that An and Sn are affinely isomorphic 
to transform the study of A ^  into a study of £„, thus we make a further substitution to lighten 
notation: f G =  f(o  and so f G(£%) =  £ °  C Rl " I, where £ °  is the fundamental polytope 
of £ °  as given by Definition 3.1.9. Also, since the mapping from A„ to £„ involves only 
addition of coordinates (2.27) it follows that D (A^) > D (£n) and since the mapping from
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Name Sufficient Conditions
No Symmetry
Horizontal Symmetry h i j  =  h n + l  — i , j  
V i , j  =  1 —
Half Turn Symmetry h i j  =  1 — h n + l  — i , n —j  
v i , j  =  1 — V n - * . n + l - 3
Diagonal Symmetry h i j  =  V j i
Horizontal and Vertical Symmetry h i j  =  h n + i  - i , j  =  1 — h i tn - j  
Visj  — V i , n + l —j  =  1 — Vn —i , j
Quarter Turn Symmetry h i j  — —* =  1 — h n + 1 —t , n —j
Both Diagonal Symmetry h i j  =  V j i  =  1 — / l n + 1 —*, n—j
All Symmetry h i j  — V j i  =  hn- f - i—i j  — 1 — h i lTi —j
Figure 4.1: Symmetry classes of edge matrix pairs
£% to involves only subtraction of coordinates (2.28) it follows that D (A„) < D (£®). 
Therefore:
D (AS) -  D (£°)  =  D ( ^ f )  =  D ( I S )  (4.1)
In Chapter 3, for certain parity of n  and subgroups G  of we had = T (r , s) (for some 
r  G Mm, s G R"). This motivates the definition of the following polytope:
D efinition 4.1.1. For
( H 10 . .
* -  :
\tfmO . .
/V o i  . 
v = : I
\ i 'm l  • • • Vmn
we define the polytope E (if, if', V, V'):




£  R mx(n+1)





f / 1 hio • h ln \
(h,v) = ; ■ •
\ \hmD • K n n J
£  R"»x(n+1) x  j£ (m + l)xn
f  V01 . . .  Von
\^ml • • •
H ij  < hij  < H-j  f o r  a l l  i  G [m], j  G [0, n]
Vij < %  < V-j f o r  a l l  i  G [0,m ], j  G [n]
+  Vij =  V i - i j  +  f o r  a l l  i  G [m], j  G [n]
Note that E
' f o  . . .  0 1 \ /0  1 . . .  1 ' /0  -  oX /0  -  o U
^0 . . .  0 1, 0 . . .  0 VI . . .  I ) V ■■■ V
=  £n (see
\0  1 . . .  1,
Definition 2.3.3). Thus E(if, if', V, V') is a generalization of En. Also, elements of E (if, if', V, V') 
have a representation on Cm,n similar to Figure 1.10 as shown in Figure 4.2.





®ml Wm2 l*m3 ^m4 V m S
Figure 4.2: Element of E(r, s) represented on £ m)„
Note that if Hio = =  Voj =  VJy =  0 for all z G [m] and j  G [n], then H', V, V7) is in
bijection (using (2.27) and (2.28)) with the following polytope:
A (H, •  Hij <  £ j ' = i  ai? ^  Hij for all z G [m], j  G [n] 1 . *
•  < S i'= i a *0 ^  f°r aU i € [m], j  6  [n] J
Recalling the proof of Theorem 2.3.4 we have:
vertE
/o ... o r
. . .  o i y
(A, v) G E
( 0  1 . . .  r  
i,0 1 . . .
'0 . . .  O F  
,0 . . .  0 1
(/z, v) does not have a non integer cycle
/o  . . .  0\ (0 . . .  0\ N
I ; 1 . . .  1
0 . . .  0
J ! •
\1  . . .  l) V . . .  l j /
/0  1 . . . /0 . . . o\
;  ;
• j 0 . . . oVo 1 . .. 1/
V
{l . . . i /
/0
1
. 0 \ N  
. 1
v  ••• v
This leads to the following generalized result:
Theorem -4.1.2. I f  H i0 = H[Q, V0j = V£jyH in =  H[n and Vmj =  V"C for all i G [m], j  G [n] 
then:
vertY,(H, H \ V, V ') =  {(h, v) G E(if, H \ V, V ') | (/i, v) does not have a non extremal cycle}
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Note that we refer to entries or v^  for which < H[j or Vij < v^ < V^ as non
extremal. Thus, a non extremal cycle means a cycle of edges of the m  by n lattice Cm>n such
Proof. •  Assume (fr, v) G E (/f, i f ' , V, V ') \  vert E (if, if', V, V'). Thus from Lemma 1.2.7
The fact that h*Q =  h*n =  =  0 for a lii  G [m], j  G [n] follows from the
requirement that H i0 =  H'^, V0j =  V fa , H in =  H'in and Vmj  = for all i e  [m], j  G [n] 
and so hio = H a ,  h in  =  H in , vo j =  Voj and v mj  =  V mj  for a lii  G [m], j  G [n].
Since ( h * ,  v * )  ^  (0,0), ( h * ,  v * )  must have a non zero cycle. Such a cycle can be obtained 
by starting with a non zero entry of (h*, v * )  and repeatedly applying -f v * j =  
v * _ i j  +  h * j, while noting that it is impossible for a path of non zero entries of ( h * ,  v * )  to 
terminate at a boundary since the boundary entries are all zero. Recalling ( h ± h * , v d t  
v * )  G E(H, H \  V, V7), on the cycle we have:
Hij <  h{j <
Vij <  Vij <  V^
and so (h , v) has a non extremal cycle giving: 
vertE (if, if', V, V ') D {(/i, v) G E(r, s) | (h, v) does not have a non extremal cycle}
• Now assume (h, v ) has a non extremal cycle. Since each boundary leads only to a single 
boundary vertex a cycle will not include any boundary edges. Select any such cycle, 
give it an orientation, say anticlockwise, and denote the sets of points ( i , j )  for which 
the horizontal edge between ( i , j )  and ( i , j  +  1 ) is in the cycle and directed right or 
left as respectively 7i+ or 7f_, and the sets of points ( i , j )  for which the vertical edge
that each entry of (/i, v) associated with an edge of the cycle is non extremal. The proof of 
this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3.4:
(h, v) ±  ( h * ,  u*) G E (if, if', V , V'). Note that we will have:
h*o =  h*in  =  =  uV =  0 for allz G [m], j  G [n]
h*j-1 +  v*j = v*-ij +  K j  for all i  G [m], j  G [n]
±  h*j < H'jtj ^  tj -J- "'ij 2^
thus:
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between (i, j )  and (i T  l , j )  is in the cycle and directed up or down as respectively V_ 
or V_.
We now create the matrix pair =
K m x (n + 1 )  x  R ( m + l) x n  w i t h  e n t r i e s :
IV if (*, j )  h i  if ( i j )  € V+
hij := 4 if (2V ‘) € vij := < - n  if (t, j )  e  V_ 
I 0 otherwise I 0 otherwise
/ ^ 1 0  • • • h'l n \ 1(  v  01 • • •
\
Vy C i o  • • • t j ’ 1V m l  • • • c j /
Figure 4.3 shows (/T,i>*) represented on £ m,n.
m — l,i
Figure 4.3: (h*,v*) on Cm,n
Note that we will have: h*j_l + v*j = v*_tj  +  v*j for all i £ [m], j  € [n] since if the cycle 
does not pass through (i, j )  then the equation is trivial. If the cycle does pass through 






■o gives 0 +  [i = n  +  0.• o gives —\i +  0 =  —[l +  0 or 
We choose:
n= m in ({hij -  H ^ i J )  + } U Ay | ( i , j ) e
{hij -  Hij\( j , j )  £ « _ } U  6 H_}U
K- -  VnKiJ) e v+} u {V" -  %|(i, j) € v+}u 
{% -  m i )  e v_} u {vr -  %|(i, 6 v-})
Also note that:
h*o = Kn =  voj = v*mj =  0 for all i € [m], j  € [n]
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since the cycle does not include any boundary edges. It can now easily be checked that 
( h * , v * )  (0 , 0 ) and:
(/i, v ) ±  (/i*, v * )  G £(r, s )
which gives: -
vert£(r, s )  C {(h,v) G £ (r, s )  \ ( h ,  v )  does not have a non extremal cycle} 
as required.
□
As an extension of this we define the non extremal paths of a matrix a  G Rmxn on £ m,„ as 
the non extremal paths of the corresponding ( h ,  v )  which leads to:
Theorem 4.1.3. I f  =  H'i0 =  V0j  =  =  0, H in  — H [ n a n d  Vmj  =  f o r  a l l  i  G
[m], j  G [n] th e n :
v e r t A ( H ,  H ' ,  V , V ' )  =  {a G A (if, H ' ,  V, V ' )  \ a  o n  £ m>n d o e s  n o t  h a v e  a  n o n  e x t r e m a l  c y c l e }
Theorems 3.1.3, 4.1.2, 4.1.3 and the notion of fundamental regions given by Definition 3.1.8 
will be the main tools used throughout this chapter. As in Chapter 3 Figure 4.4 gives a 
summary of the results that we obtain.
Note that af£A^ =  afEBj and so dim .4^ =  dimBjf for each subgroup G of £>4 .
4.2 H orizontal sym m etry
The second row of Figures 1.17 and 4.1 give:
£ o m
{o €  An  I O ij =  O n + i - i j  for all i, j  6 [n]}
v) eSn hij = h n + i - i j  for all i G [n], j  G [0,n] Vij =  1 -  vn- i j  for all i G [0, n], j  G [n] }
(4.3)
(4.4)
Figure 4.5 gives the set ASM(3,2 )^ ’^  and some cardinalities of ASM(n, are given by 
Figure 4.6.
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gcd4 ASM(n, 1)6'| dim.A£ vertA;' vert.4” D(-4")
{1 ,/*} fQ n  even f ^  , n  even 
1  &=2 - ,  n  odd V X 2
{l,h,v,q2}
f 0 , n  even (L^J+i)i
k , n  odd
f e _ ,  n  even V X 2
ihQ2} n'51:1u‘=° (i»i+At-fL^ J- 1  0»+3LUi=° ofw
f +1, n  even|^ ii,nodd V ASM(n, l)0^“> 1
{i ,q,q2,q3} i
n»=o (^ )is
, n  =  0 mod 4
FIT1 . M».*=0 (^ -h)
f , n  even 
\^  4   ^ , n odd V X 2lli=° (a-L*),^ )^! , n  =  1 mod 4 0, n  =  2 mod 4
n<=°
rr^r1 (s*»)i ll<=° ^^m),
, n = 3 mod 4
{ M } X n (n - l)2 V X 1
{1 ,d,a,q2} f x , n  even n  odd J IV, n  even | ( n - 1Kn+1) . n o d d •J f x, n  even \ ?, n  odd 1
Da X / n^*8~  ^1 11 even
\ i - i r t ‘) , n o d d •J X 2
Figure 4.4: Table of results for
' ( I  0 1\  / 0  1 l \  / I  1 0 \  / 0  2 O V
i 0 2 0 , 2  0 0 , 0  0 2 , 2 - 2  2 i
\ 1  0  1 /  \ 0  1 1 /  V 1 1 0 /  \ 0  2 0 ) )
Figure 4.5: Horizontally symmetric alternating sign matrices of size 3 and line sum 2
r =  0 1 2 3 4 5n = 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 1 1 , 4 4 9 9
4 1 0 8 0 27 0
5 1 3 124 244 2448 3960
6 1 0 459 0 20682 0
7 1 26 27552 225560 18687186 83760732
Figure 4.6: |ASM(n, for n € [7], r € [0,5]
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Recalling (1.32) we have:
|ASM( m u . f 0, n  even
n , 1 ) | = n T ^( ll t= l (n—1*=1 ( l+2t)!» 71 OC^
For n  odd this enumeration corresponds to sequence A005156 of [99]. Moving onto A ^ ' h^  we 
have the following fundamental polytopes:
Recalling Figure 3.1 R =  [k] x [2k] and =  [A: +  1] x [2k +  1] giving:
a g tkx2k
•  0 <  Y jj ' = 1 ai f  <  1 for all , < € [k], j  G [2k]
•  0 < 2< '=i ai'j < 1 for all i G [fc], j  G [2A;]
•  S i i i  aij =  2 Yli=! a %3 =  1 for all * G [fc], j  G [2 k]
and
A {1'h} -  i*/ l 2 f c + 1 — a G M.(k+ W 2k+1)
•  0 <  i a*j' <  1 for all * G [A: +  1], j  6 [2A; +  1]
•  0 < ai>j <  1 for all 2 G [k +  1], j  G [2A; +  1]
•  S j i a 1 aij ~  2  i  a *j  +  ak + ij  =  1  f o r  all i  G [k +  1],
j  G [2k +  1],
We thus have:
'2k
f / (hio . . fv01 . • Vot2k\ \
(h,v) = : : L j i € [0 ,l]R X(2'‘+1)x [0 ,l]< [*+1)x2't
< \ \hkO • hk,2kj \Vki • • Vk,2k) ,/
and
•  hio = voj = 0 for all i  G [k], j  G [2k]
• hi,2k =  2vkj  =  1 for all 2 G [h], j  G [2k]
•  h i j - i  +  v j  =  v ^ i j  +  hij for all i G [k], j  G [2k]
f / i  /lio l^,2Jfc+l \ ( 0^1 V0,2k+1 i^ \
cR.M _  >
c 2fc+l —' {h, v) = : I j
I \hk+i,o . • ^fc+l,2fc+l / \vjfe+l,l . • Vk+l,2k+l)])
G [0, l](JH_1)x(2fc+2) x  [0, l ] ^ ) x ( 2 fc+l)
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fi{ i , h }
F { \M
2k _. C’l 1.*}2k is g iv en  by:
/
/ 0 hn  . . . hi,2k-l \ \
0 hki . . . hk,2k-l 1
0 hki • • • hk,2k-l 1







1 -  Vk-1,1
1 -  V U  
\  1




1 -  Vk-i,2k
'0 hn  . . .  h \ 2 k—\ 1  ^
v0 hky . . .  hk,2 k-i 1/
1 -  Vh2k
1 / // 0 ... 0 \ \
Vn • • • vi,2fc
Vfc-1,1 • • . Vfc—1,2 fc
vi i yy
/ ;{i.*}
p {  l,h} p i  1>^ }  
° 2 k + 1 2 k + l is g iven  by:
^0 h n h i , 2 k
0 h k i  
0 h k + 1 , 1  . .  
0 h k i
h k , 2 k  1  
h k + l , 2 k  1 
/*fc,2fc 1
\ 0  h n hi,2k-i  1 /




1 -  Ufcl




0 hk\ . . .  hk,2k 1











Vfci . . .  Vfc^fc+l
— Vfci . . .  1 — Vfc,2fc+1)  )
T h ese  fu n d a m e n ta l p o ly to p e s  c a n  b e  re p re s e n te d  o n  a  la t t ic e  a s  in  F ig u re s  4 .7  a n d  4.8. 
T heorem  4.2.1.
vertAi1,h^  = a G U {1,h} ( A S M (n , 1 ) ) /{ i,/i} (a ) on a la ttice  does n o t  have a 
n o n  in teg er  cycle
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foil
where m =  1 — m  for all m  G R












Ufcl Vk2 Vfc3 Vfc4 V k , 2 k + l_1
0
Vfci *>k2 Ufc3 Vfc4 fofc,2k ^fc,2fc+l1






! : : •• :! ^
where m  =  1 — m for all m  6  R
0







v k ,1 v k ,2 ^ ,3 Vk ,4 ' Vfct2fc+1
F i g u r e  4 . 8 :  E l e m e n t s  o f  £ 2{ f c + i  a n d  £ 2 l + i  011 A f c + i ^ f c + i  a n d  C 2 k + i , k
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P r o o f .  F o r  n  e v e n  r e c a l l i n g  D e f i n i t i o n  4 . 1 . 1  w e  s e e  t h a t  =  A ( H ,  H ' ,  V ,  V ' )  w i t h :
'0 1 . . .  1 1\
H  =
( 0  0 . . .  0 1 \  
VO 0 . . .  0 1^
k  H '  =
2k+l
V  =
/ o . .  o \
0 . .  0
>
0 . .  0
Vi . .  \ )
fi  1 . . .  1 \ )
2k+\
/o  . . .  o \ 1
k  +  1  V '  =
2k
k  +  1
F o r  n  o d d  c o n s i d e r  t h e  a f f i n e  m a p  p  d e f i n e d  b y  ( 3 . 1 2 ) .  T h e  e f f e c t  o f  p  o n  £ ^ + 1  l s  t °  m a P
t o
( 0  hn  . . .  h \ 2k
0 hki • • • hk,2k 1
VO hk+i,i . • • hk+1,2k 1)
vn  
Vkl
V1 -  vkl
0 \  \
Vl,2k+1
Vk,2k+1 
1 -  Vk,2k+1)
/
(0 h n hi,2k 1 \ /  0  . 0  \
\
; « v n  • • • V\,2k+1







V \  •
• • Vjb^fc+l
i  / /
T h u s  p  i s  b i j e c t i v e  f r o m  A ^ l + l  t o  A ( i f ,  H ' ,  V ,  V ' )  w i t h :
H  =
V  =














f c + 1  H '  =
k  - } -  2 V '  =
/ 0  1 . . .  1 1\
0 1 . . .  1 1
i i 1
\ 0  2 • • • 2 2 / ^—
2k+2
A) .. .  0\
1 . . .  1
k + 1
1 . . .  1
1
\ 2 \ j  )
> k  T  2
2k+l 2k+l
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1 0 0
1 0 ± 2 U 2
0 1 0
i  0 i
1 I  O'2 2
0 0 1
1 1 02 2
F i g u r e  4 . 9 :  v e r t A ^ 1 ' ^  a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  n o n  i n t e g e r  e d g e s
l i
















( °  5  0
/
k o 0
J  0 I 0
i 0 \
1 0 0 \
_ 1 1 1
■? ! I 
2 2 2 
1 0 0/
m
(\ o o 
o i  i  °
0 I I  0 
0 1 /
( \  0 i  ON
0 I  0 0  I  0  I
d  o
t\ 5 0 0\
0 0 f 
0 o I I
d 5 0 0/
F i g u r e  4 . 1 0 :  v e r t ^ 1 ’ ^  a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  n o n  i n t e g e r  e d g e s
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I n  F i g u r e s  4 . 9 ,  a n d  4 . 1 0  w e  i l l u s t r a t e  T h e o r e m  4 . 2 . 1  w i t h  t h e  s e t s  v e r t ^ 1 ’ ^  a n d  v e r t A ^ 1 ’ ^ .
£  n { 1 ) A j }  ( A S M ( 4 , 1 ) )  h o w e v e r  t h e  n o n  i n t e g e r  e d g e s  f o r  t h i sW e  n o t e  t h a t
(  0 12
1








m a t r i x  a r e : . I n  t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  r e g i o n  t h i s  g i v e s : w h i c h  h a s
1
a  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e .  U s i n g  t h i s  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  i d e n t i f y  v e r t  A n 1 ,  ^  f o r  g i v e n  n .  
I m p o r t a n t l y  w e  h a v e :
C orollary 4.2.2.
Z?(^i1A>) =  > 2
A  c o n s e q u e n c e  o f  T h e o r e m s  1 . 2 . 1 8  a n d  C o r o l l a r y  4 . 2 . 2  i s :
Theorem  4.2.3. F o r  f i x e d  n  £  P t h e r e  e x i s t s  A£1,/l*(r), t h e  E h r h a r t  q u a s i - p o l y n o m i a l  o f  
A n 1 ’ ^  w h i c h  s a t i s f i e s :
1 .  A£1,/l^ (r) i s  a  q u a s i - p o l y n o m i a l  i n  r  o f  d e g r e e  d i m  A n 1 / l ^ a n d  p e r i o d  w h i c h  d i v i d e s  2 .
2 .  \ A S M ( n ,  r ) * 1 ’ ^  =  A i 1, / l } ( r )  f o r  a l l  r  £  N
3 .  | A S K f { n ,  r ) f 1, f t l |  =  }  A n 1, / l > ( — r )  f o r  a l l r  £  P
The f o l l o w i n g  e n u m e r a t i o n s  i l l u s t r a t e  t h i s  t h e o r e m .
_ /1, r even
0, r odd
^ » W - ( L i J2+1)  + (LSJ + »)






1 2 ( 5+2) + 4 5 9 ( 2 + 3) + 2 5 9 3 ( 5  +4) +  3 6 2 8 (’ +5) 4- 1368(5+®) +  115(5 J7) + (i+8), even 
4 ( rV 2) +  2 6 1 ( ^ +3) +  2 0 4 7 ( ^ « )  +  3 7 7 2 ( ^ « )  +  1 8 7 2 ( ^ « )  +  2 1 7 ( V + 7) +  3 ( ^ +8)j p odd
S e q u e n c e  ( 4 . 6 )  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  A 0 0 8 7 9 4  o f  [ 9 9 ]  a n d  c o i n c i d e n t a l l y  t h i s  s e q u e n c e  e n u m e r a t e s  
s o l u t i o n s  o f  a  c h e s s  p r o b l e m  ( o f  t h e  K i n g s ) .
4 1AV) =
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4.3 H orizontal and vertical sym m etry
(4.9)
The fifth row of Figures 1.17 and 4.1 give:
= {a G An | dij = On+1- i j  =  Oi,n+i- j  for all i , j  e [n] }
f { i W )  =  J ( M )  6 f„
Figure 4.11 gives the set A S M ( 3 , a n d  some cardinalities of ASM(n, are
given by Figure 4.12.
•  h{j — — 1 h^n- j  for all i G [n], j  G [0, njl ^
•  Vij = viyTl+1 _J =  1 -  vn-itj for all i G [0, n ], j  G [n]/^ *(4.10)
Figure 4.11: Horizontally and vertically symmetric alternating sign matrices of size 3 and
line sum 5
r =  0  1 2 3 4 5
n =  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 1 1 2 2 3 3
4 1 0 2 0 3 0
5 1 1 1 0 1 0 42 42
6 1 0 11 0 48 0
Figure 4.12: |ASM(n, for n G [6 ], r G [0,5]
0 , n even
Recalling (1.36) we have: ASM(n, l) !1**'®**2) =  (L3 n^~3 J^h-i)i (3*y , ,
n i= i n  odd
equivalent to sequence A005161 of [99].
Recalling Figure 3.1 F ^ h'v'q * =  [fc] x [A:] and * =  [& +  1] x [k +  1]. Thus:
A{l,h,v,q2} _  
^ 2k — a G R hxk
•  0 $  Yjj'=i aij' ^  1 for ®i J € W
• o < Yli'=i ai'j ^ i for *> j  € W
_  1
and
2 f e + l a G R.(fc+1)x(fc+1)
E j= i  aij = E i= i  aij =  |  for all z G [As], j  € [As] ^
• 0 < Ej'=i aij' ^ 1 for h j  € [fc + 1]
•  0 < E ! '= i “ i'j -  1 fof ^  h3  € [fc +  1]
•  2 E J=1 v>ij +  =  2 E*=i d” =  1 fo^ 8*^
i , j G [ f c  +  l ]  ,
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W e  t h u s  h a v e :
'2k
r
f ^ A i o  •• • h  l k ) ( vqi . • • v o k \ \
! ( M )  = i
* * \ G  [ 0 ,  l ] £ x ( f c + 1 )  x  [ 0 ,  l ] ^ * *
I  '^  \ h k o  ■ ■ h k k  ) \Vfci • ■ ■ V k k J )
a n d
4 ^ r 2}= h M ) =
h i 0  =  v0j =  0 for a ll i G [ k ] ,  j  G [ k ]
Kk =  vkj =  \  fo r a ll i, j  G [ k ]  
h i j - 1  +  i j  +  h j  fo r all i , j  G [ k ] j
(  {  h\Q . . .  h^k+i \  /  i> o i  • • • 1
\ \h k + i,o • ••  /ifc+i,fc+i/ V f c + u  • • •  vk+i,k+ij
g  [o ,  i ] r i)x (fc + 2 )  x  [o , i ]r + 2)x(fc+1)
•  h i 0  =  v 0 j  =  0  f o r  a l l  i , j  G  [ A ;  +  1 ]
•  h i k  +  / i i , f c +1 =  v k j  +  V f c + i j  =  1  f o r  a l l  i , j  G  [ k  +  1 ]
•  h i j - 1  +  v j  =  v ^ i j  +  h j  f o r  a l l  i j  G [ k  +  1 ]
w h e r e  / { 1A „ „ 2}  : 4 t '  1 —  e £ A v ' q2}i s  g i v e n  b y :




hk,k—i  ^ 1 hk,k—i
hk,k—i 2  ^ — hk,k- 1








1 _  h i^ - i  
0 
Vlk
I - h ki 1 
l - / i fci  1
I -/111 1/
0 \  \
^ii
V k - l ,k  v k - i , k  ■ • • 't'jfc-1,1
1 1 1 
2 2 ' * * 2
1 -  1 -  Vk- i , k  • • •  1 ~  Vfc_i,i
1 -  Vn . . .  1 -  Vik l ~ V i k
/0  hn  ••• /ii.fc-i  ^
\0  hki • • • hktk—i 2
1 -  v n  
1 . . .  1 J ,
(  0 . . .  0 \  \
v n  • • •  v ^
\
Vk-l,l • • • Vk-l,k 
I  1\  2 ••• 2 /
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\  \0  hn 
0
Vl k
hik 1 — hik
hkk 1 — hkk
hk+l,k 1 — f^c+l.fc 
hkk 1 — hkk









0 hki • • • I —hkk
\0  hk+i,i . . .  1 — hk+i,k/
1 -  hu  1\
I - h k i  1 
1 — ^fc+i,i 1 
hki 1
1 -  hn IJ 
0 \  \
vn
Vkl Vkk Vk,k+ 1 VfcJfc
1 — Vkl ••• 1 ~ Vkk 1 — ^fc+i 1 ~ Vkk
Vkl 
■ 1 -  Vkl
1 - V n  . . .  1 — VIA: 1 - V l , f c +1 I -V lk  . . .  1 - V l l
1 /
0 \  \
Vl,k+1
Vkl • • •
Vi ~ f^c,i • • • i -  f^c,fc+iy




where m  =  1 — m  for all m  6  R
F i g u r e  4 . 1 3 :  E l e m e n t s  o f  S ^ h ' v , q  *  a n d  o n  a  £ 2^ , 2*  a n d  C k , k
Theorem 4.3.1.
v e r t A l 1 ' h ’v ’ q 2 )  =  | a  e  n { 1 , A , „ , ^ }  (AS /( n ,  1 ) )  ^
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F i g u r e  4 . 1 4 :  E l e m e n t s  o f  S u f i ” '** *  a n c ^  o n  ^ 2 k + i , 2 k + i  a n d  £*;+!,*+1
P r o o f .  A s  b e f o r e  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s  i m m e d i a t e l y  f o r  n  e v e n  a s :  A y f 1 '* =  A ( H ,  H ' ,  V ,  V ' )
w i t h :
H  =
A )  0  . . .  0  £
[ o  0  . . .  0  i
fc+1
k  H '  =
A )  1  . . .  1
^0 1 . . .  1 I
fc+i
V  =
/ o  . . .  0 \ 1 / 0  . . .  O N >
0  . . .  0 1 . . .  1
> k  + 1 V' = >
0  . . .  0 1 . . .  1
,1  1 , 
\2  • • •  2 / 4 \ 2  • • •  \ )
Kk  +  1
T h e  p r o o f  f o r  t h e  n  o d d  c a s e  f o l l o w s  i n  t h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  t h e  p r o o f  f o r  T h e o r e m  4 . 2 . 1 .  A s  f o r  
t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3 . 3 . 1  w i t h  a  p a r t i c u l a r  a f f i n e  m a p  i t  c a n  b e  c h e c k e d  t h a t  A ^ ' ^ , q 2 ^  i s
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a f f i n e l y  i s o m o r p h i c  t o  A ( H ,  H ' ,  V ,  V ' )  w i t h :
H  =
V  =
A) 0 . . .  0
0 0 . . .  0 \  
VO 0 ... o \)
V
fc+2
/0 . . .  0 0 \ )  
0 . . .  0 0
J f c + 1  H '  =
\5
a n d  t h e  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s .
0 0
1 i
2  4 /  J
fc+1















k +  1
 ^ A ; +  2
fc+i
□
I n  F i g u r e s  4 . 1 5 ,  a n d  4 . 1 6  t h e  s e t s  v e r t A J ;1’^ ' 9 *  a n d  v e r t A ^1’^ ’9 *  a r e  g i v e n  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  n o n  i n t e g e r  e d g e s .
F i g u r e  4 . 1 5 :  v e r t * 4 3 l / l , v / /  *  a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  n o n  i n t e g e r  e d g e s
/0  |  |  0 \
t ° ° I I 0 0
v° 1 1  °y
t \  0  0  i \
0 1 1 0 O i l ?
VI 0 0
F i g u r e  4 . 1 6 :  v e r t A ^1’^ ’9 *  a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  n o n  i n t e g e r  e d g e s
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W e  n o t e  t h a t €  n { l t W } ( A S M ( 3 , 1 ) )  a n d
/ I  I  4  i \
f  f  f  f  
f  f  f  f  
x f  f  f  f ,
\ 4  4  4  4 /
€ n {liW }(ASM(4,l)).
H o w e v e r ,  t h e s e  m a t r i c e s  h a v e  n o n - i n t e g e r  e d g e s a n d b o t h  g i v ­
i n g  f u n d a m e n t a l  r e g i o n s  h a v i n g  t h e  s a m e  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e :  -FT .  F i g u r e s  4 . 1 5  a n d  4 . 1 6  
g i v e  D (A l1'h,v'q * )  =  D (A \l,h,v,q * )  =  2 .  W e  c a n  g e n e r a l i z e  t h i s  b y  g i v i n g  a  r e s u l t  c o n c e r n i n g  
t h e  d e n o m i n a t o r  o f  A ^ ’h,v'q  ^ s i m i l a r  t o  C o r o l l a r y  4 . 2 . 2 .  I n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  h o w e v e r  b e c a u s e  t h e  
r e s u l t  n e e d s  m o r e  w o r k  w e  g i v e  i t  i n  t h e  f o r m  o f  a  t h e o r e m :
T h e o r e m  4 . 3 . 2 .
D  =  2 ,  2
P r o o f .  F o r n  =  2 k








6 v e r t ^ A^ s o D ( , 4 & w >) >
2 .  N o w  c o n s i d e r  ( h , v )  E  S y . ' h ' v ' q 2 \  I f  t h e r e  i s  a n  e d g e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  a n  e n t r y  o f  ( h , v )  n o t  
i n  { 0 ,  1 }  t h e n  t h e r e  m u s t  b e  a n o t h e r  e d g e  c o n n e c t e d  t o  t h i s  e d g e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  a n  e n t r y
n o t  i n  { 0 ,  l } .  H o w e v e r  s i n c e  a l l  b o u n d a r y  e d g e s  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  e n t r i e s  i n  { 0 ,  | }  w e  m u s t
h a v e  a  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e  a n d  s o  ( / i ,  v )  £  v e r t £ j l ' h , v , q  T h e r e f o r e  i f  ( h ,  v )  E  v e r t ^ j j l ' h , v , q  \  t h e n  
e a c h  e n t r y  o f  ( h ,  v )  m u s t  b e  i n  { 0 ,  1 }  w h i c h  i m p l i e s  D  ^  <  2 .  F o r  n  =  2 k  +  1 ,
t h e  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s  i n  a  v e r y  s i m i l a r  w a y  ( i t  i s  w o r t h  n o t i n g  t h a t  h k + i , k  =  V k , k + i ) -  □
A s  a  c o n s e q u e n c e  o f  T h e o r e m s  1 . 2 . 1 8  a n d  4 . 3 . 2  w e  h a v e :
T h e o r e m  4 . 3 . 3 .  F o r  f i x e d  n  E  P  t h e r e  e x i s t s  A*n'h'v'q \ r ) ,  t h e  E h r h a r t  q u a s i - p o l y n o m i a l  o f  
A n ' h ' V ' Q  }  w h i c h  s a t i s f i e s :
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1 . i4n1,/l,v’9 *(r) is a quasi-polynomial in r  of degree dim A 2 ' h'v'9 * and period which divides
2 .
2. U sjl/(n ,r)<1'V.«J>| =  A!,IAv’ql> (r) for  all r  6 N
3. I ASif(n,  Ai1Xv^ y(-r)  for all r e¥
The following series illustrate this theorem:
A{i,h,v,q*}M  _  f  h r  e v e n
2 ' ' r °dd
4 1 ,W )(r) =
f ( 5 « ) , r e v e n  
4 \ 0 ,  r  o d d
4<l W >(r) = 2( LiJ4+2) + 5 ( LiJ4+3)  + ( LIJ4+4)
r  e v e n
( 4 .1 1 )
( 4 .1 2 )
( 4 .1 3 )
(4 .1 4 )
(4 .1 5 )
4.4 H alf turn sym m etry
The third row of Figures 1.17 and 4.1 give:
€ An  I a%3 =  O n + i - i . n + i - j  for all I ,  j  G [n] }
£&W }  =  { ( M  6 6 ,
(4.16)
•  /ijj — 1 /in + i—*,n—j for all z G [n], j  G [0, n] 1
•  Vij  =  1 -  V n - i ^ + i - j  for all i G [0,n], j  G [n] J '





fl  0 1
0 2 0
1 0 1
0 1 1  
1 0  1 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
1 0 1 
0 1 1
0 2 0^
2 - 2  2 
0 2 0 ,
2 0 O'
0 2 0
0 0 2 ,
Figure 4.17: Half turn symmetric alternating sign matrices of size 3 and line sum 2
Recalling (1.33) we have:
i .?3}
r t i - in (3i)! IJJ-in (3i +  2)!
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r =  0 1 2 3 4 5
n =  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 4 5 6
3 1 3 6 10 15 21
4 1 10 48 158 413 924
5 1 25 256 1552 6736 23232
Figure 4.18: |ASM(n,r)l1,92l| for n  £ [5], r £ [0,5]
ASM(n, l)^1^ 2} corresponds to sequence A005158 of [99].
Recalling Figure 3.1: — [k] x [2k] and =  [fc +  1] x [2k 4-1]. Thus:
.{1-92}2k a £ R kx2k
0 <  Ej'=i aij' <  1 for all * € [k], j  £  [2 k]
0  <  E ^ = i  O i 'j  <  1 for a l l « £  [k], j  £  [2k]
E j i i  =  Yli=i(aij +  a»,2*+i-i) =  1 for all i  £ [A;], j  £ [2/c]
and
A {1'q2} -  <^ 2k+l — a £ R^+Ox^+i)
•  0  < E j /=1 aij' < 1 for all * € [A; 4- 1], j  £ [2A; 4- 1]
•  0  < E!'=i ai'j < 1 for all i £ [fc +  1], j  £ [2A: 4- 1]
•  Ofc+ij =  «fc+i,2(fc+i)-j for all j  £ [A;]
•  X>j=i °*j = E»=i(oij 4" °t,2(fc+i)-,?) 4- flfc+ij == 1
for all * £ [A: 4- 1], j  £ [2A; 4-1]
We thus have:





[0, l]gX(2*+1) x [0, i](^+1)x2fe
and
c M )  _  
°2k+l —
h10
\Vkl • • • Vk,2k.
•  hao = voj =  0 for a l i i  £  [k], j  £ [2A;]
•  K 2k = vkj 4- vk,2k+i-j =  1 for a l i i  £ [% j  £ [2A;]
•  h ij- i  4- =  Vi-ij + h^  for all i  £ [A:], j  £ [2A:]
Ch , v) =
f^c+1,0
^l,2fc+l \  /  Vox . . .  Vo,2fc+l ^
■ hk+ l,2 k+ lj \V k+ l,l ••• Vk+l,2k+l)
£ [ 0 , l ] r i)x2(fc+1)x [ 0 , l ] ^ 2)x(2fc+1)
•  /ito =  v0j =  0 for alU  £ [A: 4- 1 ], j  £ [2A; 4 -1]
• hi,2k+\ =  V k+ ij 4- v k,2(k+ i)-j =  h k+i,j 4- h k+i,2k + i- j  =  1 for alH  £ [k 4-1],
j  £ [2A: 4-1]
•  h ij-1 4- 4- h^  for all i £ [A; 4- 1 ], j  £ [2A: 4 -1]
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w h e r e  f ' n  o 2 >  : - +  S $ q 2 )  i s  g i v e n  b y :
{1,92}
/ o h n h i,2 k - l 1 \
0 hki ■ hk,2k-i 1
0 1 — hk,2k-i  • • 1 -  hki 1




Vki =  l -  Vk,2k 
1 — Vie-1,2k
1 ~  Vl,2k 
1
^ 0  / i l l  . . . /ll,2 Jb—1 1







• • Vk,2k =* 1 -  Vk\
1 -  i





V I -  Vk,2k =  Vkl
Vk-l,2k  
Vk,2k =  1 “  Vk, l )





0 /ifci . ..  hk,2k 1
0 hk+i,i  • • • h k+i,2k 1
0 1 — hk,2k ■ • • 1 — /&*,! 1





1 -  Vk,2k+1 
1 — Vk-l,2k+l




0 /ifci ...  hk,2k 1
VO ^fc+i.i • • • h k+i,2k 1 /
0 \  \
l^,2fc+l
Vk,2k+1
1 ~ Vkl 
• 1 -  Vk-1,1









1 ~  Vkl )
T h e s e  f u n d a m e n t a l  p o l y t o p e s  c a n  b e  r e p r e s e n t e d  o n  a  l a t t i c e  a s  i n  F i g u r e s  4 . 1 9  a n d  4 . 2 0 .  
Theorem 4.4.1.
v e r t A ^  =  1){1',2)
P r o o f .  T o  p r o v e  t h i s  r e s u l t  w e  s h a l l  s h o w  t h a t :  v e r t ^ r " 7 ^  =  a n d  v e r t ^ ^ i *  =
4 P *  n  Z 4 ‘ 2 + 9 f c + 4 .  T h e  f a c t  t h a t  v e r t ^ P ^  2  4 P *  n  a n d  v e r t f ^  2  4 P 1 n
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hn
where m  = 1 -  m for all m € R


































Vk,2fe+i “ c4 Vtc3 Vfc2 V)cl
F i g u r e  4 . 2 0 :  E l e m e n t s  o f  £ ^ + 1*  a n d  £ 2* + /  o n  a  l a t t i c e  d i a g r a m
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Z 4fc2+9fc+4 f o l l o w s  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d l y  f r o m  T h e o r e m  2 . 3 . 4 .
T h u s  w e  n e e d  t o  s h o w  t h a t  v e r t £ ^ ’9 2 *  C n Z fc(4fc+3l a n d  v e r t £ 2^ P  C  £ ^ 'q2  ^n Z 4 k 2 j r 9 k + 4 .
C o n s i d e r  ( h ,  u )  G  S ^ l '9  *  \  q  ^  C  Z ^ 4 A : + 3 ^ .  T h u s  ( h ,  v )  h a s  a  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e  o r  a n  o p e n  
n o n  i n t e g e r  p a t h .  I f  ( / i ,  v )  h a s  a  c y c l e  t h e n  a s  f o r  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  4 . 1 . 2  w e  c a n  f i n d  
( h * , v * )  /  ( 0 , 0 )  s u c h  t h a t  ( h , v )  ±  ( h * , v * )  £  ■ L e t  u s  n o w  a s s u m e  t h a t  ( h t v )  d o e s
n o t  h a v e  a  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e .  T h u s  ( h , v )  h a s  a n  o p e n  p a t h  a n d  t h e r e  e x i s t s  j 0 s u c h  t h a t  
v k j 0 t  ^  w h i c h  i m p l i e s  t h a t  V k , 2 k + i - j 0 t  T h e r e  m u s t  b e  a  s e t  o f  o p e n  p a t h s  ( w i t h  n o  
c y c l e s )  c o n n e c t i n g  t h e  e d g e s  o n  t h e  b o u n d a r y  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e s e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  ( s i n c e  o n  
t h e  b o u n d a r y  w e  h a v e  V k j  =  1  —  V k , 2 k + i - j  f o r  a l l  j  €  [ 2 k ] ) .  A n  e x a m p l e  o f  s u c h  a  s e t  o f  p a t h s  
i s :  _______________________________________________________________________
]
1 ]
*t Vk2 Vk3 Vk3 Vk2
i ---------------  i
— — — — — —
I f  w e  o r i e n t a t e  t h e s e  p a t h s  a n d  c r e a t e  i n d e x  s e t s  H + ,  V +  7 Y _  a s  f o r  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  
4 . 1 . 2 ,  w e  c r e a t e  ( h * , v * )  w i t h  e n t r i e s :
[  V ^  ( h j )  Ui  i f  (i, j )  E V +
h i j  : =  \  - P  i f  ( * » ^ )  G  V i j  l =  S  i f  ( * > i )  G  V -  
(  0  o t h e r w i s e  {  0  o t h e r w i s e





















1tu _  _ 1
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We choose: _
£ H +} U {hij\(it j )  £ H +}U
{h>ij\(i,j) £ FL—} U {hij\{i, j )  £ 7i_}U
{vij\(h j) € V+} U {v ij\(h j) £ V+}U
j )  £ V_} U £ V_})
with hij =  1 — hij and Vij =  1 — Vij.
Note that i/jj^  =  —^  n+i_JO (since the corresponding edges will have opposite orientation)
and so (h, v) ±  (h*,v*) £ ^ (0,0). Thus v e r t^ ’9^  C D Zfc(4fc+3) as
required. The proof for follows in the same way. □
Theorem 4.4.1 leads to: 
Corollary 4.4.2.
As a direct implication of Theorems 1.2.29 and 4.4.1 we have:
Corollary 4.4.3. Any matrix a £ A5M(n, r)f1,?2^  can be written as the sum of r matrices 
from ASM(n, I)*1,92*.
As a consequence of Theorem 1.2.18 and Corollary 4.4.2 we have:
Theorem 4.4.4. For fixed n  £ P there exists A^’^ ^r), the Ehrhart polynomial of An ,9^
which satisfies:
1. A ^ \ r )  is a polynomial in r o f degree dim A i1’9^ .
2. ASM (n,r){1,q2} = A£1,92*(r) for all r  £ N
3. \ A S A f { n , r ) ^  = A ^ i - r )  for all r ef>
We illustrate this with the following examples:
(4.18)
' A ^ \ r )  =  ( ^ 2)  (4.19)
^ ■ w  -  . f t * )  « .» )
4'-v» - »(” ‘)+0 " ( " V “Ct>(r:*) <“ >
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Polynomial (4.19) corresponds to sequence A000217 of [99].
4.5 Quarter turn sym m etry
The sixth row of Figures 1.17 and 4.1 give:
^{1 ,q,q2,q3} = {a e  An \ dij = for all i, j  G [ n ] } (4.22)
£{1,9,92,93} = { fa  v) € £n I fr.. =  = l  -  /in+1_i>n_i for all i G [n], j  G [0, n]}
(4.23)
Figure 4.21 gives the set ASM(5, I)!1*?,?2.?3} and some cardinalities of ASM(n, r )^ 'q,q2' ®3} are 
given by Figure 4.22.
r /0 0 0 1 0\ (0 0 1 0 0\ (0 1 0 0 0\ >
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 J 1 -1 1 -1 1 0 0 1 0 0 >
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 -1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
v> 1 0 0 V VO 0 1 0 V v> 0 0 1 V J
Figure 4.21: Quarter turn symmetric alternating sign matrices of size 5 and line sum 1
r = 0 1 2 3 4 5
n  =  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 1 1 2 2 3 3
4 1 2 4 6 9 12
5 1 3 12 24 56 92
6 1 0 37 0 380 0
Figure 4.22: \ASM (n^r)^1,q,q2,^ \  for n  G [6], r G [0,5]
We recall equation (1.34):
ASM(n, I)!1-®’®2*®3)
n t o  — ; , n = 0 mod 4
(3t+l)!2(3»+2)!
U S  ^  I E  « -  1 4
0, n  =  2 mod 4
U S  ( 4 ^ 2+i)! n . g  n — 3 mod 4
corresponding to sequence A005160 of [99].
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Recalling Figure 3.1: — [&] x [A;] and ^  =  [A; +  1] x [A: +  1]. Thus:
a G R kxkA := <
• o < Yjjr=i aif — i f°r ail *» j  € M
• 0 < Yl\'=i a%’j < 1 for all i, j  G [A;]




=  < a G R(fc+1)x(fc+1)
•  0 < X)j'=i ^ 1 f°r all h J  E [A; +  1]
• 0 < 2!'= i °»'j ^ 1 f°r *> 3 e [& +  1]
•  =  ajb+i,« for all i G [A:]
• SjLi(°*j + ai») +  ®»,fc+i =  1 for all i G [A: +  1]
^10 • • ^ifc\ ^01 • . voky \
;
i e[o,i]RX(t+1)x [ o ,4 t+1)><t
\hko . hkk) \Vkl • • w , /
and
c*{1,9,92,93}2/c-t-l =  < ( M )  =
(  (  h\o
V \^fc+i,o • •
• /iio =  uoj =  0 for all* G [A;], j  G [A;]
• Aiifc +  Vki =  1 for all i G [A;]
•  ^ i j - i  + V i j  =  Vt_ij +  for all i, j  G [A;]^
Aii,fc+i \  /  voi • • • vo,fc+i
Aifc+i.fc+i/ \vjfc+i,i • • • Vfc+i.Jfc+1,
G [0 ,4 fc+1)x(fc+2) x [0,l]£+2)x(A:+1)
•  hio =  u0j =  0 for a ll i , j  G [A+ 1]
•  Aii,fc+i + V k i  = V k + i j  +  hjk =  1 for a ll i j  G [A: +  1] ►
• hitj- 1  +  + /iij for a l l «, j  G [Jb +  1]
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A l s o  / { i . m V I  : e g ™ 2 ’'?)is g i v e n  b y :
/ /0  ftn l - « i i  1 \
/;{l,q,q2,q3} 0 hki • • • hfcfc 1 “  Vk-l,k0  Vik  . . .  Vfcfc 1 — h k , k - l
\  \ 0  V n  . . .  V k i  1 —  ^ i , f c - i  • • 
/  0 ... 0
Vn
V kl
1 — hitk-i • •
1 — hn  
\  1
V lk
• I - v i k  1
• 1 - h a  1




• 1 — h k,k - i  1 — Ujb-i,fc • • •  1
1 — hfci 
1
'0  h n
,0 hki
1 -  Vik 
1
/  0




and f/ . o{1>9,92,93}anQ /{l,g,g2,q3} • ^fc+l









> ^2k+f'q3} is Siven by:
hik 1 — Vfci
hkk 1 — Vkk
• h j f e + i  1 —  v f c ) f c + i  .
Vfcfc 1 -  h
1 -  vn 1^
1 -  Vifc 1
. 1 -  viM i 1





1 -  h ^  
0
V i , * + i
1 —  h l i
0
hki
Vk, k + l  hkk
1 — h n 1 -  h * ; f c 1 h k + i , k 1 -
1 —  h n  . . . 1 —  h k i 1 _  h k + 1,1 1 -
1 1 1
/ 0  h n h n 1 ~  Vfc.i \
0  h f c i h a 1 -  V k , k
\ 0  hfc+i.i • • • h k + i , k 1  -  V k , k + l )
v
o  V
h n  
h i f c






v * i  . . .  v fc fc  
\^1 -  h n  . . .  1 -  h




-  v n  
1 ) )  
° \  \
V lk
V k k )  /
0 \\
Viifc+1
V f c , f c +1
kk 1 -  h fc+i . A/  /
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where m  — 1 — m  for all m  € R

















where m  =  1 -  m  for all to € R
F i g u r e  4 . 2 4 :  E l e m e n t s  o f  a n d  o n  £ z k + i , 2 k + i  a n d  £ k + i , k + i
B e f o r e  s t u d y i n g  t h e  v e r t i c e s  o f  t h i s  p o l y t o p e  w e  g i v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  u s e f u l  l e m m a s :
L e m m a  4 . 5 . 1 .  C o n s i d e r  ( h , v )  G [ 0 ,  l ] ^ x ( n + 1 )  x  [ 0 ,  l ] £ n + 1 ) x n  w i t h  +  v i5  =  h j  +  h 0 -
f o r  a l l  i  G [m], j  G [n] r e p r e s e n t e d  o n  £ m,n a n d  p, 8 G M \  Z  a s s o c i a t e d  t o  t w o  e d g e s  o f  C m ,n 
s u c h  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a n  i s o l a t e d  n o n  i n t e g e r  p a t h  ( i . e .  a t  e a c h  v e r t e x  o n  t h e  p a t h  o n l y  t w o  o f  
t h e  a d j a c e n t  e d g e s  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  n o n  i n t e g e r  e n t r i e s  o f  ( h ,  v ) )  b e t w e e n  t h e s e  t w o  e d g e s .  T h e  
f o l l o w i n g  i s  a n  e x a m p l e  o f  s u c h  a  c o n f i g u r a t i o n :
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T h e n  w e  h a v e :
_  f  1  —  5 ,  K  o d d  
^  \ S ,  K  e v e n
w h e r e  K  i s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  v e r t e x  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  o f  t h e  f o r m :
t h a t  a p p e a r  i n  t h e  n o n  i n t e g e r  p a t h  b e t w e e n  t h e  e d g e s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  p  a n d  5 .  
P r o o f .  A l o n g  t h e  p a t h ,  w e  h a v e  6  p o s s i b l e  v e r t e x  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s :
p'
n! p'
8' 8' , j
5' S'
6'
C o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  f i r s t  f o u r  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  w e  h a v e  a n  e q u a t i o n  o f  t h e  f o r m  p '  +  T  =  6 1 +  A  
w h e r e  T ,  A  G { 0 , 1 } ,  w h i c h  g i v e s  \ p '  —  6 ' \  =  * r  ^  A '  ^ o w e v e r  \ p ’  ~  ^ 1  =  1  i s  i m p o s s i b l e
( s i n c e  / / ,  5 '  G ( 0 ,  1 ) r )  s o  w e  h a v e  p '  =  S ' .  T h e  o t h e r  t w o  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  g i v e  a n  e q u a t i o n  o f
f o , r  = A = 0
t h e  f o r m  p '  +  6 '  =  T  +  A  w h e r e  T ,  A  G { 0 , 1 }  w h i c h  g i v e s  p '  +  S' =  <  2  ,  T  =  A  =  1 .  S i n c e
( i , t ^ a
/ / ,  S '  G  ( 0 ,  l ) ®  w e  s e e  t h a t  T  =  A  i s  i m p o s s i b l e ,  a n d  t h u s  p '  +  S' =  1  a s  r e q u i r e d .  T h e  r e s u l t  
f o r  p ,  S  t h e n  f o l l o w s .
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T h e  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  l e m m a  c a n  e a s i l y  b e  a d a p t e d  t o  g i v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s i m i l a r  l e m m a :
L e m m a  4 . 5 . 2 .  C o n s i d e r  ( h \ v * )  €  R m x ( n + 1 )  x  R ( m + 1 ) x n  w i t h  h * ^  +  =  v * _ h j  +  h j j  f o r
a l l  i  €  [ m ] ,  j  €  [ n ]  r e p r e s e n t e d  o n  C m , n  a n d  p ,  8  G  R \  { 0 }  a s s o c i a t e d  t o  t w o  e d g e s  o f  £ m , n  
s w c / i  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a n  i s o l a t e d  n o n  z e r o  p a t h  b e t w e e n  t h e s e  t w o  e d g e s .  T h e n :
{ — 6 ,  K  o d d  
S ,  K  e v e n
w h e r e  K  i s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  v e r t e x  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  o f  t h e  f o r m :
t h a t  a p p e a r  i n  t h e  n o n  z e r o  p a t h  b e t w e e n  t h e  e d g e s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  p  a n d  S .
W e  s h a l l  u s e  L e m m a  4 . 5 . 2  t o  p r o v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t :
T h e o r e m  4 . 5 . 3 .
v e r t A { 1 , q ' q 2 , q 3 *  = a  €  I I { 1 ) q 5 q 2 ) 9 3 }  ( A S M ( n ,  1 ) )
A l l  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e s  o f  a  o n  C nn a r e  
i n v a r i a n t  u n d e r  q u a r t e r  t u r n  r o t a t i o n
P r o o f .  W e  s h a l l  p r o v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  e q u i v a l e n t  r e s u l t :
A l l  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e s  o f  ( h ,  v )  a r e  
i n v a r i a n t  u n d e r  q u a r t e r  t u r n  r o t a t i o n
•  C o n s i d e r
(M ) e d 1'MV>
, A l l  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e s  o f  ( h , v )  a r e
\  <  ( h ,  v )  G  l i d  a  q 2 g 3\  ( E M ( n ,  1 ) )  .  .  . . . . .  >
[  1 , q  1 i n v a r i a n t  u n d e r  q u a r t e r  t u r n  r o t a t i o n ]
S e l e c t  a n y  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e  o f  ( h ,  v )  t h a t  i s  n o t  i n v a r i a n t  u n d e r  q u a r t e r  t u r n  r o t a t i o n ,  
g i v e  i t  a n  o r i e n t a t i o n ,  s a y  a n t i c l o c k w i s e ,  a n d  d e n o t e  t h e  s e t s  o f  p o i n t s  ( « ,  j )  f o r  w h i c h  
t h e  h o r i z o n t a l  e d g e  b e t w e e n  ( i , j )  a n d  (i, j  +  1 )  i s  i n  t h e  c y c l e  a n d  d i r e c t e d  r i g h t  o r  
l e f t  a s  r e s p e c t i v e l y  n ! +  o r  a n d  t h e  s e t s  o f  p o i n t s  ( i , j )  f o r  w h i c h  t h e  v e r t i c a l  e d g e  
b e t w e e n  ( i , j )  a n d  (i  +  1 , j )  i s  i n  t h e  c y c l e  a n d  d i r e c t e d  u p  o r  d o w n  a s  r e s p e c t i v e l y  V + ^
o r  v i 1 ^ .  F o r  e x a m p l e  c o n s i d e r  a  =
fi i
? t i oin;
\ 4  0  2 4 /
E n{1)<7)92)93} (ASM(4,1)) w i t h  t h e
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f o l l o w i n g  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e  o n  £ 4 ) 4 :










4  1 31 1 41
1
1 3  4<
3
i 4 i 
1
3
4  1, 1, 1
1
i j  2. 3’ 3  41
]I * ]L
(4.24)
g i v i n g :  11 =  { ( 1 , 1 ) } ,  =  { ( 3 , 1 ) } ,  V i 1 *  =  { ( 1 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 ) }  a n d  V ™  =  { ( 1 , 2 ) ,  ( 2 , 2 ) } .
S i n c e  t h i s  c y c l e  i s  n o t  i n v a r i a n t  u n d e r  q u a r t e r  t u r n  r o t a t i o n ,  b y  s y m m e t r y  ( s i n c e  
( h , v )  < E  E n ' q ' q  ’9 * )  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n o t h e r  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e  t h a t  c a n  b e  o b t a i n e d  b y  
q u a r t e r  t u r n  r o t a t i o n  o f  t h e  o r i g i n a l  c y c l e ,  g i v i n g  a n o t h e r  s e t  o f  p o i n t s  ,  W i ? ,  V + ^  
a n d  V _  .  W e  c a n  c o n t i n u e  i n  t h i s  f a s h i o n  t o  g e t  t w o  o t h e r  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e s  g i v i n g  
^ ( 3 )  ^ ^ ( 3 ) ,  y | 3 ) ,  y ( 3 ) ,  ^ ( 4 ) ,  ^ ( 4 ) ,  y ( 4 )  y ( 4 )  r p ^ e  o t k e r  C y C i e s  Q f  ( 4 . 2 4 )  a r e  s h o w n :
1 1 ' 3  ' 
4
















» 3 4 1 
4
3
I 4 i 
1
3
4 <» hl  ' tO
|- 3
1 3  4
(4.25)
g i v i n g :
w!? = {(1,2), (1,3)} W?> = {(2,3)} = {(3,1), (3,2)}
wi2) = {(2,2),(2,3)} n f  ={(4,3)} {(4,1), (4,2)}
vi2) = {(1,2)} Vi3) = {(2,3), (3.3)} Vi4) = {(3,1)}
V f  = {(1,4)} Vis) = {(2,4),(3,4)} V f  = {(3,3)}
W e  n o w  c r e a t e  t h e  m a t r i x  p a i r s  
( & < * > > < * > * )  =
(4.26)
\ _ ( h K o  .. • h « | • •  V ^
\
) ~
U^o ■■ ■ h Kr U>;. • • •  v K•
)?ix(n+l) v-p(n+l)xn
w i t h  e n t r i e s :
h %  :=
( - l ) fc+1M if (*, j ) e  
( - l ) V  i f  ( * , } ) € « ?
0  o t h e r w i s e
( - l^ + V if  € V**0
m 'a ~  { (-i)Vif (f,i) e vifc)
0  o t h e r w i s e
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The matrix pairs corresponding to (4.26) are:
h<»m =
Note that we have:
fO ~ /i 0 0 0 \
0 0 0 0 0
0 n  0 0 0
\0  0 0 0 0/
A) o fj, fj. o \
0 0 — /i —/i o 
0 0 0 0 0
V0 0 0 0 0 /
A) o o o o \
0 0 0 — /i 0
0 0 0 0 0
Vo 0 0 /i 0 /
A) 0 0 0 0\
0 0 0 0 0
0 / i  /i 0 0





(  0 0 0 0 \
—M /i 0 0
—p /i 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 <V
fo 0 0 0 \
0 A4 0 --A*
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
V> 0 0 ° y
fo 0 0 0 \
0 0 0 0
0 0 -A* A4
0 0 - V A4
v> 0 0 0)
fo 0 0 0\
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 -A* 0
\0 0 0 °y
h{k)i,j-1 + y{k)ij = v(k)i - i j  +  h(k)*ij for all * G [m], j  € [n], k G [4]
We choose:
(4.27)
{hij\(i, j )  e  H™} u (h ij\(i,j)  e  7iL1}}U 
{yij\( i,j)  e  V|1}} U {v ij\(h j)  € v i1}}u 
{vij\(*J) € V ^} U {v ij\(i,j) G ViJ)})
with = 1 — and =  1 — (the factor of \  appears here since (h*,v*) could 
have some entries corresponding to edges of two cycles overlapping). Defining (h*,v*) = 
] C t = i  (ft^*,i/^*), it can now easily be checked that (h ,v)± (h* ,v*) G Sn1'9,9 Thus 
as required
All non integer cycles of (h, v) are 
invariant under quarter turn rotation
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T h e  m a t r i x  p a i r  { h * , v * )  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  ( 4 . 2 7 )  i s :  
/
\
{0 V V o\
0 0 - / /  - 2/ /  0 
0 2//  / /  0 0
\ 0  - / /  - f i  // 0)
(  0 0
- / /  2/ /  












S e t t i n g  / i  =  |  a n d  u s i n g  ( 2 . 2 8 )  w e  h a v e :
a  ±  a *  =
/ i  1 0
o ! i !
° 1 1 o








6 - 4 ( 4 . 2 8 )
N o w  l e t  u s  c o n s i d e r  ( h , v )  G  n { i i ( M 2 ) 9 3 }  ( E M ( 2 & ,  1 ) )  s u c h  t h a t  a l l  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e s  o f  
( / i ,  v )  a r e  i n v a r i a n t  u n d e r  q u a r t e r  t u r n  r o t a t i o n ,  a n d  a s s u m e  t h a t  ( h ,  v )  £  v e r t ' q  *  
( n o t e  t h a t  w e  a r e  o m i t t i n g  t h e  n  o d d  c a s e  a s  i t  f o l l o w s  i n  a  s i m i l a r  w a y ) .  T h u s  i f  w e  c o n ­
s i d e r  t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  r e g i o n ,  f r o m  L e m m a  1 . 2 . 7  t h e r e  e x i s t s  ( h * , v * )  7^  ( 0 , 0 )  s u c h  t h a t  
f{ 1 9 q2 *^) €  N o t e  w e  m u s t  h a v e :  / i * fc  =  — v * k i  f o r  a l l  i  G  [ k \ .
S i n c e  a l l  t h e  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e s  o f  ( h , v )  a r e  i n v a r i a n t  u n d e r  q u a r t e r  t u r n  r o t a t i o n  i t
c a n  b e  c h e c k e d  t h a t  t h e  o n l y  n o n  i n t e g e r  p a t h s  o f  f [  q q2 q 3 ( h ,  v )  a r e  i s o l a t e d  n o n  i n t e g e r
p a t h s  c o n n e c t i n g  t h e  b o t t o m  a n d  r i g h t  b o u n d a r i e s  o f  C k , k ■ T h u s  ( h * ,  v * )  c a n  o n l y  h a v e
i s o l a t e d  n o n  z e r o  p a t h s  b e t w e e n  t h e  r i g h t  a n d  l o w e r  b o u n d a r i e s  o f  C k , k  ( a n y  o t h e r  n o n
z e r o  p a t h s  w o u l d  i m p l y  t h e  s a m e  n o n  i n t e g e r  p a t h  f o r  ( h , v ) ) .  T h e s e  p a t h s  c a n n o t
i n t e r s e c t  ( o t h e r w i s e  t h i s  w o u l d  c r e a t e  a  p a t h  b e t w e e n  t w o  e d g e s  o f  t h e  s a m e  b o u n d a r y )
a n d  s o  t h e r e  e x i s t s  i q  s u c h  t h a t  w e  h a v e  a n  i s o l a t e d  n o n  z e r o  p a t h  b e t w e e n  ( & ,  * o  +  1 )
a n d  ( * o  +  1 ,  k )  a n d  s o  h * o k , v l i o  7^  0  ( s i n c e  t h e s e  e n t r i e s  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  e d g e s  o f  t h e  n o n
z e r o  p a t h ) .  A l s o  b y  L e m m a  4 . 5 . 2  / l *  t  =  1  \  ^  ° C^  w h e r e  K  i s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f
l o k  K i o ,  K  e v e n
v e r t e x  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  o f  t h e  f o r m :
t h a t  a p p e a r  i n  t h e  i s o l a t e d  n o n  z e r o  p a t h .  S i n c e  t h i s  p a t h  c o n n e c t s  t h e  r i g h t  a n d  l o w e r  
b o u n d a r y ,  t h e s e  v e r t e x  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  m u s t  a p p e a r  a n  e v e n  n u m b e r  o f  t i m e s  a n d  s o  K  
i s  e v e n .  T h u s ,  h ^ k  =  v k i Q .  R e c a l l i n g  t h a t  w e  n o t e d  t h a t  h * i k  =  — v k i  f o r  a l l  i  G  [ A ; ] ,  t h i s
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i s  t h e  r e q u i r e d  c o n t r a d i c t i o n  a n d  s o :
v e r t e M J i  2  ( ( f t ,  v )  en { l i 5i , 2, , 3}  ( E M ( n ,  1 ) )
A l l  n o n  i n t e g e r  c y c l e s  o f  ( h ,  v )  a r e  1  
i n v a r i a n t  u n d e r  q u a r t e r  t u r n  r o t a t i o n  J
□
I n  F i g u r e s  4 . 2 5  a n d  4 . 2 6  w e  g i v e  t h e  s e t s  v e r t ^ 1,9,9 , q  *  a n d  v e r t « 4 j 1,9,9 ,9 V
'I o 
0 1 0 
i  o
F i g u r e  4 . 2 5 :  v e r t A o 1,9,9 ’9 *  a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  n o n  i n t e g e r  e d g e s
/0 0 1 
1 0  0 0 
0 0 0 1 
\0  1 0 0/
/o i o o\ 
0 0 0 1 
1 0  0 0 
\o o i oy
0  I  I  0 0 I I  0
\ 2  0  0  2 /
F i g u r e  4 . 2 6 :  v e r t ^ l j 1’9’9 9 *  a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  n o n  i n t e g e r  e d g e s  
R e c a l l i n g ( 4 . 2 8 )  i t  c a n  a c t u a l l y  b e  c h e c k e d  ( b y  s e t t i n g  / i  =  \  i n s t e a d  o f  | )  t h a t
i s  o n  t h e  e d g e  b e t w e e n
A









0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0
V I
0 0 12 / ^0 0 1 0 /
1 0 ±\ 
g i l t
°  1 t  0
i i i
\ 4  U 2 4 /
F i g u r e s  4 . 2 5  a n d  4 . 2 5  s h o w  t h a t  D { A ^ ' q , q  , q  * )  =  D ( A ^ ' q , q  , q  * )  =  2 . T h u s  b y  p a d d i n g  w e  
h a v e  2  <  D ( A n ' q ' q  9 * )  <  4  f o r  a l l  n .  H o w e v e r  w e  c a n  i m p r o v e  o n  t h i s :
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Theorem 4.5.4.
0 (^ 0 ,MW}) =  2  for a l ln > 2
Proof. Once again we present the proof for n  even as the result follows in the same way for
n odd. Consider (h, v) G v e r t \  EM(2fc, l)! 1^ 2,?3} Thus hik =  1 — Vk% for all i G [k]
and there must exist io G [k] such that h^k =  1 — Vkio is non integer. Prom Theorem 4.5.3 we
see that the edge between (io, k) and (io, k + 1 ) and the edge between (k, i0) and (fc+1 , io) are
connected by an isolated non integer path. By Lemma 4.5.1 we have hink =  S ^J 10 \ v ki0, K  even
and as before K  must be even and so h^k =  Vki0. Thus (since hik = I — Vki for all i G [k]), 
hi0k = Vki0 = 2 entries on the path are also Therefore all entries on each non integer
cycle of an element of vert.An1,9,92’93* \  ASM(n, l)f axe \  and so D(*4i1,9,9 =  2. □
As a consequence of Theorems 1.2.18 and 4.5.4 we have:
Theorem 4.5.5. For fixed n  G P there exists A ^ 'q,q2'^ \ r ) ,  the Ehrhart quasi-polynomial o f 
A l1'™2'9 * which satisfies:
is a quasi polynomial in r o f degree dim .An1,9,9 ’9 * and period which divides
2 .
2. | ASM (n,r)^1,q,q2' ^  =  An1,9,92,93*(r) for all r  G N
3. | A S M ° ( n , r ) ^ 2^  = ( - l ) dimA^ 'q'q2'q3}A ihq'q2'q3}( - r )  for all r G P





^ ( r )
A ? ' ™ ' '**>(r )
j t W
n 5
A { l , q , q 2
A 6 « \ )
r even 
r odd
* j 1) + (Sf ) .  r e™"








4 ‘.MV>(r) = |o (^ d+ U 0(i«3) + 142(ie4) + 30(^ 5) + (5«6)’ r ewn (4.33)
Quasi-polynomials (4.30) and (4.31) correspond to sequences A008619 and A002620 of [99].
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4.6 Diagonal sym m etry
The fourth row of Figures 1.17 and 4.1 give:
A ^ 'd^  =  {a G An | aij =  a,ji for all *, j  G [n]} (4.34)
£{U} _  {(h,u) G £„ | hij = Vji for all i G [n], j  G [0, n]} (4.35)
Figure 4.27 gives the set ASM(3, l)f1,dl and some cardinalities of ASM(n, r)f1,dl are given by 
Figure 4.28.
' (0  ° l \  fO 1 0 \ f o  1 0 \ '
0 1 0 , 1 - 1 1 , 1 0 0  
\ 1 0 0/  \ 0 1 OJ \0  0 1/
< ►
/ I 0 0\  / 1 0  0\
0 0 1 , 0 1 0  
v> 1 0 /  \0  0 1 /
Figure 4.27: Diagonally symmetric alternating sign matrices of size 3 and line sum 1
rHoIIs.. 2 3 4 5
n  =  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 4 5 6
3 1 5 14 30 55 91
4 1 16 106 444 1407 3696
5 1 67 1332 13204 84754 404784
6 1 368 27627 779616
Figure 4.28: |ASM(n,r)^1,d^ | for n  G [6], r  G [0,5]
No formula is known (or conjectured) for |ASM(n, l)^1,d^ | (sequence A005163 of [99]). Indeed 
in [93] Robbins states: “Apparently these numbers do not factor into small primes, so a 
simple product formula seems unlikely. Of course this does not rule out other very simple 
formulas, but these would be more difficult to discover (let alone prove)”.
Recalling Figure 3.1 we have: =  { (h j)  £ [n] x [n] | j  < i for all i , j  G [n]} giving:
t'




021 O22 _ n(n+l)
GR a
i G [n]
• o < ai f  +  Y2j>=i aj'i ^ 1 f°r ail
• * j e [ h n ] , i e [ n ]
<
^nl .......... •  aH +  E"=* aH =  1 for all t G [n]
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a n d :
d M1 =  <
/ 1^0 \ fv 11 \ \
2^0 h 2 l V21 V22
3^0 3^1 h z2 5 V31 V32 V33
V\ h n0 h n  1 h n  2 • • h n n —l j \ ^ n l Vn2 Vn3 •• V n n ) /
re(n+l) n( n+ l )
6 [0,1]R 2 x [0, !]„ 2
•  h i o  =  0  f o r  a l l  i  G  [ n ]
•  v n j  —  1  f o r  a l l  j  G  [ n ]
•  i j  +  f o r  a l l  j  <  i  —  1  G  [n —  1 ]
w h e r e  d y  : — > E n ' a }  i s  g i v e n  b y :
{1 4 }
/ { M l
^ 1 0 V n V21 V31 V„1
^20 /121 V22 V32 Vn2
^30 ^31 h z 2 V33 •• • Vn3
\ h n 0 ^ n l h n 2 ^ n ,n —1 Vnn
/  ( hio
/l20 2^1
3^0 3^1 hz2
^ 1 0 ^20 ^30 • • hnO^ \
^11 ^21 / l 3l  . . h n 1
V21 V22 ^32 • • • ^n2
V3\ V32 ^33 • • ^n3
\ y n \ Vn2 Vn3 • V n n ) /

















1 1 1 1 • 1
«11
F i g u r e  4 . 2 9 :  E l e m e n t s  o f  E n ' d ^  a n d  E n ' d ^  o n  C n , n  a n d  a  t r i a n g u l a r  l a t t i c e
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Theorem 4.6.1.
vertA$i’d^  =  ASM (n , l)f1,dl
Proof ’We show that vert^n1’^  =  |( h ,  v) G £n1,d* | (h, v) does not have a non integer cycle j .  
This is because, if (h,v) G £n1,d* contains a non integer cycle, then as before we can find 
(h*,v*) ^ (0,0) such that (h,v) ±  (h*,v*) G £ i1,d*. More importantly, if (ht v) contains a 
non integer path we can also find (h*, v*) ^  (0,0) such that (h, v) ±  (h*, v*) G £ i1,d* without 
any restrictions (apart from being in [0, 1]r) from the diagonal boundary, giving the required 
result. □
Corollary 4.6.2.
D {A^'d^ ) =  1 for all n  
As a direct implication of Theorems 1.2.29 and 4.6.1 we have:
Corollary 4.6.3. Any matrix from ASM (n , r)*1’^  can be written as the sum of r matrices
from ASM(n, l)f1,d^ .
Prom Theorem 1.2.18 and Corollary 4.6.2 we have:
Theorem 4.6.4. For fixed n  G P there exists A^ 1,d^ (r), the Ehrhart polynomial o f A$?'d^  
which satisfies:
1. An1,d*(r) is a polynomial in r of degree "fo-1) .
2. \ASM(n, =  A«1,d^ (r) for all r G N
3. \ASM°(n,r){1,d*| =  (—l) n(n2 1}A£1,d*(—r) for a llr  e  P
We illustrate this with the following examples:
4 w>( r ) = ( r j 1)  (4.36)
4 1,‘,}W = ( r 3 2)  +  ( r 3 3)  ' (4-37)
(4-38)
=  (4-39)
* » ( ' » ) - f : . 10)
Polynomial (4.37) corresponds to sequence A000330 of [99].
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4.7 Both diagonal sym m etry
The seventh row of Figure 1.17 and 4.1 give:
^{i,d,o)92} = { a e  An \ ( k j  =  CLji =  d n + i - j ,n + i - i  for all i , j  G [n]} (4.40)
=  ^  v) G £„ I h i j  =  V ji = 1 -  h n+ i - i in- j  for all * G [n], j  G [0, n]} (4.41)
Figure 4.30 gives the set A S M ( 3 , a n d  some cardinalities of ASM(n, t-)!1^ ,? 2} are 
given by Figure 4.31.
(0 0 2 \  / 0  1 1 \  / 0  2 0 V0 2 0 , 1  0 1 , 2  - 2  2
2 0 0 /  \ i  i  0 /  \0  2 0 /
’ / I  0 l \  / I I  0 \  / 2  0 0 \  '
10 2 0 J , [ 1  0 1 1 , 1 0  2 0
I \1 o 1/  Vo 1 1 /  Vo 0 2)  J
Figure 4.30: Both diagonal symmetric alternating sign matrices of size 3 and line sum 2
r =  0 1 2 3 4 5
n  =  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 4 5 6
3 1 3 6 10 15 21
4 1 8 30 80 175 336
5 1 15 94 378 1162 2982
Figure 4.31: |ASM(n, r){M.°-92}| for n  G [6], r G [0,5]
Recalling equation (1.35) we have the conjectured formula:
i r , i i  f ? w even
ASM(n, f3t),
I I [lli=0 ( 2 ^ 1 + i ) ! ’ n  odd
corresponding to sequence A005162 of [99]. Note that conjecturing a formula for n  even 
(represented by a question mark in Figure 4.4) and proving the formula for n  odd are both 
still open problems.
Using the same argument as for the proof of the Theorem 4.6.1 we have:
Theorem 4.7.1.
vertA{„1'd'a'q2} = ASM (n ,
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F o r  c o m p l e t e n e s s  r e c a l l i n g  F i g u r e  3 . 1  w e  h a v e :
f t { i , d , a , q 2 }  _  j )  £  [ n ]  x  [ n ]  |  j  <  i  <  n  +  1 —  j  f o r  a l l  i , j  G  [ n ] }  




























where m  =  1 — m  for all m  6  M
























where m  =  1 -  m  for all m  6 R
F i g u r e  4 . 3 3 :  E l e m e n t s  o f  & 2 k + i ' 9  ^  a n d  ^ 2 k + ' i  ' Q  ^  o n  l a t t i c e  d i a g r a m s
T h e o r e m  4 . 7 . 1  g i v e s :
Corollary 4.7.2.
D ( A i 1 ' d ' a ' q 2 } )  =  1 f o r  a l l  n  
A s  a  d i r e c t  i m p l i c a t i o n  o f  T h e o r e m s  1 . 2 . 2 9  a n d  4 . 7 . 1  w e  h a v e :
Corollary 4.7.3. A n y  m a t r i x  f r o m  A S M ( j i , r ) ^ 1 , d , a ' q 2 ^  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  a s  t h e  s u m  o f r  m a t r i c e s  
f r o m  A S M ( n ,  i ) { M , a , g 2 }
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Theorem 1.2.18 and Corollary 4.7.2 give:
Theorem 4.7.4. For fixed, n  € P there exists A ^ ,d,a,g *(r), the Ehrhart polynomial o f A n ,d,a,q *
which satisfies:
1. A n ,d,a'q2\ r )  is a polynomial in r o f degree dim A ^ 'd'a'q *
2. U5M(n,r)<1-‘i'«'«3>| =  A i‘'W > (r) for a l l r e  N
3. I j4SiW°(n, = (— *(—r) / or aiZ r € P
We illustrate this with the following examples:
4  i'w > (r) = ( ’’I 1)
4> .W > (r) = ^  + 2^
4 1 , W , (r) .  3 ( ^ 3)  + ( r + 4)
4-^w - Krt X T M rr)
Polynomials (4.43) and (4.44) correspond to sequences A000217 and A002417 of [99].





The last row of Figures 1.17 and 4.1 give:
A n4 .= {a £ An | Oij =  — ajtn+i—i for all i, j  £ [71]} (4.46)
£n 4 := { (/i, v) £ £n | h%j ~  Vji ~  hn+i—tj == 1 hi>n—j for all i £ [71], j  £ [0,71] }
(4.47)
Figure 4.34 gives the set ASM(5,2)D4 and some cardinalities of ASM(ti, r)Di are given by 
Figure 4.1.
Recalling Figure 3.1 we have: R%j* =  [&] x [k] and Ft^+i =  [fc +  1] x [fc +  1] leading to the 
following fundamental polytopes:
a £ ikxk
0 ^ 12j'= 1 aij' < 1 for all i , j  £ [A;]'
EU ai3 = i  for ^  e W
aij =  aji for all 7, j  € [k]
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( 0 0 2 0 0 \ f o 0 2 0 0^ /o 1 0 1 0 \ >
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 - 2 2 0 1 - 1 2 i 1
2 0 - 2 0 2 > 2 - 2 2 - 2 2 0 2 - 2 r 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 - 2 2 0 1 - 1 2 —l 1
\o 0 2 0 <V v° 0 2 0 0 /
y
1 0 1 <v
( 0  1 0 1 0> / l 0 0 0 1\ h 0 0 0 1\
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 2 0 0 0 2 - 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
Vo 1 0 1 V Vi 0 0 0 V 0 0 0 V j
Figure 4.34: All symmetric alternating sign matrices of size 5 and line sum 2
r =  0 1 2 3 4 5
n — 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 1 1 2 2 3 3
4 1 0 2 0 3 0
5 1 1 6 6 18 18
6 1 0 7 0 22 0
Table 4.1: |ASM(n, r )° 4\ for n  E [5], r E [0,5]
and
•^2fc+l i a E R(fe+1)x(fc+1)
We thus have:
C-C>4 ___
c2k ~ (h,v) =
(  th 10
\  \hko
0 < Yjj'=i aij' ^ 1 f°r J E [k +  1]
2 Y^= i Oij +  a*,Jfc+i = 1 f°r all* E [k +  1] 
aij — aji f°r alH, j  E [A; +  1]
hik^ 
hkk>
€ [o, 1]£*(*+1) X [ O . n r 1^
\V k l  • • • Vkk
•  h ^  =  voj = 0 for all i E [k], j  E [A;]
•  hik =  v kj  =  \  for all i, j  E [k]
•  h i j - 1  +  =  Ui-ij +  for all i , j  E [A;]
•  h^ = Vji for alH E [A;], j  E [0, A;]
/
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and
CD4
2 f c + l (h,v) =
(  h10
\ h k+i,o
l^,fc+l \  f  v oi . . .  V o ^ + l  
hk+i , k + i /  V^ fc+i.i • • • V k + i ,k + i t
e [o, i]C*+1>x(fc+2) x [o, i]^+2)x(fe+1)
• = voj = 0 for all i, j  G [k +  1]
• hik 4- hifk+1 =  vkj 4- vk+i j  = 1 for all i , j  € [A; +  1]
•  - i  4- = V i-ij +  for all i , j  G [k 4- 1]
•  h^ = Vji for alH G [A: 4- 1], j  £ [0, k  4 -1]




vertA^4 = ^vertA ^ ,h,v,q2^
{M}
In other words the vertices of A®4 are the elements of vert^ 1’*1’”’92* that are diagonally 
symmetric.
/ /“j i> 2\\
This proof follows from the proof of Theorem 4.6.1 where we see that vert ’V’9 ) =
(vert£&’W } ) ’ giving the required result.
From Theorem 4.3.1 we have:
Corollary 4.8.2.
D (A n4) = 2 for a l ln >  2
As a consequence of Theorem 1.2.18 and Corollary 4.8.2 we have:
Theorem 4.8.3. For fixed n  G P there exists A n4(r), the Ehrhart quasi-polynomial o f A®4 
which satisfies:
1- A ? { r )  is a quasi polynomial in r of degree dim A®4 and period which divides 2.
2. | ASM(n, r )°4 \ = A%4(r) for all r G N
3. |45JM°(n,r-)0<| =  ( - l ) dim-4?4^ ‘(-r )  for M r  € P
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We illustrate this with the following examples
=  f t  r Z7 (4A8>
A?'(r) =  ( LiJj+ 1 )  (4.49)
- {iTidr Ven (««)
=  2 ( LiJ3+ 2 )  +  ( L§J3+ 3 )  (4.5i)
= r ; i +(^ ’rev“ (4.52)
4.9 Conclusion
As this chapter contains numerous results we here give a concise listing of these results.
4.9.1 Conclusion for
u , fO, n evencw „ ^ x „  = |ASM(ni = ^  (6i_ 2),
^ 1 1*=1 (n—1+2*)!5 o a a
(  (n— l)(n-2)  ____
vert-A^ 1’^  =  {a G II^^} (ASM(n, 1)) | /{i,/»}(a) does not have a non integer cycle}
• Theorem 4.2.3 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Quasi-polynomials of period 2 
are obtained for n  G [5]
4.9.2 Conclusion for A n’h,v,t * 
• n Znxn = ASM(n, =  <
0, n  even
( L3^ 31J+l), n-3 (30|
Ali=1 (a^ + 0 !’
vert^ 1’^ ’9  ^=  {flG (ASM(n, 1)) | f{ ith,v,q3}(a>) does not have a non integer cycle}
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• Theorem 4.3.3 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Quasi-polynomials of period 2 
are obtained for n  E [6].
4.9.3 Conclusion for A^’q *
. n Z"*"| =  |ASM(n, 1)<^>| = nSJ-1 nllo '1
(  (n—1 ) 2 + 1
• dim =  < (n_fc ’
t  2 » n
n  even 
n  odd
vert«4n1,9 * =  ASM(n, I)!1*’2!
• Theorem 4.4.4 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Polynomials are obtained for 
n e  [5].
4.9.4 Conclusion for A^,q,q2,q *
n  Z n x „ | =  |A S M (n j  <?,<?}
n t o 1 ;!(3g y , n = °  m ° d  4
n S  ^ s j i  n S  , n = 1 mod 4
0, n — 2 mod 4
n S  (J ‘l ^ r +i}! n S  J ^ y ,  n  =  3 mod 4
• dim n  even 
n  odd
„ „ (  n(n-2){l,?,?2,?3} _  I 4 ,
” _  1 fo-D2
I  4 »
= (a  e n {, , , 2 (ASM(n, 1)) AU n°n *****  °f “ 0n ^ Me)  [ x 1 v ' invariant under quarter turn rotation J
• Theorem 4.5.5 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Quasi-polynomials of period 2 
are obtained for n  € [6].
• ver
(M l4.9.5 Conclusion for Ah
•  There is no known enumeration for ASM(n,
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• vert.An1’^  =  ASM(n, l ) l lidl
• Theorem 4.6.4 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Polynomials are obtained for 
n  G [5].
4.9.6 Conclusion for A^,d,a^
•  vertw4n1,d,a’9 * =  ASM(n, I)!1’**.**.?2}
• Theorem 4.7.4 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Polynomials are obtained for 
n € [5].
4.9.7 Conclusion for A%4





•  < ^ = j ^ 7 0dd
• v e r t^ 4 = ^vertAn1,/l,v’92^
• Theorem 4.8.3 gives an enumeration result for fixed n. Quasi-polynomials of period 2 
are obtained for n  G [6].
We also believe counterpart decomposition results to Theorems 3.2.3 and 3.3.4 can be ob­
tained.
Chapter 5
The Alternating Transportation  
Polytope
5.1 Definition
In Section 1.2.3 the transportation problem was presented. We recall Figure 1.37, and the 
notation of Section 1.2.3. We here present a generalized transportation polytope based on 
the work done in the previous chapters. Let us allow the entries of Figure 1.37 to be 
negative. A negative entry represents a delivery from a destination Dj to a source 5*. 
Allowing these deliveries has been considered by Orden in [86]. He defines a new polytope: 
the transshipment polytope. In this case all nodes are considered in the same way, having 
both a unit of demand r* and a unit of supply Sj. The problem is solved by reducing it to 
a transportation problem and only considering polytopes whose elements have entries which 
are all non negative. Indeed if we remove the > 0 condition in Definition 1.2.33 of T(r, s), 
we are left with an unbounded space. We need to impose further conditions. Let us consider 
the following extra conditions to the classical transportation problem, to give a generalized 
transportation problem:
This is an ordered transportation problem with m  sources S i , . . .  ,S m and n  destinations 
D i, . . . ,  Dn. Thus we log the sequence of deliveries using an m  x n  array T  of numbers 
chosen from [1,77m] without repetition, such that the delivery between 5* and Dj is the
174
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( T i j ) t h  delivery. The amount of material delivered between 5* and Dj is Oij units, where a 
positive/negative value of a^ means that material is transported from/to to/from Dj,
•  T  must be a. standard Young tableau [104] of rectangular shape with m  rows and n  
columns , i.e. 7V, < ^*+ij for all i G [m — 1], j  G [n] and T ij <  Tij+ i for all z G [m], j  G 
[n -  1].
• Initially (i.e. before the first delivery) there are units of material at 5* and finally 
(i.e. after the last delivery) there are 0 units of material at Si for all z G [m]. This 
gives:
n
y ;  a»j =  u  for all z G [m]
j=l
•  Initially (i.e. before the first delivery) there are 0 units of material at D j  and finally 
(i.e. after the last delivery) there are Sj units of material at Dj for all j  G [n]. This 
gives:
m
y  aij =  Sj for all j  G [n]
i=1
• At any time there are between 0 and r» units of material at S{. This gives:
j
0 < ^ O i j t  < Ti for all i G [m],j G [n] 
f =l
• At any time there are between 0 and S j  units of material at D j .  This gives:
t
0 < a{>j < Sj for all i G [m], j  G [n]
i'=l
This leads to the following definition:
Definition 5.1.1. For r  G Rm, s G Kn such that > 0 and Sj > 0 for all i G [m], j  G [n], 
and ri = Hj=i sj we define A(r,s), the alternating transportation polytope:
I
G [m], j  G [n] \
G [m], j  G [n] ,
A(r, s) := a G Rr
•  a ij =  r i f 0 r  aH 1 ^  [m .
•  Z)t=l a jj — S3 f or al13 G W
• 0 < a%j> < n  for all i
• 0 < V*, , a.-/.- < s.- for all i
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It follows that:
•  K L i atj — ri for all i G [m]
•  E » = i  a i j  — s j  fo r  ^  3  £  W
• Yjy=i ai f  > 0 for a11 * € [ra], j  G [n -  1] ( .
• ^ 2 f= jaij' ^ 0 f°r a11 * € [raj, j  € [2 ,n]
• £!'= i a*'j > 0  for all i €  [m -1 ], j  G [n]
• Yl?=i ai'j ^ 0 for all i G [2,m], j  G [n]
Let us assume the cost function is linear (as in Section 1.2.3) but also symmetric, i.e. we 
assume that a delivery from Dj to Si has the same cost as a delivery from 5* to Dj. Note
that this is not always the case (for example, transportation up or down a hill could have
different costs). The generalized transportation problem reduces to minimizing:
m n
p(a) := \a>ij\ (5-2)
*=i j =l
over A(r, s). Note that similarly to equations 2.3 and 2.25 we have:
T(r, s) =  {a G A (r , s) \ a*j > 0 for alH G [ra], j  G [ra]} (5.3)
Over T(r, s) the cost function (5.2) reduces to the same cost function p(a) = ]Cj=ic*j aij
considered in Section 1.2.3 and it can be seen that an extreme value of p (over T(r, s)) must
occur at a vertex of T(r, s). In A(r, s) it is no longer true that an extreme point of p(a)
given by (5.2) must occur at a vertex of A (r,s). As an example consider the following
transportation problem:
/18 14 20\
r = (1,1,1), a = (1,1,1), c =  2 1 2
\20 14 18/
A{r, s) = <a e W
A diagram showing the proposed cost function is given in Figure 5.1. 
By Theorem 2.3.4 vert«4((l, 1,1), (1,1,1)) =  ASM(3,1):
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F i g u r e  5 . 1 :  D i a g r a m  o f  r u n n i n g  e x a m p l e
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 o' '0 1 o'












=  3 4 .  H o w e v e r  o v e r  A ( ( l ,  1 , 1 ) ,  ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) )  w e  h a v e  
=  3 3 .  A s  s h o w n  i n  F i g u r e  5 . 2  t h i s  a v o i d s  t h e  l o n g e s t  r o u t e s .
F i g u r e  5 . 2 :  S o l u t i o n  o f  r u n n i n g  e x a m p l e  i n  A ( ( l ,  1 , 1 ) ,  ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) )
I n  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n  w e  g i v e  r e s u l t s  a n a l o g o u s  t o  t h o s e  p r e s e n t e d  i n  S e c t i o n  1 . 2 . 3 .
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5.2 Results
The first result we give is a counterpart to Theorem 1.2.34.
Theorem 5.2.1. A(r, s) is non empty and dim.4(r, s) =  (m — l)(n — 1).
Similarly to the edge matrix polytope given by Definition 2.3.3 we define the generalized edge 
matrix pairs polytope £(r, s):
£(r,s)
(M ) € Rmx<"+1> x R (m+1)xn
•  0 < hij < ^  for all i  E [m], j  E [0,n]
•  0 < Vij < Sj for all i  £ [0, m], j  € [n]
•  hio = VQj =  0 for alii E [m] , j  E [n]
• hin — U for all i  E [m]
• vmj = Sj for all j  E [n]
• 1 +  = V i-ij +  for all i  E [m], j  E [n] j
As before any element (/i, v) E £{r, s) can be represented on £ m>n as in Figure 5.3 where the 
condition given by Figure 1.8 still holds.
/ui
Figure 5.3: Elements of £(r, s) on £ m>n 
There is a bijection between A (r,s)  and £(r, s) given by (5.4). Note that this is equivalent
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to bijections (2.4) and (2.5):
aij — k j  — hjj-i =  Vij — i j  for all i £ [m], j  € [n] 
j
hij — for all z €  [m], j  € [0 , n] (5.4)
j'=i
X
Vij =  di'j for all z £ [0, m], j  £ [n]
i '= l
As for previous chapters, when referring to particular paths of a £ A(r, s) on £ m,n, we are 
indeed referring to paths on the lattice diagram of the corresponding (h ,v) £ S (r ,s)  as in 
Figure 5.3. We refer to entries 0 <  < r» or 0 < < sj as non extremal. Thus, a
non extremal path of a £ A(r, s) on £ m>n is a set of edges of the lattice diagram of the 
corresponding (h,v) for which 0 <  < r* or 0 < % < Sj. The polytope £(r, s) will be used
throughout the rest of this chapter, firstly to prove the following theorem (a generalization 
of Theorem 1.2.35):
Theorem  5.2.2.
vertA(r, s) = {a £ -4(r, s) \ a on £ m>n has no non extremal cycles}
Proof. This result is actually a special case of Theorem 4.1.3 as A(r, s) = A(H, H', V, V')
with:
/0 0 .. 0 r , \ ] fa 7*1 n  ri V
H  = • ; j : ► m H ’ = ; ; :
lo 0 .. 0 rJ . fa rm rm  ^ m )  J
/ 0
n+ 1
o \ y / 0  . . .
n + l
0 \ y
0 0 Si . . . sn
V  = 1 ► 771+1 V ' = • ► 7 7 1 + 1
0 0 Si . . . Sn
\*1 . .. Snj 4 \8 l . . . Sn) >
n  n
□
Note that Theorem 2.3.4 follows from Theorem 5.2.2. Also, we have the immediate corollary: 
Corollary 5.2.3. 7/r £ Nm, s G N n then vertA(r, s) C A(r, s) fi Zmxn
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W e  d e f i n e  a  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  h i g h e r  s p i n  a l t e r n a t i n g  s i g n  m a t r i c e s  g i v e n  b y  D e f i n i t i o n  
2 . 1 . 1 .
Definition 5 . 2 . 4 .  F o r  r  G N m , s  €  N n s u c h  t h a t  Y l T = \ r i  =  Y ! i j = i s j >  w e  d e f i n e  t h e  s e t  o f  
a l t e r n a t i n g  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  m a t r i c e s  A T M ( r , s ) :
•  Y l ' j = i  a ij =  r i  f o r  a l i i  £  [ r a ]
•  X X  i  aij =  s j  f o r  a U  J  €  [n] I
•  0  <  X Z ^ = i  a ij' <  r i  f ° r  a l l  i  € [ m \ , j  e  [ n ]  |
•  0  <  X X = i  a * i  ^  s 3  f o r  a l l  i  e [m ] J  e  [ n ]  J
N o t e  t h a t  A T M ( r ,  s )  =  * 4 ( r ,  s )  n  Z m x n .
A s  a n  e x a m p l e  c o n s i d e r  t h e  s e t  v 4 ( (  1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ) .  F i g u r e  5 . 4  s h o w s  t h e  s e t  A T M ( ( 1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) )  
a s  w e l l  a s  t h e i r  n o n  e x t r e m a l  p a t h s .
A T M ( r , s )  : =  {  a  G Z m x n
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 0 1\ 
2 0 1 
0 1 0/
0 0 1\ 








1 0 0 \ 




F i g u r e  5 . 4 :  N o n  e x t r e m a l  e d g e s  o f  t h e  i n t e g e r  e l e m e n t s  o f  A  ( ( 1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) )
F i r s t  o f  a l l  w e  n o t e  t h a t  n o n e  o f  t h e s e  e l e m e n t s  h a v e  a  n o n  e x t r e m a l  c y c l e  a n d  t h u s
v e r t * 4  ( ( 1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) )  =  A T M ( ( 1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) )
I f  w e  n o w  m o v e  o n t o  f a c e s ,  r e c a l l i n g  D e f i n i t i o n  1 . 2 . 5  w e  s e e  t h a t  f o r  A { r ,  s )  t h e  l i n e a r  e q u a l i t i e s  
t h a t  w e  n e e d  t o  c o n s i d e r  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  t h e  p a r t i a l  s u m  i n e q u a l i t i e s :
0  ^  E j ' = l  a i,j' ^  r i f ° r  a U  * €  [m ] J  £  [n  ~  1 ]
0  <  X X = l  a % ' j  <  S {  f o r  a l l  i  G [ m  —  1 ] ,  j  G [ n ]
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Note that these are equivalent to:
0 <  hij < for all i G [ra], j  G [n — 1]
0 < < Si for all t G [ra — 1], j  G [n]
Thus, setting one of these inequalities to be a defining equality of a face corresponds to setting 
one of the edges on a lattice diagram to be extremal. Consider H  C [m] x [n — 1] x [2] and 
V  C [ra — 1] x [n] x [2]. Then any face is of the form:
A (r , s )(h ,v ) :=  | o G A (r , s)
•  — SikU for all (i , j , k) G H 1
• = 5ikSj for all (i , j, k) £ V  J (5.5)
where (h,v) is the edge matrix pair corresponding to a. Note that this is similar to the 
notation given by (1.58) for T(r, s). Using this notation it is straightforward to define the 
following representation of faces of A(r, s).
Definition 5.2.5. For a face F  of A (r ,s ) , we define the lattice diagram of F  ld(F) as the 
following labeling of Cm,n:
•  The left and upper boundary edges are labelled by zeros, and the right and lower boundary 
edges are labelled by the entries o f r and s respectively.
•  The horizontal edge between ( i,j)  and ( i , j  +1) is labelled SikU i f  and only ifh ij =  SikU 
for all a G F  (where (h, v) G S(r , s) corresponds to a).
•  The vertical edge between ( i,j)  and (i +  1 , j )  is labelled SikSj i f  and only ifv ij  =  SikSj 
for all a G F  (where (h,v) G £(r, s) corresponds to a).
•  All other edges are unlabelled.
° MFor example consider F  = 2 >. By Definition 5.2.5:
1 0 0
0 0 0










On the set of lattice diagrams of fapes of A (r , s) the following operations can be defined:
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Definition 5.2.6. For two lattice diagrams o f faces of A(r, s), ld{F\) and Id^Fi) we define 
ld{F\) C Zd(.F2) to mean that:
• I f  the horizontal edge between ( i , j )  and (i , j  +  1) of /d(F2) is labelled SikU then the 
horizontal edge between ( i ,j )  and ( i , j  +  1) of ld(F\) is labelled 8\kU.
•  I f  the vertical edge between (i , j ) and ( i , j  +1) ofld(F2) is labelled SikSj then the vertical 
edge between ( i ,j )  and ( i , j  +  1) of ld(F\) is labelled S^Sj.
o o o
o«
For example consider ld(Fi) =  o*
o«
1 1
0 0 1 0
1 1 1 2
<! !





•3 . Then we
■l
have ld(Fi) C ld(F2).
Using these definitions we give the following result:
Theorem 5.2.7. The set of faces o f A (r, s) ordered by inclusion is isomorphic to the set of 
lattice diagrams of faces ordered by inclusion.
Proof Let us consider two faces F\ =  A(r, s)(HltVi) and F2 =  A(r, s)(^2,v2) of A (r ,s )  where 
Hi, Vi, H2 and V2 are the largest possible sets which give F\ and F2. Recalling (5.5), F\ C F2 
if and only if H2 Q Hi and U2 C V{. The result then follows from Definitions 5.2.5 and 
5.2.6. □
Definition 5.2.8. For two lattice diagrams o f faces of A (r ,s ) , ld(Fi) and ld(F2) we define 
ld(Fi) U ld(F2) as the following labeling o f Cm>n:
• The horizontal edge between ( i ,j)  and ( i , j  +  1) of ld(Fi) U /d(F2) is labelled SikU if  
and only i f  the horizontal edge between (i , j ) and ( i , j  +  1) of both ld(Fi) and ld{F2) is 
labelled SikU.
• The vertical edge between (i , j )  and (i +  l , j )  o f ld(Fi) U /d(F2) is labelled S^Sj i f  and 
only if  the vertical edge between (i , j ) and (i +  1, j) of both ld(Fi) and Zd(F2) is labelled
8lk&j •
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•  A l l  o t h e r  e d g e s  a r e  u n l a b e l l e d .  
F o r  e x a m p l e  w e  h a v e :












D e f i n i t i o n  5 . 2 . 5  a l l o w s  u s  t o  c o n s t r u c t  t h e  l a t t i c e  d i a g r a m  l d ( F )  f r o m  t h e  h a l f s p a c e  d e f i n i t i o n  
o f  F ,  h o w e v e r  u s i n g  D e f i n i t i o n  5 . 2 . 8  w e  g i v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t  ( t h e  p r o o f  i s  o m i t t e d ) :
T h e o r e m  5 . 2 . 9 .  L e t  F  b e  a  f a c e  o f  A ( r , s ) .  T h e n
I d ( F ) =  | J  )
v£ vertF
F o r  F  =  A ( r ,  s ) ( h ,v ) a  f a c e  o f  A ( r ,  s )  r e c a l l i n g  D e f i n i t i o n  5 . 2 . 5  w e  s e e  t h a t  t h e  e n t r i e s  o f  h  
o r  v  o n  c e r t a i n  e d g e s  o f  l d ( F )  w i l l  b e  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  t h e  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s ,  H ,  V  a n d  t h e  
e q u a t i o n  +  %  =  v i - i , j  +  h i j  a t  e a c h  v e r t e x .  W e  d e f i n e  n e c ( F )  a s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  n o n
e x t r e m a l  c y c l e s  o f  l d ( F )  t h a t  d o  n o t  e n c l o s e  a n o t h e r  c y c l e  ( a n  u n l a b e l l e d  e d g e  i s  c o n s i d e r e d  
t o  b e  n o n  e x t r e m a l ) .
F o r  e x a m p l e  f o r  F  =  * 4 ( ( 1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ) ( { ( i ) i t i ) } )0 )  w e  h a v e  n e c ( F )  =  2 ,  i n d e e d :
o o o





( a s  u s u a l  w e  c o l o r  t h e  n o n  e x t r e m a l  e d g e s  i n  r e d ) .  U s i n g  t h i s  w e  g i v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t :  
T h e o r e m  5 . 2 . 1 0 .  L e t  F  b e  a  f a c e  o f  A ( r , s ) .  T h e n :
d i m  F  =  n e c ( F )
P r o o f .  W e  r e c a l l  t h a t  d i m  F  i s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  v a l u e s  n e e d e d  t o  u n i q u e l y  d e t e r m i n e  a n  e l e m e n t  
o f  F .  W e  n u m b e r  t h e  n e c ( F )  =  k  n o n  e x t r e m a l  c y c l e s  o f  l d ( F )  t h a t  d o  n o t  e n c l o s e  a n o t h e r
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c y c l e  a n d  d e f i n e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s e t s :
H l  : =  j ( i , i )  G [ r a ]  x  [n] 
y l :=  e  [m] x  [n]
t h e  e d g e  b e t w e e n  ( i , j )  a n d  ( i , j  +  1 )  \  ,
i s  i n  t h e  Z *  c y c l e  t o r  a l l  1  <  /  <  / c
t h e  e d g e  b e t w e e n  ( « ,  j )  a n d  ( »  +  1 ,  j )  j  f o r  a l l  x  ^
i s  m  t h e  I  c y c l e  J
C o n s i d e r  ( h , v )  G £ { r ,  s )  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  a n  e l e m e n t  o f  F .  C h o o s i n g  a  s i n g l e  v a l u e  h i j  ( o r  
v ^ )  f o r  s o m e  ( i , j )  G H l  ( o r  V 1 )  f o r  a l l  I  G [ k ]  d e t e r m i n e s  a l l  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  t h e  I t h  c y c l e .  T h u s  
a l l  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  ( h ,  v )  c a n  b e  u n i q u e l y  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  s e t t i n g  k  v a l u e s  ( c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  
k  n o n  e x t r e m a l  c y c l e s )  g i v i n g :  d i m  F  <  k .  H o w e v e r  c h o o s i n g  a n y  l e s s  t h a n  k  v a l u e s  l e a v e s  
u s  w i t h  a  c y c l e ,  a n d  a s  c a n  b e  s e e n  b y  c o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  5 . 2 . 2  t h i s  d o e s  n o t  
f u l l y  d e t e r m i n e  ( h , v ) .  T h u s  d i m F  >  k  a s  r e q u i r e d .  □
N o t e  t h a t  T h e o r e m  5 . 2 . 2  i s  a  s p e c i a l  c a s e  o f  T h e o r e m  5 . 2 . 1 0 ,  s i n c e  i f  n e c ( F )  =  0  t h e n  F  i s  a  
v e r t e x .  R e c a l l i n g  T h e o r e m  5 . 2 . 9 ,  T h e o r e m  5 . 2 . 1 0  i m m e d i a t e l y  g i v e s :
C o r o l l a r y  5 . 2 . 1 1 .  T a k i n g  V \ , V 2  E  v e r t A i r ,  s ) , t h e  l i n e  s e g m e n t  b e t w e e n  v \  a n d  V 2  i s  a n  e d g e  
i f  a n d  o n l y  i f :
n e c ( l d ( { v i } )  U  l d ( { v 2 } ) )  =  1
F i g u r e s  5 . 5 , 5 . 6 , 5 . 7 , 5 . 8  a n d  5 . 9  g i v e  t h e  l a t t i c e  d i a g r a m s  o f  r e s p e c t i v e l y  t h e  v e r t i c e s ,  e d g e s ,  2  
d i m e n s i o n a l  f a c e s ,  f a c e t s  a n d  t h e  w h o l e  p o l y t o p e  o f  * 4 ( ( 1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ) .  N o t e  t h a t  i n  t h e s e  
d i a g r a m s ,  c e r t a i n  r e d  e d g e s  a r e  l a b e l l e d  i f  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  v a l u e s  o f  h  o r  v  a r e  f i x e d  ( b u t  
n o n  e x t r e m a l ) ,  h o w e v e r  a c c o r d i n g  t o  D e f i n i t i o n  5 . 2 . 5  t h e s e  e d g e s  w o u l d  s t r i c t l y  s p e a k i n g  b e  
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F i g u r e  5 . 5 :  L a t t i c e  d i a g r a m s  o f  t h e  v e r t i c e s  o f  A  ( ( 1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) )
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F i g u r e  5 . 7 :  L a t t i c e  d i a g r a m s  o f  t h e  2  d i m e n s i o n a l  f a c e s  o f  A  ( ( 1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) )























F i g u r e  5 . 8 :  L a t t i c e  d i a g r a m s  o f  t h e  f a c e t s  o f  A  ( ( 1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) )
(
; |
F i g u r e  5 . 9 :  L a t t i c e  d i a g r a m  o f  A ( ( l ,  3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) )
U s i n g  C o r o l l a r y  5 . 2 . 1 1  w e  a r e  a b l e  t o  d r a w  t h e  g r a p h  o f  t h i s  p o l y t o p e  a s  s h o w n  i n  F i g u r e  
5 . 1 0 .  N o t e  t h a t  t h e  g r a p h  o f  a  p o l y t o p e  i s  d e f i n e d  a s  f o l l o w s :  t h e  v e r t i c e s  o f  t h e  g r a p h  a r e  
t h e  v e r t i c e s  o f  t h e  p o l y t o p e  a n d  t w o  v e r t i c e s  a r e  j o i n e d  b y  a n  e d g e  o f  t h e  g r a p h  i f  a n d  o n l y  
i f  t h e y  a r e  j o i n e d  b y  a n  e d g e  o f  t h e  p o l y t o p e .  F o r  t h e  c u r i o u s ,  F i g u r e  5 . 1 1  g i v e s  t h e  g r a p h  o f  
t h e  a l t e r n a t i n g  s i g n  m a t r i x  p o l t y o p e  A 3 .
I n  [ 1 0 5 ]  a n a l o g o u s  r e s u l t s  t o  T h e o r e m s  5 . 2 . 7 , 5 . 2 . 1 0  a n d  C o r o l l a r y  5 . 2 . 1 1  a r e  g i v e n  f o r  A n - 
T h e s e  r e s u l t s  a r e  g i v e n  u s i n g  f l o w  g i r d s  a s  o p p o s e d  t o  l a t t i c e  d i a g r a m s .  A  s i m p l e  b i j e c t i o n  
b e t w e e n  t h e s e  t w o  s e t s  o f  o b j e c t s  c a n  b e  g i v e n  a n d  s o  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  [ 1 0 5 ]  a r e  p a r t i c u l a r  c a s e s  o f  
T h e o r e m s  5 . 2 . 7 , 5 . 2 . 1 0  a n d  C o r o l l a r y  5 . 2 . 1 1  t h a t  c a n  b e  o b t a i n e d  b y  s e t t i n g  r  =  s  =  ( 1 , . . . ,  1 ) .
n
A s  a  c o u n t e r p a r t  t o  T h e o r e m  1 . 2 . 3 9  w e  g i v e  u s i n g  t h e  c o n v e n t i o n  o f  e q u a t i o n  ( 1 . 2 2 )  t h e  
f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t :
Theorem 5.2.12.
v e r t A ( r ,  =  ( v e r t A i r ,  r ) ) * 1 , d *
T h i s  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s  i n  a  s i m i l a r  w a y  t o  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  4 . 6 . 1 .
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F i g u r e  5 . 1 0 :  G r a p h  o f  A  ( ( 1 , 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) )
F i g u r e  5 . 1 1 :  G r a p h  o f  A s
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5.3 Conclusion
The polytope *4(r, s) has been shown to be a valid solution set of an ordered transportation 
polytope. The transshipment problem is solved by reducing the problem to a transportation 
problem, however the transportation polytope is a subset of the alternating transportation 
polytope. Thus solutions of the transshipment problem can be found within the alternating 
transportation polytope. Note that if the transportation problem does not have any ordered 
delivery restrictions it is still possible to find a solution within A (r , s) simply by considering 
permutations of the labeling of nodes.Transport between two different sources or two different 
destinations is however not allowed in A(r, s). Note that if r G Qm and s G Qn then 
\A(kr, ks) n Zmxn| is a quasi-polynomial in k of dimension (m — l)(n — 1). This follows from 
Theorem 1.2.18. Theorem 2.4.1 is a special case of this. The polytope A(r, s) is yet another 





This section is a summary of the work presented throughout this thesis. Every chapter has 
a conclusive section. Thus the summary given here will be brief.
Chapter 1 served as a review of the literature on alternating sign matrices as well as an 
overview of results concerning polytopes. In particular it was seen that alternating sign 
matrices can be considered as a generalization of permutation matrices.
In Chapter 2 we built on this, generalizing the Birkhoff polytope Bn to define the alternating 
sign matrix polytope An- We introduced a new set of integer matrices and gave multiple 
bijections to other sets. We believe that these sets could be studied in their own right.
Chapters 3 and 4 are a study of the symmetry classes of Bn and An. Using techniques 
based on the fundamental regions of these classes we were able to identify vertices of these 
polytopes and give results for the enumeration of symmetric semi magic squares or higher 
spin alternating sign matrices of fixed size and variable line sum. Once again the connection 
between Bn and An was apparent.
In Chapter 5, in a similar fashion to Chapter 2, we generalize the transportation polytope 
to define the alternating transportation polytope. This polytope could be the starting point 
for many research projects. ,
189
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6.2 Further work
6.2.1 Enumeration of higher spin alternating sign matrices
Throughout this thesis we do not consider the enumeration of ASM(n,r) for fixed r  and 
variable n. Recalling (1.51),(1.52) and (1.53), enumerations of SMS(n,r) for r =  2 or r =  3 
and variable n  are known [2, 20, 58, 104]. Obtaining similar enumerations for ASM(n, r) 
would however seemingly be a very challenging project.
Alternative approaches to the enumeration of higher spin alternating sign matrices for fixed 
n  and variable r could involve generating functions and constant term techniques. However, 
it would also be interesting to see whether the techniques of Section 2.5 can be generalized 
to give bijective derivations of enumeration formulae for SMS(n, r) and ASM(n, r) for fixed 
n > 3 and variable r.
6.2.2 Generalization of the Razumov-Stroganov conjectures
In Section 2.5.2 we showed that for n  € [3] and r G N we have |FPLx(n,r)| =  |FPLff/(n,r)| 
where 7r, 7r' G L2n,r are rotations of each other. Note that for r =  1 this has been shown to be 
true for all n  G P. Because of the decomposition of elements of ASM(n,r) (Theorem 2.2.6), 
it seems natural that this result could be generalized for all r G N. To generalize the bijective 
proof given by Wieland [109] of Theorem 1.1.11, a decomposition of elements of FPL(n,r) 
into elements of FPL(n, 1) would be ideal. However, such a simple decomposition seems 
unlikely. Recalling the proof of Theorem 2.5.2 we showed that any element of FPL(3, r) 
could be decomposed using elements of FPL(3,1) and FPL(3,2) \  FPLadm(3,2). Careful 
investigation shows that the decomposition of fully packed loop configurations for n > 4 is 
not as straightforward as shown by the following example:




G  F P L a d m ( 4 ,  2 ) (6.1)






h o w e v e r  t h e s e  t w o  p a t h  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  a r e  n o t  s t a n d a r d  f u l l y  p a c k e d  l o o p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s .
I t  i s  r e a s o n a b l y  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  t o  d e f i n e  a  p o l y t o p e  T n  f o r  w h i c h  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  F P L ( n , r )  
c o r r e s p o n d  t o  t h e  i n t e g e r  p o i n t s  o f  r T n .  S t u d y i n g  t h i s  p o l y t o p e  m a y  a s s i s t  w i t h  f i n d i n g  a  
m e t h o d  o f  d e c o m p o s i t i o n  f o r  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  F P L ( n ,  r ) .
A n o t h e r  p r o j e c t  w o u l d  b e  t o  g e n e r a l i z e  t h e  R a z u m o v - S t r o g a n o v  c o n j e c t u r e s .  I n  [ 1 1 6 ] ,  Z i n n -  
J u s t i n  h a s  d e f i n e d  o p e r a t o r s  o n  Z / 2n , r -  P e r h a p s  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  c e r t a i n  e i g e n v e c t o r s  o f  t h e s e  
o p e r a t o r s  c o u l d  b e  f o u n d  t o  e n u m e r a t e  c e r t a i n  s y m m e t r y  c l a s s e s  o f  F P L ( n ,  r )  w i t h  r e s p e c t  
t o  a  l i n k  p a t t e r n  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n .
6 .2 .3  C o n sid er in g  th e  co n v ex  hu ll o f  sy m m e tr ic  v e r tice s
I n  C h a p t e r s  3  a n d  4  w e  c o n s i d e r e d  p o l y t o p e s  o f  t h e  f o r m  V °  ( u s i n g  t h e  n o t a t i o n  o f  ( 1 . 2 2 ) ) ,  
f o r  V  e i t h e r  B n  o r  A n  a n d  G  a  s u b g r o u p  o f  D ± .  A n o t h e r  i n t e r e s t i n g  p r o b l e m  w o u l d  b e  t o  
c o n s i d e r  t h e  s e t  c o n v  ( ( v e r f P ) 6 ) ,  i . e .  t h e  c o n v e x  h u l l  o f  t h e  s y m m e t r i c  v e r t i c e s  o f  V .  T h i s  
p o l y  t o p e  h a s  a l r e a d y  b e e n  s t u d i e d  b y  C r u s e  f o r  t h e  c a s e s  o f  B n  w i t h  G  =  { 1 ,  d }  [ 4 2 ]  a n d  
G  =  { l , < r }  [ 4 3 ] .  N o t e  t h a t  f o r  s o m e  o f  t h e  c a s e s  ( h a l f  t u r n  s y m m e t r y ,  d i a g o n a l  s y m m e t r y ,  
b o t h  d i a g o n a l  s y m m e t r y )  c o n s i d e r e d  i n  C h a p t e r  4  o f  V  =  A n  t h i s  p o l y t o p e  i s  e q u a l  t o  V G .
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6.2.4 Further polytopes
In Chapter 4 we defined the polytope A( H , H ' , V , V ' ) .  Studying this polytope in general 
would be an interesting problem, in particular when the following condition holds: Hio = 
H'i0, V 0j  =  Vqp H i n  =  H ' i n  and V m j  = for all i € [m], j  € [n]. Theorem 4.1.2 gives 
the vertices of this polytope. The results concerning the faces of A (r , s) given in Chapter 5 
should also be straightforward to generalize.
It is also worth noting that the the connection made in Chapter 5 between A(r, s) and the 
transportation problem can be generalized to show that A (if, H ' ,  V ,  V ' )  is a valid solution set 
of the transportation problem under particular conditions.
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